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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Board
requested
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for

developmental

continuation
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print
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which

the

System

selection

approval
efforts

to

task

read

read.

expense

of

that

can

be

task

will

deployed

(RCR).

of
be

in

the
the

is
This

test,

and poor

a component

this

funding

develop,

handwriting

RCR is

The result

RCR unit

in

to competitively

automatically

MLOCR cannot

an

$21.0 million

in Remote Computer Reading

a previous

(RBCS).

of

for

and

machine

Remote Bar
competitive

an RBCS production

environment.
To meet the 1995 automation
to increase
F

the amount of bar-coded

RCR provides
by utilizing

the

potential

more cost

(and Delivery

Point

the U.S. Postal

goal,

mailpieces

to reduce

effective

while

Service

must continue

lowering

labor

the number of RBCS encoding

electronic

means to determine

Bar Codes) for mailpieces

costs.

operators

ZIP+4 codes

which the MLOCRcannot

read.

BACKGROUND
The U.S. Postal
automate

the processing

Multiline

Optical

receives
entry

of

the

developed

of letter

Character

images of

information.

,F

Service

In the

mail

Readers

rejected

address

the Remote Bar Coding System (RBCS) to
that

future,

from

determine

operator

key

(WCs)

the

delivery

RBCS

Cancellers

entry

determine

MLOCRs and uses

the

Images from Advanced Facer

key

automatically

As now developed,

point

in the same manner.
U.S.

from the

delivery

be transmitted

Postal

the

rejected

appropriate

will

effort.

currently

(MLOCRsl.

mailpieces
to

is

To reduce the labor
Service

point

1

codes

requires
for

required

in the

RCR equipment

images in

the

to

RBCS image

In this

stream.
F

images instead

lffted

point

for

than

MLOCR and RCR both
!&OCR is

designed

electronic

electronic

be lifted

be processed

using
to

video

it

RCR.

Although

delivery

cannot

With

are determined

terminals.

determine

letters

at the MLOCR

by RCR.

images of mailpieces

use computers
reject

mail will

then

by operators

to

in processing

on operators.

fmages will

codes

rather

computer,

entirely

are used to aid

images of non-MLOCR readable
All

and AFCS.

computers

of relying

Electronic

delivery

effort,

point

read

within

by
the

codes,

the

about

180

are

more

milliseconds.
RCR uses
attuned

to reading

through

the

algorithms
cc

algorithms

handwritten

'off

line"

read images lifted
Resolution

of

times

in

an MLOCR that

or degraded
take

and will

print.

advantage

Cycling

of

result

in reading

in the RBCS image stream.

Ultimately.

the

delivery

directly

the appropriate
resolve

addresses

those

these

images

different

at least

25% to

RCR will

also

by the AFCS.

be returned

cannot

from

RCR system will

and processing

50% of the mailpieces

will

different

code

resulting

to the RBCS, where it

mailpiece
will

point

at

be sent

the

will

bar code sorter.

to video

encoding

from

the

RCR process

then be reunited
images

Those

terminals

for

shown in

Figures

that

resolution

with
RCR
by

operators.
Pfctorfal

overviews

of

RBCS and RCR are

1 and 2.

respectively.

APPROACH
The probability
capability

to

of

success

automatically

for

this

perform

technical
basic

approach
character

high.

The

recognition

on

is

,,,-

2

5.
0

handwritten
private

and

poor-quality

machine-printed

already

exists

in

industry.

As stated

in the February

1990 Decision

I of the Automated System, our initial
was $6.0 mfllion.

Our efforts

the actual'funding

requirement

It

now

time

equipment.

This

will

operational

prototypes

of

images

is

this

continued

to

Analysis

estimate

to develop

(DAR) for PhdSe

of the cost

on a fast

track

to develop

basis

RCR

have raised

to $8.3 nfllion.
integrate

this

technology

be done by competitively
for

Report

evaluation

development

into

seeking

and production

and evaluation

our

automated

companies

to provide

acquisition.

effort

is

The cost

projected

to

be

$21.0 million.
Based

on

increased

experience.

competition

acquisition
c-

past

should

the

Competition

and Full

of

be more thdn

cost of the production

The RCR development

cost

effort

this

integration

offset

by a reduction

has been divided

Competition.

cycle

to

take

competition
effort

Competition

for

will

effort
of

ddvdntdge

future

Limited

into

Competition

is designed
emerging

two groups:
is designed

to provide

technologies

The products

RCR buys.

be evaluated

dnd
in

the

equipment.

RCR technology
to be deployed
starting
the Sumner of
.
evaluating
Limited Competition
units in the fall of 1992.
The Full

effort

1993.

a longer
and

of

in the suamter of 1993 and will

the

to enable
We will

be

development

ensure
Full

Limited

greater

Competition

be deployed

in early

1994.
The combined estimated
includes

$8.3 million

Multiple
effort.

cost

coasaitted

developmental

of

both

efforts

is

$29.3 mfllfon,

which

to date.

contracts

were awarded to companies

Edch company must demonstrate

the ability

3

for

to take electronic

each RCR
images

of
P

non-MLOCR readable

appropriate

ZIP or

The first

ZIP+4 bar

phase consists

technology

in

benchmark
third

mailpieces

prototype

letter

developed
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is

will

codes.

the

electronically

Each effort

of a demonstration

reading

is

and

mail

in order
development

test

into

In
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the

prototype

the existing
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four

the effectiveness

addresses.

and
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of

to judge
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a

design.

The

system.

The

RBCS in the fourth

phase.

WORKACCOMPLISHEDTO DATE
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companies

development
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of
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continuing
Full

after

progress
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the

to

to

effort.

initial

their
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who desire
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developmental
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and Westinghouse.
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participate
Systems,
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showed enough
Ic

were
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to move up to the
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TRW is
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continuing

proposals
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under

by

other

Limited

the
Full
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effort.
RCR performance

tests

to date

show that

of the printed
It also

the MLOCR, RCR resolved

over 50% to ZIP+4.

handwritten
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to the 5-digit

ZIP level.

showed

potential

for

higher

further
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the

developmental

handwriting

achieving

In addition.
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recognition

capability
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mail

resolved
Analysis

ZIP+4
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over 35% of the
of these

resolution

industry
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by

experts

results
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with

predict

that
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in
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next few years.
Fourteen
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-

effort,
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pursuing

effort.

awarded

4

for

For
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ninety

either
the

Full
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the

Limited
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technological

c.

assessment.

contractor

Each

technology

to meet or

performance

is

handwritten

mail

contractor's

responsibility

his

requirements.
the bdsfs
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for

exceed

65% of

performance,

will
the
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to

at

least

the

to select

consistent

of a performance
requirements

the

performance

model.

machine
5

dnd 45% of

It

level.)

Postal

will

Those firms

mail
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that
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the best

the
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dnd

(Minimum

performance.

digit

U.S.

equipment

printed

the technical

with

will

appropriate
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non-MLOCR readable

The contractor's
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propose
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potential

an integrated

on
for

RCR System
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BENEFITS AND SAVINGS
RCR offers
P

the potential

non-MLOCR readable
labor-intensive
rate

for

will

yield

to process

letter

mail

operator

keying.

RCR and a labor
savings

of

cost

in

a large

the

percentage

automated

mailstream

If we assume an average
of

$13.89

$100 million

per

of machinable

per hour,

without

of only

a national

use of

25% accept
RBCS system

The benefits

year.

but

of

RCR will

include:
0

Reduced labor

cost

0

Reduced facflfties
and staff

0

Reduced
off-site

for manual key entry
cost

associated

with

cost
for telecormsunfcatfon
encodfng facility.

of

key entry
fmages

labor
to

the

FUNDS REQUESTED
Efforts
to cost

associated

$21.0 million.

with
This

continuing

the existing

includes

a contingency

5

RCR work

are

of $1.3 million

projected
to cover

unexpected
/-

variances

in

costs.

The following

table

shows the

breakout

of

the funds needed:
Expense
(f Millions)
Limited
Full

Competition

Competition

RCR

7.4

RCR

12.3

Contingency

1.3

WORKTO BE DONE
The U.S. Postal
Remote Computer
next

step

is

Service

Reading

to develop

thus positioning

has laid

subsystem

the
for

and evaluate

us to expeditiously

groundwork
the

to

develop

Remote Bar Coding

RCR under

live

operating

pursue a production

and test
System.

a
The

conditions,

effort.

SCHEDULE
Our

schedule

Competition
sumer

calls

for

RCRs in the Fall

of 1993.

A detailed

the

completion

of 1992 and Full
schedule

and

test

Competition

of

the

completion

Limited
Competition

Full
Competition

Issue Solicitation

March 1991

March 1991

Award Phase 1 Contracts

April

June 1991

Complete Phase 1

September 1991

Board Approval
Start Phase 2

October 1991
October 1991

Complete Phase 2

October 1992
June 1993

Units

in the

follows:

Milestone

Deploy Production

Limited

6

1991

September 1991
October 1991
October

1991

June 1993
March 1994

-

CONSIDERATIONOF ALTERNATIVES
The

alternative

to

from all

mailpieces

addresses

the RBCS concept
of

electronic

automated

use

enter

operators

of

it

mailpiece

alternative

addresses

addresses

by RCR will

the RBCS key entry

that

would

of

entry

When

some form

eventually

be

key entry.

to key entry.

method of resolving

keyboard

was anticipated

the high cost of operator

a viable

for

the Remote Bar Coding System.

developed,

recognition

The success achieved
perform

to

that

was initially

employed to offset
RCR is

RCR is

It

prior

influence

provides

an additional

to intervention

by operators.

the number of operators

needed to

function.

CONCLUSION
Preliminary
P

tests

configuration
available

for

of

this

other

effort,

types

Reading

features

inherent

in

is

A combined

not

in

a

currently

machine print

been demonstrated.
provides

letter

although

RCR hardware

equipment.

of 40% has already

in bar coding

shown that,

the

application,

Remote Computer

efficiencies

have

off-the-shelf

read rate

The use of

industry

Postal

as comnercfal

and handwritten

greater

with

mail.
this

the

opportunity

Although

for

not a current

system can also

even
part

be applied

to

available

to

of mail.

RECOMMENDATION
Remote Bar Coding
incorporate
RBCS with

System is

non-MLOCR readable
Remote

Computer

potential.

The

combined

$100 million

per year.

the
mail

most

promising

into

the

Reading

adds

system

offers

approach

automated

even

system.

greater

savings

flexibility

potential

Combining
and
exceeding

P

Therefore,
continued

it

is

development,

reconnnended

that

$21.0 million

integration,

and testing

a

be

approved

for

of Remote Computer Reading.

the
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22 ADDITIONAL

REMOTE BAR CODE SYSTEMB

EXECDTIVE

SUBMARY

Automation
program,
approved
by the Board
The Phase I Bar Coding
of Governor6
in 1990, set forth
a multi-phased
plan to further
automate
processing
and reduce
postal
costs
through
the Use Of'
The deployment
of equipment
authorized
in Phase I
bar codes.
will
be completed
in April
1993.
Phase II of the Bar Coding Automation
program
was approved
by the
This
Headquarters
Capital
Investment
committee
in April
1992.
project,
with
an investment
of $1.6 billion,
proposed
the
purchase
of 2,188 Delivery
Bar Code Sorters,
2,749 Wide Area Bar
Code Reader Upgrades,
and 120 Remote Bar Coding
Systems
(RBCSS).
Remote Video
The RBCS plan consisted
of two encoding
methods:
which utilized
contract
labor
and Remote Computer
Encoding,
Reading,
which would allow
computer
resolution
of addresses,
instead
of manual encoding.

F

After
further
extensive
review
by senior
management,
it was
determined
that
the Phase II program
would be further
phased,
to
allow
significant
issues,
including
technology
Change6 and the
pending
arbitration
decision
on contracting
out the Remote Bar
Coding
System keying,
to be resolved.
while
results
from the
arbitration
decision
will
not be known for several
months,
there
is a need for bridge
funding
of the RBCS portion
of the Phase II
in order
to maintain
a procurement
source
and ensure
program,
that
potential
savings
are not delayed.
This document
presents
the justification
for the procurement
of 22 additional
RBCS
systems,
to supplement
the 25 systems
approved
in Phase I.
This proposal
requests
funding
of 8114.4 million
in capital
and
8.3 million
in expense
funds for equipment
sufficient
to expand a
limited
version
of the RBCS to 22 additional
sites.
The
following
iS a breakdown
of this
investment
(in millions):
160
22
3,008
78

MLCCR Imaae Lift
Image Processing
Keying
Terminal6
OUtpUt
Processing

SUbSVStemS
SUbSyStem6
SUbSyStemS
Total

-' 30.1
8.5

Fmen e
so.z6
0
0

Sii%

These 22 systems
are justified
in context
with the overall
268
site
RBCS network.
Projections
6hOW that
this
total
system
yield6
a return
on investment
(ROI) of 31 percent,
Using Contract
The 22 systems
Shown above,
when combined
with
the other
labor.
investments
necessarv
to eauio the 22 sites
and fullv
suooort
the
~sratcodesd
bv the e(~ ioment
fincludinq
$"na
91)
d
'v
bae
produce
an ROI of 35.4 percent,
with
a net present
value
(NPV) of
8453 million.
1

JU8TIPICATION
Emtirs

268

Site

RBCB Network

The goal to produce
a fully
automated
letter
mailstream
is the
The
driving
impetus
behind
our bar coding
automation
efforts.
ability
to automate
mail that
is not bar coded by customers
and
cannot
be bar coded by WLOCRS can only be achieved
by some form
The RECS is the most
of manually
intense
encoding
system.
(An explanation
efficient
system for producing
these bar Codes.
of the RBCS system
is included
in Attachment
1.)
RBCS is the key ingredient
for ensuring
that
the maximum savings
It is the discrete
from our automation
program
are realized.
event that
drive6
field
planning,
because
it represent6
the only
mechanism
capable
of generating
a rapid
build-up
of bar coded
volumes.
This,
in turn,
promote6
earlier
activation
of automated
operations.
Moreover,
of our three
bar coding
sources
(customers,
MLOCR6 and RBCSs), the RECS represents
the only
internally-controlled
portion
capable
of overcoming
the
deficiencies
of the Others.
These influence6
of the RBCS are not
easily
quantified,
and are often
overlooked
by separate
analysis
of this
System.

-

We did,
however,
attempt
to isolate
the benefit6
of the RBCS.
decision
rests
strongly
on
The find6
show that
thi6
investment
contracting
out the Remote Video Encoding
keying
operations.
A
fully
implemented
RBCS network,
using
contract
labor,
will
produce
net operational
savings
of just
under
8700 million
annually
beginning
in 1997.
22 RBCS 8ite6
Our ability
to contract
out this
function
ha6 been challenged
by
the union which would perform
this
work.
However,
delaying
this
investment
decision
until
the Spring
of 1993 when the arbitration
decision
is final
could
jeopardize
a timely
implementation
of
RBCS * Slippage6
to date,
as we reexamined
the program,
have
already
stretched
our major RSCS suppliers
to the limit.
Without
an additional
commitment
of funds by early
December 1992, a major
supplier
of several
key R8CS component6
plan6
to cease operating
this
bUSine6.6.
Finding
a new supplier
and establishing
the
required
production
line6
could
cause schedule
delay6
of 12
month6 or more.
Moreover,
waiting
until
next spring
would also put strong
pressure
on the Postal
Service
to re-compete
this
procurement
Should
this
occur,
action.
significant
additional
delay6
could
occur.
Therefore,
failure
to move forward
now with
a limited
buy
of RECS equipment
could delay
the entire
RSCS program
and the
projected
savings
would not be achieved
as planned.

,,.-

2

0I3

NINIRIZINQ

RISKS

0--

Preserving

Deployment

Schedule

This

limited
buy of 22 additional
RBCS systems
is being
presented
to preserve
our deployment
schedule,
while
minimizing
risks.
By moving forward
now, we can keep suppliers
in production
and be
positioned
to expand rapidly
if a favorable
arbitration
decision
Risk6 are reduced
by limiting
funding
is received
in the spring.
to the minimum equipment
required
to keep production
on track.

now

Mew Remote

Computsr

Reading

Technology

In addition,
the RBCS plan included
in the Phase II Bar Coding
Automation
program
COnSiSted
of two encoding
methods:
a) contracted
out Remote Video Encoding,
and b) Remote Computer
Over
Reading,
which will
utilize
computer6
to resolve
addresses.
time,
the need for the labor
intensive
Remote Video Encoding
would be reduced
and replaced
with Remote Computer
Reading.

Ic-

At the time Phase II was originally
proposed,
the actual
performance
of Remote Computer
Reading
had not been demonstrated.
However,
Remote Computer
Reading
equipment
is now being tested
by
the Postal
Service.
If the Remote Computer
Reading
equipment
meets its performance
potential,
our analysis
6hOW6 that
a remote
bar coding
system can be economically
supported
without
the
remote video
encoding
function.
Prior
to the Board of Governors
final
decision
investment
requested
in this
Decision
Analysis
test
results
for Remote Computer
Reading
will

regarding
the
Report,
the actual
be known.

If the test
equipment
demonstrates
an acceptable
performance
level,
the majority
of the equipment
purchased
for the 22
additional
RBCS sites
could
be Used for Remote Computer
Reading.
This is especially
important
if an unfavorable
arbitration
decision
is reached.
An in-house
keying
scenario
dramatically
changes
the economic6
from the RSCS system.
Keying
costs
double
when using
postal
(in-house)
labor,
and operating
savings
are
drastically
lowered
and are insufficient
to justify
the
investment.

3

P

Therefore,
if the decision
is made not to pursue
Remote Video
Encoding
(through
an unfavorable
arbitration
award and a decision
not to perform
Remote Video Encoding
with more Costly
postal
personnel),
over 80 percent,
or approximately
$91 million,
of the
cost of equipment
purchased
for the 22 RECS sites
could
be
This
utilized
in the Remote Computer
Reading
environment.'
fUrtier
minimi
the risk
Of this
inV66tJIWIt.

' Of the equipment
requested
in this
proposal,
over 80
percent,
or approximately
$91 million,
would be required
to
operate
an RCR-based
bar coding
system.
That equipment
residing
in the remote keying
site
(approximately
one half
of the Image
Processing
SUbSySt6m - $15.0 million
and the keying
terminal6
S8.5 million)
would not be required
under an RCR-only
system.
This equipment
could
be Used as spares
for the existing
RBCS
sites
or alternatively
sold back to the contractor
for some
residual
value,
thereby
further
limiting
the capital
at risk.
4

,The economic
justification
for the 22 additional
RBCS sites
included
in this
proposal
i6 provided
in this
Section.
Since the
justification
relies
on the assumptions
and condition6
contained
a brief
diSCUSSiOn
of the entire
in the Phase II DAR analysis,
268 site
network
benefits
is necessary.
Entire

268 Site

RECS Benefit6

The total
investment
generates
an ROI of
$1,154
million.

in the 268 site
with
31 percent,

system of 81,667.Z
million
a net present
value
of

This return
is generally
unaffected
by moderate
changes
to keying
It is, however,
productivities
and the savings
capture
rate.
highly
sensitive
to our ability
to use contract
labor
for the
remote
keying
operation.
The cost of thi6
contract
labor
average6
$13.31 per console
keying
hour,
which
include6
An in-house
supervision,
space,
and telecommunications
COSt6.
operation
at today'6
labor
rate6
would double
this
hourly
CO6t
Clearly,
and Completely
reverse
this
decision
recommendation.
the RBCS investment
decision
rests
strongly
on our ability
to
contract
out RVE keying
operation6
or alternatively
drastically
lowering
our in-house
labor
COSt6.
22 Site
C

RECS Benefit6

The equipment
required
to completely
support
22 additional
RBCS
site6
consists
of $271 million
in total
funds,
a6 shown below,
The
and produced
a return
on investment
(ROI) of 35.4 percent.
savings
generated
from these
22 sites
represents
approximately
17
percent
of the total
savings
expected
from the entire
268 site
RBCS network.
The ROI for the 22 additional
RBCS site6
is higher
than the ROI for the total
268 site
system due to the higher
volume concentration
in the 22 sites
targeted
to receive
the
equipment.
A6 diSCUSSed PreViOUSly,
this
investment
i6
justifiable
only when using
the lower
cost6
of contract
keying.
Following
are summary result6
page 9 for 22 RBCS sites.

of

the

cash

flow

analysis

shown

RBCS Investment
Delivery
Bar Code Sorters,
Remote
Computer
Reading
Equipment
and
Advance
Facer Canceler
Input
Subsystems
Total
Investment
(capital
& expense)

8

114.7

million

8
8

156.0
270.7

mill&D
million

Operating

$1,479.9

Return
Net

Variance
on Investment

Present

35.4

Value

$
5

453.0

million
percent
million

on

C

The funding
request
presented
for approval
in this
DAR seeks
authorization
for $114.7 million
or 46 percent
of the above
(Details
of the equipment
requested
and
required
investment.
This limits
funding
to only
costs
are contained
on pages 10-12.)
that
equipment
that
is absolutely
necessary
to initiate
RBCS
processing
at 22 sites
and preserves
our overall
deployment
schedule.
Investments
totalling
$156.0 million
in Advance Facer Canceler
input
subsystems,
RCRs and supporting
Delivery
Bar Code Sorters
necessary
to obtain
the 35.4 percent
ROI are not required
at this
time.
It is important
to note that
should
we eventually
proceed
with contract
remote keying
operations,
this
additional
equipment
will
be required
to generate
the above investment
return.
By moving forvard
with funding
in December,
we will
keep our RBCS
deployment
schedule
on track.
All of the equipment
requested
in
this
proposal
can be deployed
prior
to the end of 1993.
This
limited
buy of RRCS equipment
is sufficiently
large
enough to
keep suppliers
involved,
and schedules
on track,
while
limiting
risk.
Next spring,
with a favorable
arbitration
decision,
we
will
be positioned
to move forward
without
a major slippage
in
the overall
deployment
schedule.
P

A list
of
presented

the 22 sites
in Attachment

scheduled
2.

to

receive

the

RSCS equipment

is

RCR-based

Bar

Coding

System

BOBSfitS

As discussed
previously,
Remote Computer
Reading
technology
is
capable
of justifying
most of the equipment
requested
in this
should
the decision
be made not to pursue
Remote Video
proposal,
Our estimate
of the resulting
ROI and NPV are 15.0.
Encoding.
percent
and $20 million,
respectively.
The benefits
from this
system are derived
from the ability
of the
of all images received,
RCR to encode slightly
more than one-half
6 percent
to delivery
point
and 44 percent
to the 5-digit
level."
Benefits,
however,
would be concentrated
in mail
processing
operations,
rather
than delivery
operations,
due to
the preponderance
of 5-digit
coded mail.
Of course,
an
acceptable
level
of accuracy
would be required
before
proceeding
with
an RCR-based
system.'

%hese estimates
are based on the RCR's potential
of
encoding
65 percent
of printed
images
(35 percent
to delivery
point
and 65 percent
to the 5-digit
level)
and 45 percent
of
script
mail to the 5-digit
level.
Printed
and script
images
comprise
35 percent
and 65 percent,
respectively,
of all
candidate
images,
respectively.
%ith
manual encoding,
is not as critical
because
correct
most RCR mistakes.
quality
control
mechanism.

the incidence
of RCR encoding
errors
the keying
operation
can %atch**
and
An RCR-based
system lacks
this

RECOlMHDATIOR
,It is recommended
that
$114.4 million
in capital
in expense
funds be approved
for investment
in
22 additional
sites.

and $0.3 million
RRCS equipment
for

This proposal
will
allow
us to limit
our risk
exposure
while
avoiding
major
slippages
to the RRCS deployment
schedule,
thereby
preserving
the full
savings
potential
of this
system.
Pending
a favorable
contracting
out arbitration
decision
next spring,
this
equipment
can be combined
with
additional
equipment
purchases
to produce
a Return
on Investment
of
35.4 percent,
with
a Net Present
Value of 5453 million.
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23

This
represents
the capital
costs
associated
vith
the manufacinitial
site
spares,
initial
maintenance
and
ture,
delivery,
supervisor
training,
documentation
and installation
of 22 RBCS
is $27.8
sites.
The total
capital
investment
for
the
item
million
based on a unit
cost
of $621,920
per system
plus
$14.1
and supervisor
training
million
for initial
spares , maintenance
and documentation.
This
ture,
nals
total
unit

ranresents
the canital
costs
associated
with
the manufacddlivery
and installation
of the 3,008 video
display
termi(VDT) required
as part
of
the RBCS for the 22 sites.
The
capital
investment
for this
item is $8.3 million
based on a
cost of $2,764
per terminal.

mThis
line
item includes
capital
costs
associated
with
the
manufacture,
delivery,
initial
site
spares,
initial
maintenance
documentation
and installation
of 235
and operator
training,
DBCSs required
to support
the RBCS in the 22 sites.
The total
capital
investment
for this
item is $84.6 million
based on a unit
cost
of $320,098
per DBCS which
includes
$15,000
for racks
for
each DBCS and the Total
Organization
Productivity
System
(TOPS)
which
is the operator
maintenance
system.
The total
capital
investment
also
includes
$9.5 million
for initial
spares,
training and documentation.
This item includes
all capital
costs
associated
with
the manufacture,
delivery,
initial
site
spares,
initial
maintenance
training,
documentation
and installation
of
input
subsystem
modfffcatione
on 160 MLCCRe.
This will
provide
the capability
to capture
a video
image of all
non-readable
addressee.
The total
capital
investment
for this
item of $64.6 million
is based on a cost
of
$117,000
per part
B MLCCR and 5549,455
per Part A WLCCR modification.
The additional
costs
for
the Part
A MMCRe
includes
software
modifications
to improve
the Part
A MLCCR read rates.
This includes
a new MicroVAX
computer,
2 Intel
386/2 computers,
and 1 Intel
32M byte memory board for each Part A MICCR to accommodate the ISS modification.
The total
capital
investment
also
includes
$3.0 million
for
initial
spares,
training
and documentation.

10
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This line
item includes
capital
cost associated
with
the manufacand installation
of an
initial
site
spares,
ture,
delivery,
output
subsystem
modification
on 70 BCSs to provide
the capability for the BCS to communicate
With the remote bar coding
computer
The total
system
and to spray
a bar code on each mail
piece.
capital
investment
for this
item of $9.4 million
is based on a
The cost
of letter
mail
cost
of $65,297
per BCS modification.
labeling
machines
(LHLM) of $162,500
per site
is also included
in
The LMLKS attach
blank
white
labels
to
the capital
investment.
This enables
a bar code
letters
that
will
not accept
a bar code.
to be sprayed
and read on these
pieces
thereby
increasing
the
amount
of mail
that
can be processed
in the
automated
mail
stream.
The total
capital
investment
also
includes
S.5 million
for initial
spares,
training
and documentation.

Iss mThis includes
capital
cost associated
with
the manufacture,
delivery,
initial
site
spares,
initial
maintenance
training,
documentation
and installation
of an input
subsystem
on each
of the 141 Advanced
Pacer
Canceler
systems
in the 22 sites
to
provide
the capability
to capture
a video
image of non-OCR readable
addresses
and to transmit
the
images
to the
remote
bar
The total
capital
investment
for this
coding
computer
system.
item is $24.1
million
based on a unit
cost
of $160,000
per AFCS
modification
plus
1.5 million
for initial
spares,
training
and
documentation.
c-

mThis
line
item
includes
capital
costs
associated
with
the
manufacture,
delivery,
initial
site
spares,
initial
maintenance
training,
documentation
and installation
of 120 remote
computer
reading
units.
The total
capital
investment
is $30.9
million
based upon a unit
cost of $300,000
per RCR plus
$2.9 million
for
initial
spares,
training
and documentation.
CONTINGENCYCapital
contingency
is calculated
at 2.52
of the
capital
costs
for the new hardware
and equipment
modifications
above and is included
to accommodate
unanticipated
changes
in
projected
costs
or program
requirements.
Total
capital
contingency funding
is estimated
at 96.4 million.
SLTE pBEE- Funding
in the amount of $5.2 million
is provided
to
prepare
sites
for
the
installation
of the equipment
and the
This
item
includes
equipment
modifications
described
above.
funding
for
costs
associated
with
installation
of additional
electrical
power,
changes
in facility
layouts,
modifications
to
interior
space,
etc.
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-Total

This
line
item
funding
for this
This
this

includes
item S.6

m
afunding

for

represents
item is

psS ufunding

This represents
for this
item is

expense
million.

costs

expense costs
S.2 million.

for

expense
costs
5.1 million.

for

m
mThis line
item includes
expense
Total
funding
for this
item is S.1 million.
mTotal

This
line
item
includes
funding
for this
item is

u

m
aDBCSs.
This
for
each DBCS at
beginning
1991.
235

NON-RECURRING
start-up
cost

depot
costs

expense
costs
0.4 million.

spares.

spares.

Total

spares.

Total

depot

spares.

for
for

items
represent
portion
of the

THIRD PARTY NAINTENANCE
for the remote
sites.

RECURRING THIRD PARTY NAINTENANCR
nance costs
for the remote
sites.
KEYING represents

depot

depot

depot

spares.

This line
item represents
the leasing
cost
for
cost
is based upon 2,000
square
feet
required
foot escalated
at 5% annually
$16.00
per square

u
CONTRA= PyT- These line
tracting
out the remote
keying
system.
1c

for

the

costs

of

represents

represents

keying

the cost
of
conremote
bar coding

at

the

the
the

remote

maintenance

annual

mainte-

sites.

OPERATIONALLabor savings
are based on the differential
cost of operating
the
MLOCR and BCS network
compared
to the operating
cost of operating
a remote
bar coding
system
deployed
to the
22 sites
in this
proposal.
The remote
bar coding
system will
generate
a greater
amount
of bar coded mail
that
can be distributed
on automation
The savings
instead
of labor-intensive
MPLSMs and manual cases.
also includes
the savings
in carrier
casing
time based upon walksequencing
(Advanced
Bar Coding
- ABC) for 1994 and beyond.
In
addition,
this
analysis
includes
the carrier
savings
associated
with
carrier
route
costs
that
are -eliminated
as a result
of
routes
being
abolished.
This proposal
will
reduce
the number of
carrier
letter
routes
that
would
otherwise
be required
by a
minimum of 10 percent.
These carrier
route
savings
are claimed
beginning,l995.
The carrier
operational
savings
are lagged
six
while
the mail processing
savings
are lagged
four months
months,
based
upon equipment
deployment.
The analysis
also
assumes
a
12

#--

carrier
casing
capture
rate of 95 percent
beginning
in 1995.
These line
items
also represent
the net supervisor
cost/SaVingS
required
to operate
the proposed
system
and is based
upon the
following
supervisor/employee
ratios:
Mail Processor
- Automated
Manual Distribution
Clerks
MPLSM Distribution
Clerks

-1to7
- 1 to
-1t020

Equipment

No credit
was taken
for carrier
supervision
since
the
carrier
supervisors
are located
in delivery
units
still
require
a supervisor.

-SUPPORT-

The
maintenance
labor,
recurring
ring
technical
documentation,
and MPLSM maintenance
parts
below:

20
majority
of
that
would

costs
in these
line
items
spares,
recurring
training,
MPLSM maintenance
labor
Each sub-item
is
savings.

includes
recur-

savings,

described

Naintenaace

Labor.
This
item
covers
the annual
cost
of the
maintenance
labor
required
to keep each equipment
type
in this
proposal
operational
and in service.
This item also includes
the
cost
of baselining
equipment
to prepare
for
the
ISS and OSS
modifications
and the cost of relocating
floater
MIKICRs necessary
to complete
ISS modifications.
The costs
of additional
maintenance supervisors
is also included
in the line.

c

Recurring
Site
Spares.
This line
item covers
site
spare
replacement
parts
required
to
included
in this
proposal
operational
and in
Recurring
of depot
included

Depot Spares.
spare
replacement
in this
proposal

the annual
costs
of
keep
the equipment
service.

This
line
item covers
the annual
costs
parts
required
to keep the equipment
operational
and in service.

Training.
This
line
item covers
the
costs
due to turnover
in personnel
included
in this
proposal
in addition
performed
by postal
service
training
training
for maintenance
technicians,

annual
recurring
training
for
all
of the
equipment
to initial
training
to be
personnel.
This
includes
operators
and supervisors.

Reaurring
TDP and Documentation.
ring
cost
of technical
documentation
included
in this
proposal.

line

includes

packages

for

NPLSM Naintenanoe

This

the
all

recurequipment

Labor.
This
request
will
result
in more mail
being
processed
on automation
and
fewer
MPLSMs to process
mail
in automated
sites.
This item represents
savings
in the maintenance technician
labor
required
to keep the fewer
MPLSMs operational
and in service.

13
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MPLSN Naintenanoe
Parts.
ante
of
the
spare
parts
. .
_
. .
clonal
ana in service.

QXfiFiB. These

line

utility
costs
This
line
includes
automated
equipment

items

This
required

represents
to keep

represent

utility
and the

the

costs
reduction

the annual
cost avoidthe fewer MPLSMs opera-

following:

associated
with
in MPISMS.

additional

Error

Reduction
Savings
This
line
represents
the savings
that
will
result
crease
in errors
in an automated
vs mechanized/manual
ment.
Automation
is projected
to reduce
distribution
2.52 vs. present
MPLSM and manual operations.
Scheme Training
Significant
build
up in bar coded volume
and the
of
practically
RBCS will
result
in the elimination
training.
This line
represents
these
savings.

P

from

the deenvironerrors
by

deployment
of
all
scheme

System8 Engineers,
Directory
and 8oftware
BuppOrt
Three
systems
engineers
will
be required
in each division
to
monitor
and provide
divisional
support
for the Barcoding
Automation
Program.
In addition
1 position
for every
0 DBCSs will
be
required
to provide
directory
support
to develop
and implement
sort
schemes
for DBCSs.
This line
item also
includes
the headquarters
and field
costs
for RBCS contracts
administration.
Transitional
Complement
Impact
The work
hour
savings
potential
from
our automation
efforts
present
special
challenges
for
ensuring
that
they
are fully
realized.
This
line
item accounts
for possible
short-term
complement
adjustment
problems.
Recurring
White Labels
The recurring
annual
cost
of
machines
is included
in this
that
will
require
white
labels
investment
line
item description.

white
labels
for the white
label
line
based
upon projected
volume
as stated
in the OSS/BCS capital

14
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ATTACBREBTl
RBNOTE BAR CODING SYSTRN
The Remote Bar Coding System (RBcs)
mail which an Mu)CR does not encode
There are five
beyond five
digits.
system:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

is designed
at all,
or
components

to bar code that
cannot
bar code
that
make up this

Input
Subsystem:
Remote Computer
Reading;
Remote Video Encoding;
Output
Subsystem;
and
Image Processing
Subsystem

mut
SubsvsteR.
Video images of non-OCR readable
mail will
be
The
lifted
at the MUXR or advanced
facer
canceler
system.
technology
used to perform
this
task is referred
to as the input
subsystem.
Letters
will
be marked on their
reverse
side with
a
unique
identification
bar code and set aside.
All lifted
images will
next be
&mote
Comouter
Readina
IRCRl
processed
by remote
computer
reading
technology.
The RCR can be
viewed
as an off-line
optical
character
reader
that
electronically
attempts
to encode mail pieces.
The process
is
somewhat
slower
than on-line
RLGCR systems
and uses different
types
of processes
or algorithms
to encode mail pieces.
It is
estimated
that
RCR encoding
will
reduce
the remote video
keying
workload
by approximately
25 percent.
encode
process
address

This system provides
the means to
fullv
those
nieces
not comoletelv
encoded
bv RCR. This
involves
data entry
personnel
who manually-type
in
information
from projected
images.

After
all
images have been processed,
mail
QUtDUt Sub vst
pieces
can'be
%
to a bar code sorter
equipped
with
an output
subsystem
which
reads the identification
code placed
on each
piece
and sprays
a bar code representing
the address
information
obtained
during
the RCR or video
encoding
process.
Irssa
Proc ssina
sub6vste.m
pro&es
Fogether
is called

The system used to
the image processing

tie

the above
subsystem.

A keyless
remote
bar coding
system would eliminate
the labor
intensive
RVE operation.
However,
the pieces
bar coded during
the output
subsystem
operation
would
consist
only of those
encoded
by the RCR. Depending
upon the level
of encoding
achieved
by the RCR, investment
in this
scaled
down remote bar
coding
system may be economically
justifiable.
And, since
the
majority
of the equipment
requested
in this
proposal
would be
required
to operate
such a system,
the amount of investment
exposed
to the arbitration
decision
risk
would be minimized.

A?TACHMEM

22 RBCS SITES

KANSAS CllY MO
WESTERN NASSAU NY
PHIIAOELPHIA PA GMF
SEAlll.E

WA

ORLANDO FL
OMAHA NE
BOSTON MA
LoulsvlLLE

KY

PORTLAND OR
ATLANTA GA
NEWARK NJ
MILWAUKEE WI
CLEMLAND OH
LONG BEACH CA
HOUSTON TX
DOMINIC V DANIELS (NO JERSEY)
DETROIT MI
BALTIMORE MD
SALT LAKE CITY UT
DALIAS TX
ROCHESTER NY
SUBURBAN MARYUND MD
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29 Remote Computer Readers- Decision Analysis Report
EXECUTIVE SUhXMARY
,This decision analysis report providesjustification for the procurementof 29 remote
computer readers(RCR’s); twenty-five are to be deployed at the first 25 Remote Bar
Coding System (RBCS) sites; three are for training; and one is for Engineering use in
further researchand development.
The primary benefit of the RCR is that it lowers the keying requirementsat the remote
encoding centers. The RCR is a computer sub-systemof the RBCS which provides an
automatedmethod of determining bar code information for (1) letters that can not be
resolved by the Input SubsystemMultiline Optical CharacterReaders(ISS-MLOCR’s),
and (2), script letters from the Input SubsystemAdvanced Facer Cancelers(ISS-AFCS’s).

rc-

In 1990 the Board of GovernorsapprovedPhaseI of a multi-phased plan to further
automate letter mail processingand reducepostal coststhrough the use of bar codes. At
this time funding for RCR’s was not requestedbecausethe development and testing of
RCR’s was not yet completed. The deployment of equipment for 25 RBCS sites
authorized in PhaseI was essentially completed in April 1993. 5.6 billion images a year
are now being processedat theseRBCS sites.
In 1993, the initial RCR researchprogram was successfullycompleted, and nine
contractorsparticipated in competitive tests. Requestsfor proposalswere issued in
January, 1994. It is anticipated that, with Board of Governorsapproval of the 120 RBCS
DAR by November 1994, the deployment of these29 RCR’s will be completed in
December, 1995. In the first full year of deployment in 1996 they will save 1.30 million
keyer work hours and at least 2.4 million keyer work hours in the following years. See
page 8 for deployment details.

r

In 1992 and 1993, RCR’s from nine contractorswere extensively tested. The better units
demonstrated,with reject images obtained from the ISS-MLOCR’s in Tampa and South
Jersey,that they are capableof finalizing at least 14% of those imagesto the delivery
point and provide additional addressinformation on more than 46% of the images. The
detailed analysis of 20,000 images out of 500,000 processedby eachRCR tested showed

29 Remote Computer Readers- Decision Analysis Report
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that the RCR’s can reducethe keying work load at the remote encoding centersby at least
25%.

The required investment and projected five-year operating variance for the proposed 29
RCR’s is summarizedbelow. The assumptionsmade in the analysis are listed in
Appendix B.
Capital Investment
Total Investment
Operating Variance

%8,963,956
s45m
$9,420,706
$204$X2,025

262.0%
Return on Investment
Net PresentValue @ 12.5% $130,208,850

It is recommendedthat a capital investment of $8,963,956 and an expenseinvestment of
$456,750 be approved for the procurementof 29 Remote Computer Readers.
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1. Introduction
This decision analysis report providesjustification for 29 Remote Computer Readers
(RCR’s). Twenty-five RCR’s are to be installed at the first 25 Remote Bar Coding
System (RBCS) sites; three are to be used for training; and one is for continued research
and development at Engineering.
The primary benefit of the RCR is to reducethe keying requirementsat remote encoding
centersby providing an additional automatedmethod of resolving addresses.The RCR is
a computer system which takes video images of letter mail addressesfrom two sources:
(1) images that can not be fully resolvedby the ISS-MLOCR’s, and (2), script images
from the ISS-AFCS. The RCR applies recognition algorithms to read the addressof each
image, and, by accessingthe national addressdirectory with the addressinformation it
acquires from the image, determinesall or a portion of the delivery bar code. See
Figure 1, page 4.

c-

r

In the RBCS of today without the RCR, images of mail piecesthat are not fully bar coded
to delivery point by the ISS-MLOCR’s are presentedon video screensto operatorsat
remote encoding centers. The operatorsmanually enter addressdata from the image into
a computer which allows the systemto determine the correct delivery bar code. The bar
code information is temporarily storedin a Decision StorageSystem and is then sent to
the Output SubsystemBar code Sorter (OSS-BCS) where the bar code is matched to the
physical mail piece and printed on the letter. All sortationsfrom this point on can be
accomplished with referenceto the bar code that has been applied to the letter.
In the RBCS with RCR, imagesthat are not fully resolved by the ISS-MLOCR, and script
images from the Input SubsystemAdvanced FacerCanceler(ISS-AFCS), are first
transmitted to the RCR for resolution. The RCR has more successwith these images than
the ISS-MLOCR becauseof two factors: a longer processingtime and different
processingalgorithms. The RCR is not forced to processimages at the high speedof
ISS-MLOCR’s. In addition, the RCR is designedto use algorithms which specialize in
script and difficult-to-read images. The RCR can resolve some imagesto the delivery
point; these are sent to the Output SubsystemBar code Sorter (OSS-BCS) for further
processing and sorting. The RCR can partially resolve others; these,along with the
images it can not resolve at all, are sentto the remote encoding center for manual
encoding. Thus, the RCR provides two mechanismsfor reducing keying costs: (1) for
about 15% of the images it can resolve and finalize the bar code, thereby completely

29 Remote Computer Readers- Decision Analysis Report
eliminating the need for any manual addresskeying at the remote encoding center, and
(2), for about 46% of the images it can read a portion of the image address,thereby
reducing the manual keying required for theseimages at the remote encoding center.
These two effects together can reducethe keying workload at the remote encoding center
by more than 25%.

Remote Bar Coding System

No DPS Rew~lution

Remote Video Keying

\I

1 Bar Code Applied /

Figure 1

Q
37

4
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II. Background
Since 1990 the goal of the Postal Servicehas been to develop a national network of
equipment that would lead eventually to having virtually all letter mail bar coded. In
1990 as part of PhaseI of the Bar Coding Automation Program, the Board of Governors
approved funding for the first 25 RBCS sites. Funding for RCR’s was not requestedat
this time becausetheir development and testing was not yet complete. The deployment
of the equipment approvedfor the 25 sites was essentially completed in April 1993.
The first 25 RBCS sites were implemented using contract labor, a step which was
challenged by the American Postal Workers Union (APWU). The issue went to
arbitration for resolution. In May 1993,the arbitrator handeddown a decision. In
accordancewith this decision the APWU and Postal Service cameto an agreementand
signed a memorandum of understandingin November 1993 which made it possible for
the Postal Service to continue RBCS deployment with Postal Service employees.
Management is now in the processof implementing the agreementby obtaining offsite
keying locations and converting the first 25 sites to operatewith Postal Service
employees. In accordancewith the agreement,all 25 sites must be converted by the end
of 1996.
In 1993 the initial researcheffort toward developing RCR’s was successfullycompleted.
It culminated in competitive tests in which nine contractorsparticipated: ELSAG, TRW,
Bell & Howell, IBM, CGA, Westinghouse,AEG, Hughes,and AT&T. The RCR
performance goals set for the program were met by most of the contractors. Requestsfor
proposals to produce operational units were issuedin Jane, 1994; responseswere
received in April 1994. The first RCR’s can be deployed nine months after a contract is
awarded.
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III. Economic Analysis
P
A. Methodology
The economic justification for the 29 RCR’s is given in this section. A discounted cash
flow analysis was done to derive the retum on investment and the net presentvalue of
the proposal. The savingswere derived by using the RCR test results from the competing
contractors’ tests conductedin 1992-93 in combination with simulation models designed
to compute the cost of keying images. Work-hour savingsare basedon the difference in
RBCS operations with and without RCR’s. Detailed assumptionsused in these
calculations are shown in Appendix B. The resulting cashflow is shown on page 11.

C

B. RCR Requirements
A total of 29 RCR’s are included in this proposal. Since the RCR is specified with a
throughput capacity which will allow one RCR to meet the peak volume requirementsat
any of the 25 RBCS sites in the full-up network, and the prospectof extendedRCR
downtime is not consideredto be a problem, only 25 RCR’s are required for the 25
operating sites. An additional three RCR’s are neededto conduct maintenancetraining.
One RCR is required at Engineering to continue researchinto better character-recognition
techniques.

C. Savings
Within 15 months after contract award all 25 operational RCR’s will be fully deployed.
By 1997 these RCR’s will be saving 2.4 million work hours worth $42.7 million per year.
The potential savings of the RCR dependsprimarily on (1) the volume that must be keyed
without the RCR, (2) the RCR performance,(3) the keyer productivity, (4) the keyer
labor rates, and (S), the RCR deployment schedule. Theseitems are discussedin the
following paragraphs.

r

By April, 1994, our first 25 RBCS sites were processingmail at a rate of 5.6 billion
letter-images per year. This includes both mail that is originating and destinating from
other sites. It is anticipated that the unbarcodeddestinating mail volume will decreaseas
more RBCS sites come on line and more of the mail in the automation network is bar
coded at the origin. On the other hand, the originating RBCS volume will increaseas a
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result of normal mail volume growth, and will also increaseas the additional ISS-AFCS’s
and ISS-MLOCR’s, yet to be purchased,are deployed at the 25 sites. In balance, we
expect that there will be some increasein the RBCS volume during the economic life of
the RCR’s. In order to be conservative,the addressimage workload in this analysis is
fixed at 1994 levels.

P

The projected RCR performanceassumedin the analysis was basedon the competitive
tests conducted by the Postal Service.In thesetests,the better RCR’s were able to read
more than 14% of the images to the delivery point and provide additional address
information on more than 46% of the remaining images. Those images that the RCR
readsto the delivery point will avoid all keying operations. For those images for which
the RCR is able to read only a part of the address,the keying work load is reduced. For
example, if the RCR readsonly the 5 digit ZIP code of an address,this information will
not have to be keyed at the remote encoding center. In the competitive tests,the RCR’s
were presentedwith 500,000 images to resolve,two thirds of them script-addressed.
20,000 images randomly selectedout of the 500,000 imageswere scoredin detail. An
image-by-image analysis of the required keying tasks for theseimages, with and without
RCR, showed that the RCR would reducethe overall direct keying work-hours by at least
25%. By 1997 this will reducethe RBCS keying work hours by at least 2.4 million hours
at the first 25 RBCS sites over what it would otherwise be without RCR’s.

The 25 remote encoding sites are now operatedwith contract labor and are in the process
of being converted to USPS labor. For the sakeof analysis a simplifying assumption is
made that these sites will be operatedby contractorsthrough the end of 1996 and will be
converted to USPS labor by 1997. This assumptiontends to understatethe savings.
While these sites are operatedby contractors,a consolehour productivity of 700 images
per keying hour is assumed. After thesesites am convertedto a Postal Service operation,
an averagekeying productivity of 587 imagesper work hour is used. This assumesa
basic keying rate of 650 imagesper hour which is reducedto 587 per work hour to reflect
a 10.8% non-productive time for suchthings as breaks,equipment down time, and
personal time.
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In the analysis specific site contract labor rateswere usedfor the years through 1996.
From 1997 on, labor cost was computed assuming70% transitional and 30% career
Postal work hours.

It is assumedthat the first contract for RCR’s will be signed in November 94. This
contract will have an option for the 29 RCR’s in this DAR as well as for the next 120
RBCS sites. After this DAR is approvedthe option will be exercised.The first three
RCR’s to come off the production line will be delivered in June 1995 for training; the
first unit for mail processingwill be delivered in July 1995; and the remaining 25 RCR’s
will be delivered by the end of December 1995. The deployment of RCR’s for the next
120 sites will follow the first 29.
A four months delay is assumedfrom the time the RCR’s are deployed to the time the
fust savings are credited in the economic analysis.

D. Other Factors
As a result of the RCR reducing the keying work load, the requirement for supervision,
space,and tele-communications will also be reducedat the remote encoding centers.
These additional cost avoidanceswere not taken into accountin the DAR economic
analysis. This adds further to the conservatismof the analysis.
E. Economic Findings
The following is a summary of the economic analysis:
Capital Investment
nt
Total Investment

$8,963,956
$456314
$9,420,706

Operating Variance

$204642,025

262.0%
Return on Investment
Net PresentValue @ 12.5% $130,208,850
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F. Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyseswere conductedto determine the impact of severalvariables on the
merit of the investment.
If the RCR reducesthe keying work load by only 15% instead of 25%, the return on
investment is reduced from 262.0% to 170.5%and the net presentvalue is reduced from
$130,208,850to $73,408,369.
If the total investment cost is doubled thereby increasingthe capital and expense
investment from $9,420,706 to $18,841,413 the return on investmetit is reducedfrom
262.0% to 141,4% and the net presentvalue is reducedfrom $130,208,850 to
$120,788,144.

*I

If both the keying work load reduction is reducedfrom 25% to 15%, and total investment
cost is doubled from $9,420,706to $18,841,413the return on investment is reducedfrom
262.0% to 94.5% and the net presentvalue is reducedfrom $130,208,850 to
$63,987,663.
G. Conclusion
The analysis indicates that there is a high pay-off and very little financial or technical risk
in proceeding with the proposal to procure 29 RCR’s.
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IV. Recommendation
It is recommendedthat a capital investment of %8,963,956and an expenseinvestment of
$456,750 be approvedfor the procurementof 29 RCR’s consisting of 25 operational
units plus three for training, and one for further researchand development.

CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
29 REMOTE COMPUTER READERS DAR
~mnw
Constant Voluma
RCR251.W
RCR Work Load Reduction=
25.00%
1
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PROJECT YEAR
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for 29 RCR’a
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$
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Total Capital Invasbnent
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Maintenance Labor
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%i4.179.033
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$46,707.364

$51.142.753

$206.109.096
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517.405369

543M6.469

$45.616.792

$47.699.732

554X?94.716

$204.642,025

($9443.762)

$17.405.369

$43446.469

$45.616.792

547899.732

$60,294.716

t195.221,319

RSCS Keying Savings
TOTAL VARIANCES
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($11.025)

NPV=
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at 12.5% discount rate
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V. Line Item Description
The line items from the cashflow analysis are describedin this section.

s
includes the cost of manufacture,delivery, installation, initial training,
site prep and site spares. Total capital investment for 29 RCR’s is $8,963,956 which
includes a 5% contingency cost to accommodateunanticipatedchangesin projected costs
or program requirements.
v
includes the cost of depot spares. Total cost for this item including a
5% contingency cost is $456,750.
The unit capital and expenseinvestment costs(without contingency cost) are shown in
the table below.
ciidill

Hardware

lJou&

$232,819

Initial Training
site spares
SitePrep

$10,000

Total Capitalper RCR

$294,383

Depot Spares
Total hvemcnt per RCR

$46,564

$309,383

B
includes the estimatedanmA cost of the maintenancelabor required
to keep the RCR’s operational and in service.
e
includes the estimatedannual costsof sparereplacementparts required
to keep the RCR’s operational
and in service.
.
e
includes the estimated cost of annual recurring maintenance
technician training due to turnover in personnel.
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The RBCS keying savingsare driven by the factors discussedin pages6-8: RSCS
volume, RCR performance, keyer productivity, keyer labor rates, and the deployment
schedule. The savingscredited to the RCR are keyer work-hour saving as a result of the
RCR being able to resolve 14% of the imagesto delivery point and by providing some
addressinformation to the remote encoding centersfor 46% of the ARCS images. The
combined effect of the factors is to reducethe keying work-load at the remote encoding
centersby at least 25% over what it would be without the RCR’s.
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APPENDIX A
RCR Sites

Buffalo, NY
Carol Stream, IL
Cincinnati, OH
Denver, CO
Flushing, NY
Ft Lauderdale, FL
Harrisburg, PA
Indianapolis, IN
Inglewood, CA
Merritield, VA
Mid-Island. NY
Middlesex-Essex, MA
Minneapolis, MN
Oakland. CA
Phoenix. AZ
Providence, RI
San Antonio, TX
San Diego Midway, CA
Santa Ana, CA
South Florida. FL
South Jersey, NJ
Southeastern. Pa
St Louis, MO
St Petersburg, FL
Tampa, FL

A-l
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APPENDIX B
29 RCR DAR ASSUMPTIONS
The RCR will reducethe RBCSkeying work hoursby 25%. This is basedon the secondround of the
fast-trackRCR testsconductedin 1993andcurrentsimulationmodels.
The DAR economicanalysisis basedon the assumptionthat RBCSvolumesat the subject25 siteswill
remainessentiallyconstantat current 1994levels(5.6 billion per year)during future years. Current
imagevolumesincludesomeincoming-destinatingvolutneswhich will graduallydrop off while AFCSISS and h4LOCR-ISSimages(not yet generatedat thesesites)will be addedio titture years. Sincethese
two factorstend to canceleachotherout, a zero-growthassumptionis consideredto be reasonablenod
COtlSerVtiVC.

EachRCR will havethe capacityto handlethe peaktithve RBCSvolumesat eachof the 25 sitesin a
full-up nehvork. Thereforeonly oneRCRunit will be requiredfor eachsite.
Conbactsites: 700 per consolehour
USPSsites: 587 per work hour
This assumesa productivityof 650 imagesper consolehour anda 10.8%nonproductivityfactor.

-

It is assumedthat all 25 siteswill continueto be operatedby conbactorsthrough 1996at which time they
will be convertedto a USPSsite. This understatessavingsassotnecontractsiteswill be convetted
before 1996.
A representativepcrformanccis assumed.(Not the bestnor the worst of thosetested)
Total Fiialiid
15%
Finalizedto DPSor fmer
14%
Partialresolution
46%
The RCR’s havebeenspecifiedto operatewithii the following maximumerror limits:
2%
Error in the fu3t five digits:
4%
Error in the add-on
Theselimitationswere achievedduringthe competitivetests.
The DAR assumesBOG approvalof the currentDAR for 120RBCS’sand thereforeit is assumeda
productioncontractwill be signedin November94
All 29 units will be deliveredby the endof December95
100%of the investmentcostwill be incurredin N 95;
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Hardware
Initial Training
Site Spares
Site Rep
Total Capitalper RCR
Depot spares
Total Investmentper RCR

J.!oLr%

$232,819
S10,000
S46.564
S294,383

S309.383

5% contingencyfor capitaland expenseinvestment.
The DAR assutncsa five yeareconomiclife.
Assumesacontractis signedin November1994
June95
3 RCR’s for training
Fit articletest
July 95
December95 Deploymentcompleted
-

The DAR economicanalysisassumesa 4 month delaybeforework hour savingsbegin.

1997- $18.67per work hour
Labor rate is inflatedby 5% annually
Assumesa 70/30work hour split betweentmnsitionalandcareerwork hours

I.222
S12.93

k?%
S13.58

78
MaintenanceLabor
S28.15
ET-9 1994work hour tate
$2,196
1994Maintenanceper RCR
(S23,055)
1995Maintenance

15 hoursper week(.5 preventive;1.0corrective)
S2,196x 10 unitsx I .05 inflation = S23.055

IO??of initial training

2
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40% of initial spares
It is assumedthat thereis an insignificantamountof labor involvedin the operationof the RCR.
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UNITEDSZATES
POSTAL SERVICE

October 17. 1994
WILLIAM J. DOWLING
SUBJECT: Decision Analysis Report for 29 Remote Computer Readers
The October 7.1994 Decision Analysis Repon (DAR) for 29 Remote Computer Readers (RCRs) has
been reviewed and validated.
The DAR requests 96.963.956 in capital funds and 9456,750 in one-time expense funds for the
procurement, site preparation, and installation of 29 RCRs. Twenty-five of these units are to be
deployed one each to the first 25 Remote Bar Coding System (RBCS) sttes (with the remaining unns
to be used for maintenance and further research and engineering tests). The 25 RBCS skes were
part of the Bar Coding Automation Phase I program approved by the Board of Governors in April
1990. These sites are presently operated by contractors. but will be transitioned to postal-operated
sites by the end of 1996. These RCRs are scheduled for delivery from mid-1995 to mid-1996. They
will be combined with the RCR procurement for the next 120 RBCS sites approved earlier this
month by the Board of Governors.
Use of RCRs to resolve images by computer will reduce the manual keying workload at the 25 sites.
Savings are based on the following assumptions:
,n

The volume that must be keyed without RCRs. The keyed image volume without RCRs at the
25 sites was held constant throughout the analysis at the projected 1994 level of 5.6 billion
pieces.

n

RCR performance. RCRs are assumed to reduce the keying workload by 25 percent, based on
tests conducted in 1992 and 1993. This 25 percent performance level was held constant
throughout the analysis.

S

Keyer productivity. The analysis assumed contractor performance of 700 images per keying
hour and Postal Service keying productivity of 567 images per workhour.

n

Keyer labor rates. The rates were based on current contract costs through 1996 and Postal
Service keyer costs for 70 percent transitional employee workhours and 30 percent career level
4 employee workhours from 1997 on.

For simplicity in the analysis, the DAR assumes that contractors will continue to perform the keying
at these 25 sties through the end of 1996. However, it is expected that the Postal Service will
assume the keying function on a gradual basis during 1995.
The DAR cash flow indicates that the acquisition of the pmposed 29 RCRs will provide a Return On
Investment (ROI) of 262 percent with a Net Present Value (NPV) of $130.2 million after discounting
al 12.5 percent over a five-year operating period. On average, each RCR will save about 66
equivalent positions over what would otherwise be required for RBCS operations without RCRs.

-2-

Since the projected RCR performance is based on test rasults. a sensitivity analysis was perfomled
to determine the impact of a reduction in performance in a live operating envimnment. Should the
RCRs reduce keying workload by only 15 percent (as compared to the 25 percent assumed in the
DAR), the ROI would be reduced to 170 pat-cent and the NPVwould be reduced to $73.4 million.
Thus, even with a 40 par-cent reduction in performance, the RCR produces a favoable raturn.

BOGAPPROVAL
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120 RemoteBar Coding Systems-Decision AnalysisReport
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I"trodUCU0"

This decisionanalysisrepott (DAR) providesjustification for the neat 120RemoteBar Coding Systems
(RBCS) . Thesesystemswill be deployedto 120processingsitesand representthe next logical stepin our
goal of automatingvirtually all letter mail operations.The RBCSis one of three sourcesfor bar coding
letter mail. The other two are customersand Muhiline Optical CharacterReaders(MLXXXs). The
RBCSmnsistsof two encodingmethods: 1) RemoteVideo Encoding,which utilizes manualencoding,
and 2) RemoteComputerReading,which allows computerresolutionof addressesinsteadof manual
enmding.
Backaround
The PhaseI Bar Coding AutomationProgram,approvedby the Boardof Governorsin 1990,setforth a
multi-phasedplan to further automateletter mail processingand reducepostalcoststhrough the useof bar
codes. The goal wasto bar codevirtually all lettersby 1995. The deploymentof equipmentfor 25 RBCS
sitesauthorizedin PhaseI wasessentiallymmpletedin April 1993.
The manualencodingoperationfor these25 RBCSsiteswasimplemmtedusing outsidamntract labor,
which wss challengedby the AmericanPostalWorkersUnion (APWU). The issuewant to arbitration for
resohnion. Sincethen the PostalSetvicewent aheadwith a “bridge” strategyin which someequipmmt
for the next 22 RBCS siteswasbought in order to keepproductionlines openfor critical itemsand to put
us in a position to moveaheadquickly with the automationprogramif a favorablearbitration agreement
were received. Managementanalysesshowedthat RBCSsitescould not be operatedmst-effectivelyusing
careerPostalemployeesunder the salarystmchre at that time. The Board of GovernorsapprovedS114.4
million funding for ImageProcessingSubsystems
(IpSS), terminals,Input Subsystems(lSS) for multiline
OCRs(TvlLOCRs),and Output Subsystems(OSS)for Mail ProcessingBar CodeSorters@4PBCS)at the
22 sites. The ISSsfor MLOCR-A machinesand OSSswereboughtand deployed; the ISS-MLOCR-Bs
till begin deploymentin Octoberof this year, the IPSSs,and terminalswereboughs and are ctmmtly
being deployed.
In May 1993,after an 18 month arbitration procedure,the arbitration decisionwas received.Subsequent
discussionsbetweenthe PostalServiceand the APWU resultedin a Memorandumof Understandingin
Nownbcr 1993ia which the PostalServicewould operatethe RBCSsiteswith 70 percenttransitional
employeework hoursand 30 percent-Postal

employeework hours. This provisionand othersmade

it possiblefor the PostalServiceto just@ the operationof the RBCSsiteswith in-houselabor.
1
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This DAR will put us on a scheduleto completethe 268 site network in 1997. All itemsthat were part of
the 22 “bridge” DAR are now incorporatedin this DAR
Financial Analvsb
The following stmtmaryindicatesthe requiredinvastntcntand projectedsavingsfor the proposed120
RBCSsovera ten year operatingperiod.
(mi11i0”s)

Investment
Capital

s 1.001.9
$ 25.1
S 1.027.0

Total

At Minimum ExuectedPerformance*
operating varia”as
(miiswtt”ted)

S 2,671 million

At DesiredPerformance**
S 4,332 million

Net PresentValue
(Discountedat 12.5%)

S 147million

S 819 million

Rehtm on Investment

15.4%

26.8 %

Delivery Point sequencingrepresentsa new challengefor the organization. This is alsoan atu wherea
great amountof attentionis being directed. Giventhe importana of deliverypoint savingsto this
investmentdqision, the economicsof this proposalare presentedovera rangeof savingslevels. The
minimum expectedperformana representsan attainablelower limit and the foundationon which 10build
savingsovertime to the desiredperfomtancelevel.
The minimum expectedperfomtana levelprojectsa four year ramp-upin carrier savingsachievement,

l

lo a maxi”“tm 50 percentcapturerate.
l

* The desiredperfornmncelevel projectsa threeyear ramp-upin carrier savingsachievement,to a

maximum95 percentcapturerate.
Sina we are cttnently in the early stagesof deliverypoint sequencing,the ROI rangeof 15.4percent10
26.8 percentis usefulfor evaluatingthis proposal.

r
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The following is a breakdownof this investment(in millions):
Total
Rcuuired
120RBCS

$625.4

978 DBCS

275.9
64.2

RBCS Site Prep
DBCS SitePrep
DQI(ia.
Total Capital
Total ExpenseInvestment

s1,001.9

S 25.1
Note: Numbersmay not add due to rounding.

Funding

NOW

Now

Previously
s 110.2
0
1.7
0

14.7
21.7

Funding
Deferred
s

Reuuired

0
275.9
0

$515.2

14.7

0

0
62.5
12.3

2.5
$114.4

6.9
$297.5

$590.0

s

s 5.5

s 19.3

.3

Conclusion
This proposalis to prccureall the equipmentrequiredfor 120RBCSsincluding 978 DBCS’swhich are
requiredto processthe additional bar codedmail generatedby the RBCS. This incrementin the program
r

will allow us to procurethe equipmentat the bestprice that is availablethroughthe pm-negotiatedoption
quantitiesthat were awardedcompetitively. It will allow for a smoothexpansionof the automation
network and limit further delays. The funding requiredis $1.027.0million, leas$114.7million
previouslyapprovedand $303.0million deferred,for a total of 5609.3million. Funding for the DBCSsis
not includedbut will be requiredlater to supportthe savingsincludedin this analysis. This funding can
k deferredfor now sinceDBCSswill still be producedunder the current contractuntil October1994. In
the near future we will decidewhat DPSequipmentoption to pttrsue. We till then seekfunding tmdera
separaterequestfor the DBCSs,and/or the carrier sequena bar cedesorters(CSBCS).
The proposedRBCSswill signiticantlyincreasebar aded mail volume,which will prodtta both mail
processingsavingsand, when combinedwith the purchaseof DBCSs,will genetatecarrier savings. The
RBCSsare economicallyjticd

and neededat this time to reestablishthe forward momcntmnof the bar

coding automationprogram. The total capital investmentof SlJJOl.9million will producea Return on
Immtment in the rangeof 15.4%to 26.8% and a Net PresentValue in the rangeof $147 million to $819
million, basedon the differrna lxtween the minimum expectedperformana and the desiredperformance
1oVol.
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It is recommendedrhat $590.0million capitaland $19.3 million in expensebe approvedto completethe
prwtrement of 120RBCSt
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L Introduction
F
Our current letter automation goals and strategieswere first spelledout in the 1988
Corporate Automation Plan. This plan envisioneda national network of equipment
together with customer participation, that would lead to having virtually all letter mail bar
coded by 1995. This strategy remainsintact today. The only significant departure from
the original plan is that recent eventshave shifted final implementation of the automated
network beyond the 1995 time frame.

./-
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The PhaseI Bar Coding Automation Program, approvedby the Board of Governors in
1990, set forth a multi-phased equipmentplan to achievethis goal. The deployment of
equipment authorized included 1,349 wide areabar code readers(WABCR), 1,228
delivery bar code sorters (DBCS) and equipmentfor 25 RBCS sites. The first 25 sites
are operating with 25 IPSSs, 81 ISS-MLOCRs, 103 OSS-BCSsand 3,339 terminals. The
deployment of equipmentwas essentiallycompleted in April 1993. Funds will be
requestedin the near titure to complete the procurement of the remaining components
required at these sites. Remote Computer ReaderEquipment for the first 25 sites was not
included in the PhaseI Bar Coding Automation DAR and will be separatelyjustified in the
near future.
The initial 25 RBCS sites were implementedusing contract labor which was availableat a
cost considerablylessthan careerPostal labor. The decision of using contract labor was
challengedby the American Postal Workers Union (APWU). The issuewent to
arbitration for resolution. To preparefor a possibleunfavorablearbitration decision,
managementconducted additional analysesand explored technical alternativesto RBCS,
including the use of the remote computer reader(RCR) by itself, without manual
encoding. It was concluded that the use of RCR by itself could not justify the investment
and had high risk as tests were not completed; other technical alternativesproved to be
unattractive. Further study of the use of careerpostal labor to perform the mariual
encoding in the RBCS network was shown to have an unacceptablepayoff.
Consequently,the outcome of the arbitration hearingswas extremely significant in
justifying finther investmentin RBCS equipment. Becauseof this, managementproposed
a “bridge” strategy to proceed with a limited buy of 22 additional RBCSs to minimize risk
and to keep the production lines of critical items open. In December 1992, the Board of
Governors approved Sl14.4 million as part of this bridge strategy for IPSSs, terminals,
5
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OSSsfor MPBCSs, and ISSs for MLOCRs; IPSSs and terminals are currently being
deployed, while the ISSs for the MLOCR-As and some of the OSSsfor mail processing
BCSs have been already been installed at the 22 sites.
After conducting hearingsand deliberating for 15 months, the arbitrator announcedhis
decision in May 1993. It was not a victory for either side, but it set off a seriesof
discussionsbetween labor and managementresulting ultimately in a win-win conclusion.
In November 1993, the APWU and the Postal Service signed a memorandumof
understanding@IOU) which gives postal servicemanagementflexibility and a labor cost
structure that justifies the operation of RBCS siteswith Postal employees. Management
is proceeding to implement this MOU in the 22 RBCS sites of the “bridge” DAR, by
obtaining offsite keying locations and making preparationsto hire keying staff.

F

In this DAR we provide justification for the next complete 120 RBCS systemswhich
includes all items that were pan of the 22 systems“bridge” DAR. Together with the 25
systemsimplemented under PhaseI of the Bar Coding Automation Program, this will
bring the total to 145 sites by 1996. This will put us on a scheduleto complete the 268
site network by the end of 1997.

6
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II. RBCS Background
P
A. Bar Codes and RBCS
The key aspectof the automation program is to reduce operating costs by using bar codes
to reduce letter mail processingcosts, The goal is to bar code “virtually all” letters using
three sources: customers,multiline optical characterreaders(MLOCRs), and the remote
bar coding system(RBCS). RBCS is the systemof last resort which bar codes mail that
mailers do not barcode and h4LOCR.scannot barcode. It is estimatedthat about 3 1
billion pieceswill be barcodedby RBCS in a full-up (268 site) network. This represents
about 28% of the bar codes handledat siteswith this equipment.
B. RBCS Components
The main componentsof the RBCS are the following:

F

Input Subsystem Multiline OCR (ISS MLOCR)
Input Subsystem Advanced Facer Canceler(ISS AFCS)
Remote Computer Reader (RCR)
Terminals
Output SubsystemBarcode Sorter (OSS BCS)
Image ProcessingSubsystem(IPSS)
An overview of how the RBCS functions is presentedin the following paragraphs.
Candidate mail for the RBCS comes from two sources: the letters identified as addressed
in script by the advancedfacer canceler(AFCS); and the letters that the MLOCR cannot
read at all or can not resolve beyond five digits. The 120 RBCS sites are projected to
barcode 19 billion letters annually. (This does not include letters barcodedby customers
or the MLOCRS).
The input subsystemof the AFCS (KS-AFCS) electronically lifts the imagesof letters
addressedin script and transmits the digital imagesto the remote computer reader (RCR).
Similarly, the imagesof addressesthat the MLOCR is unableto resolve at all, or can not
bar code beyond five digits, are lifted by the image subsystemof the MLOCR (ISS-

.7
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MLOCR) and are transmitted to the remote computer reader (RCR). The letters in both
casesare marked on the back side with a unique identification bar code and set aside
ultimately to be processedon the Output SubsystemBarcode Sorter (OSS BCS).
The remote computer reader (RCR) is an off-line optical characterrecognition device that
usesadvancedtechniquesto resolve script imagesand all other difficult to read addresses.
Since it operatesoff-line it can take more time and use additional algorithms not available
to the MLOCR to read images. If the RCR is able to resolvethe addressand determine
the appropriate delivery point sequencecode, the addressinformation is transmitted to the
Output SubsystemBarcode Sorter (OSS BCS). If the RCR is unable to resolvethe
addressand determine the appropriate ZIP code, the image is transmitted to the remote
encoding site for manual processing.
Images transmitted to the remote encoding site are presentedto operators at video
encoding terminals. The operators manually key in the addressinformation into the RBCS
which determinesthe appropriate ZIP codes. The processedaddressinformation is
transmitted to the Output SubsystemBar Code Sorter (OSS BCS)
After the imageshave bean processed,the correspondingmail piecesare fed to the Output
SubsystemBar Code Sorter (OSS BCS) where the unique identification code on the back
of the mail pieces are read and the associatedZIP codesare retrieved from the information
that camefrom the remote encoding center and RCR. The bar codesrepresentingthe
ZIP codes are sprayedon the mail pieceswhich are then sorted on the OSS BCS
accordingly.
The Image ProcessingSubsystem(IPSS) consistsof the computersand communication
links used to processthe addressinformation and link the various subsystemstogether.

8
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Remote Bar Coding System

C. Deployment
To me-etthe goal of bringing the next 120 RBCS sites on line by 1996 the plan is to
deploy the first 22 systemsby the end of calendaryear 1994.1 Approval of tinding
requestedin this DAR will allow the additional 98 systemsto begin deployment in
February 1995. A delivery rate of 8 systemsper month will complete deployment of the
120 systemsby March 1996. To support this ambitious schedulethe Systems
Implementation Support group within Operationshasbeendesignatedas the organization
responsiblefor implementing and coordinating the various supporting organizations
involved.

F

1This DAR assumesactivationof the first 22 RBCSsitesbeginsin July 1994and is completedin
November1994. This rhcdule hasbeenadvanced
with theactivationoflhe first sitein April 1994.We
havenot reflectedthis in the DAR analysissincethe first in-housesitescould haw a longer ramp-up,and
becausethe effectof &is earlier schedulemay,at be%,havea negligibleeffecton the economicsand
recommendationpresentedin this DAR.
9
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Initiating in-house keying operationsrepresentsthe areawhere the greatest amount of new
postal activity will be required. Presently,all keying is performed in remote sites that were
establishedand are operatedby outside firms. While in-houseoperations will still be
operated remotely, in locations other than the processingplants that are being served,
activating the new Remote Encoding Centers(RX) will now be a postal function. A plan
hasbeen preparedwhich encompassesthe key elementsfor insuring the successof this
activity.
Site selection is the starting point in this process. The 120 processingplants in this
proposal will be servedby 40-50 RBCs. The goal is to selectlocations where an adequate
labor force exists to perform the work. Demographic studiesplay a major role and look at
various factors including cost of living, current and future work force wntent and
availability, and unemployment rates. Once potential areasare identified, it is necessaryto
determine the availability of telecommunication servicerequired to operate the RBCS.
Locating and activating the actual site or building is the next activity. Sufficient and
appropriate spacemust be found to housethe REC operations which require about 60
squarefeet per keying station. The facility spacemust be properly preparedto
accommodatenot only the RBCS-related equipmentbut other support equipment ranging
from furniture to time clocks. Equipment installation can then begin. The first 22 plants
and their correspondingRBCs are shown in Attachment B.
All of these activities will eventually lead to initiating the RBC operation. Afler a 12 week
ramp-up period the site will be in a position to operate a fill-up systemwork load.
Stafling the REC will include many activities that havepreviously been performed by
contractors. Managementpositions, including a REC managerand supervisorsmust be
established,selectedand trained. Data ConversionOperator @CO) and Lead DC0
positions must be filled. This will involve testing and qualifying people for thesejobs and
training them to perform the keying operation. Each REC will require work hours for
support functions such as time keeping, custodial, secretarialand administrative work.
Headquarterssupport staff of one manager,one secretaryand eight staff positions is also
included.

10
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IIL RBCS Experience
The following highlights our recent experience
A. Operating Experience
By April 1993 the last of the 25 PhaseI RBCS sites cameon-line. The 25 sites plus the 2
early activation sites (RAPS) generated3 billion bar coded letters in FY 1993. The start
up problems are behind us. The averageproductivity of the first 25 sites in AP 10-l 1
was 659 imagesper hour, comparedto the required productivity of 650, and the
performancecontinuesto improve. In AP l-2, 1994, the averagewas over 700 and at
some sites the productivity was as high as 860 imagesper hour. The averagemissort rate
is now 2%, well below the 3% target; and the availability of the system,the percentageof
time the systemis fully functional and ready to operatewhen required, is over 99%.

/”

Overall, we are meeting or exceedingour goals which is solid evidencethat the
technology works and that we can successfUllyoperate the equipment. These sites have
proven that the projected keying rate of 650 imagesper console hour used in this DAR is
a reasonableexpectation.
B. Remote Computer Reader (RCR)
RCRs developedby nine contractors were extensivelytested by the Postal Servicein 1992
and 1993. The tests showed that the RCR finalized 15% of the imagesit receivedand
partially resolved46% of the images. Finalized imagescan be transmitted directly to the
output systembar code sorter for bar coding and sorting, and require no keying at all.
The imagesthat are only partially resolvedmust be sent to the REC for keying, and to be
resolved to their finest sort. The partial resolutions obtained by the RCR reducethe
keying workload at the REC. The combined effect of having 15% of the imagesfinal&d
by the RCR and 46% partially resolvedreducesthe keying workload at the REC by
26.9oY0.2Throughout the cashflow analysisof the RRCS we have assumedthat the RCR
reducesthe keying work load by 25%. The demonstratedlevel of performanceshows the

e

2 Theseresulu reflect initial testsof the first 5 units. Later testsof theseand additional till
undergoingfinal analysis;preliminaryresellsindicatesignificantimprovement.
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RCR makesa significant contribution to the cost-effectivenessof the RBCS when used as
a contributing component of this system.
C. USPS-APWU Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
In the Memorandum of Understandingsbetween the American Postal Workers Union
(APWU) and the Postal Service,signed on 1l/02/93, both parties, “In firll and complete
settlementof all issuesrelated to the implementation of RBCS....” agreedto principles
which recognize the value of using Postal employeesin ~lfilling our automation goals at a
cost that will benefit both parties. Two significant items agreedupon that make this
possible are: (1) “....The clerical stafling of the RBCS sites will be accomplishedby
utiliing the ratio of 30 percent careerwork hours to 70 percent Transitional Employee
work hours....“, and (2), ’ ...Employeeswill be required to qualify for RBCS keying at a
rate of 7.150 keystrokes per hour at an accuracyrate of 98 percent. Employees will be
expectedto maintain the performanceand accuracyrates required for qualification....“.
Previous analyseswhich examinedthe cost-effectivenessof RBCS showed that RBCS
could not be economicallyjustified using in-house labor. Fully loaded hourly costs of
Postal Service data entry operations are approximately $29 per hour (1994) versusless
than $15 per hour for contracted service. Under the new agreement,the averagekeying
cost will be approximately $20 per hour. Therefore, with a cost structure using 700/o
transitional employee and 3O?hcareerlevel 4 work hours, RBCS can now be economically
justified with in-house labor. Thus, this landmark agreementwas able to satisfy the
concernsof the Postal Serviceby keeping the keying wage rate within the limits that will
justify the investment, while ensuringthat the work will be done exclusivelyby postal
employees.
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IV. Economic Analysis
rThe economicjustification for the 120 RBCS sites included in this proposal is provided in
this section. Since the justification relies on the methodology and assumptionsof the total
bar coding automation program, a brief discussionof these items is necessary.
A. Methodology
The basis of the economic analysisis a simulation effort conducted at all candidateRBCS
sites. The bar coding automation model (BAh4) usedfor this effort is a computer model
which simulatesmail flows through a baselinesystemand a proposed operating systemto
determine changesin work hours betweenthe two. This model also relies on site specific
baselinemail volume, arrival profiles, and operating plans to determine equipment
requirements. The simulation effort representsa comprehensivereview of equipment
requirementsand operating savings.

T-

pBCS Baseline System
The RBCS baselineoperating systemrepresentsthe current systemand is the starting
point for determining the benefits of the proposed system. It consistsof multiline OCRS
(lvlLOCRs), and bar code sorters to get mail to the delivery point sequence(BPS). The
script mail coming from the AdvancedFacer Cancelerand h4LOCR reject mail are
processedon multi-position letter sorting machinesand manual cases.
RBCS Prooosed Svstem
The proposed operating systemconsistsof the baselinesystemplus RBCS. MLOCR
rejects and script mail from the AFCS are processedby the RBCS. Mail that is barcoded
by this systemis then processedthrough the automated network instead of being
processedin the MPLSM/manual operationsas in the baselinesystem.
The advantageof the 120 RBCS is that of the 22 billion piecesprocessed,19 billion are
barcoded, and 16 billion destinatein automated sites. This results in lower mail processing
costs and greatly reduced carrier costs.

,f-
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B. DBCS Requirements
978 DBCSs are required to processthe additional mail bar coded to delivery point
sequence(DPS) by the 120 RBCSs. The RBCSs in the 120 siteswill produce 32% of the
total DPS mail for these sites when fully deployed. The other 68% of the DPS mail for
these sites will come from MLOCRs and customer applied bar codes. 978 DBCSs
representthe total DBCSs required to processthe RBCS generatedDPS volume from the
120 sites.
C. Labor Savings
Labor savingsare basedon the differential cost of processingscript and MLOCR rejected
letter mail in a manual-mechanizedenvironment comparedto the cost of processingthis
mail on the RBCS deployed to the 120 sites in this proposal. The RBCS will produce bar
coded mail that can be distributed on automation instead of the labor-intensiveMPLSMs
and manual cases. The 120 sites in this proposal will, when iklly operational in 1997, bar
code about 19 billion letters annually.

C

Included in the savingsis the impact of modifications of the MLOCR-A machinesat the
120 sites which improve their performanceto that of the newer MLOCR-B machines.
These modifications increasethe bar coding rate and the depth of sort to which the mail is
bar coded. Full-up annual operational savingsfrom this modification are over $22
million, out of the total annual operational savingsin this DAR of over $1 billion.
Savingsare also included to account for the reduction in distribution errors in an RBCS
enviromnent versusMPLSM processing. It is projected that distribution errors to delivery
operations will be reducedby 6.0 percent versusMPLSM operations. This results in less
&-handling of missorted letters. This item also includes the error reduction savings
resulting from going from MPLSM outgoing processingto automation.
The mail processingsavings include the net changesin supervisorcosts required to
operate the proposed systemversusthe baselinesystem. This is basedupon the following
supervisor/employeeratios:

120 RemoteBar Coding Systems-Decision AnalysisReport

Automated Equipment
Manual Distribution Clerks
MPLSM
RBCS Keying

P-

-1t07
- I to20
-1to20
-1to30-50

The carrier savingsare basedupon the increasein Delivery Point Sequencedletters as a
result ofthe 120 KBCSs. DPS letters do not require manual casingby caniers. In the.
baselinesystem,carriers must sequencemail into delivery order by manually placing it into
delivery cases. This manual casingis performed at a standardrate of 18 letters per minute.
Mail is removed (pulled-down) from the casesat a rate of 70 letters per minute. The
combined rate of both of theseactivities is 859 piecesper hour.

/-

Delivery sequencedmail completely bypassesthe casingand pull-down process. As an
offset to these savings,an additional workhour cost hasbeen included which represents
miscellaneouso&e and street time, associatedwith handling delivery point sequenced
mail. This also accountsfor the handling of barcodedletters which can not get delivery
sequenceddue to addressand delivery characteristics(i.e., high-rises,etc.). This
additional work hour cost is calculatedusing a rate of 5,000 piecesper hour for all
delivery point sequencedmail. When combined with a minimum expectedperformance
capture rate of 50 percent, these additional work hours effectively reducethe carrier
savingsby two thirds. At the desiredperformancecapture rate of 95 percent, these
additional workhours effectively reducethe carrier casingsavingsby one fifth.
Another savingselement from delivery point sequencingis that it will reduce the number
of carriers routes that would otherwise be required. Fixed carrier savingsof 65 minutes
per day for eachroute eliminated due to delivery sequencinghavebeen incorporated into
the DAK. These savingsare basedon one route eliminated for eachtwenty hours of direct
delivery point sequencingsavingsat the minimum expectedperformance. At the desired
performancethese savingsare basedon one route eliminated for eachten hours of direct
delivery point sequencingsavings. Thesefixed savingsare the result of the elimination of
activities such as clocking in and out, obtaining mail or keys, checking or preparing a
vehicle, attending a safety meeting, training, breaksand travel to and from the route and
carrier station.

r
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D. Assumptions
The following is a summaryof the most important assumptionsused in the analyses.
Canital and ExuenseInvestments
All capital and expensecosts reflect the most recent contracting experience.
Included in the image lift investmentsare modifications for the MLOCR-A machinesat the
120 sites which improve their performanceto that of the newer MLOCR-B machine.
Thesemodifications increasethe encoderate of the MLOCR-A machines. A higher
encode rate results in more of the mail processedon bar code sorters instead of
mechanicallyor manually.
Destination Kevin8
Destination keying is the keying of non-bar coded incoming mail. During the transition
period, before the RBCS network is fully deployed, mail processingsites will continue to
receive a significant amount of non-bar coded mail from outside the RBCS network. In
order to maximize savingsin this period of transition, RBCS sites sendnon-barcoded
incoming letter mail to the h&OCR and introduce the rejects into RBCS for manual
keying and bar coding. This procedure results in savingsduring the transition period while
the percentageof incoming mail without a bar code is relatively high. In this analysisno
costs or savingsfrom destinating keying havebeen included.

The following are the key RBCS-related assumptionsthat were used in this analysis:
Kevinn Productivitv
Piecesper console hour
Non-productive time factor
Piecesper work hour

650
10.8%
587

OSS-BCS Accept Rate

84.6%
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BCS Accept Rate
First Pass
SubsequentPasses
RCR

98.0%
99.0%
Reduceskeying workload 25%

Throunhout and Productivity
Equipment throughput and productivity is basedupon actual performance,equipment
capabilities and staffing requirements.
Productivity
(Piecesner hour)
EauiDment
Throunhu).
11,358
MLOCR
28,396
10,419
MPBCS
32,000
7,143
MPBCS/DBCS Inc Secondary
25,000
MPLSM
1,229 - 1,511
631 - 1,000
Manual Processing
/-

E. Peak Day Requirements - Average Day Savings
This analysisusesprojected averageday volume to determine systembenefits; equipment
requirementsare basedon peak day volumes.
F. Transitional Year Savings
Two adjustmentswere made during transitional years to reflect start-up effects:
1) Mail processingsavingshavebeen lagged four months while delivery savingsare
lagged one year after equipmentdeployment (with the minimum expectedperformance)
and 6 months (with the desiredperformance); and
2) Carrier savingshave beensignificantly reducedto account for possibleshort-term
complement adjustmentproblems. (85% in 1995,70% in 1996.65% in 1997 and 25% in
1998 with the minimum expectedperformance, At the desiredperformancelevel savings
were reducedby 70% in 1995 and 1996 and 50 percent in 1997.)
Additionally, as discussedearlier, no savingsare claimed for destinatingkeying during the
transitional years.

/17
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These adjustmentsresults in a conservativeestimateof transitional year savingsand, thus,
program benefits.
G. Space
Lease costs are shown in this analysisto reflect spaceneedsand representthe economic
impact of obtaining space. However, it should be noted that as keying sites are established
an analysiswill be performed to determinewhether individual sites should be leasedor
owned.
The annual cost of leasing spacefor the remote encoding centers@EC) is included in the
DAR at a cost of $16.81 (1994 dollars) per squarefoot, It is assumed60 squarefeet of
floor spaceper installed terminal will cover the spacerequirement for all activities at a
REC, including work area, support, administration, maintenanceand locker space.
Included is the total cost to preparethe REC sites to processimagesfor the 120 RBCS
sites. It is understood that some of the REC sites will processimagesfor additional RBCS
sites beyond the 120 plants in this DAR. 2,000 squarefeet is also allocated per DBCS.
The DBCS spacecost is partially offset by the spacesavingsfrom reducing the number of
MPLSMs as a result of RBCS, basedupon 2,600 squarefeet per MPLSM.

/H. Capturing Savings
These 120 RF3CSsites will generateoperational savingsfrom both the mail processingand
delivery operations. Successwith capturing mail processingsavingshas been achieved
with previous automation programs and will representapproximately 70 percent of the
operational savingsin this DAR. These savingswill be as a result of the decreasedwork
load in MPLSM and manual operations. The RBCS bar coded mail will decreasethe
volume of letters that would otherwise be sorted in the MPLSM or manual operations.
Consequently,processingplants will decreasestaffing in these labor intensive operations.
Although delivery point sequencingrepresentsa relatively new challengefor the
organization, we are well positioned to capture these savings. These savingscome from
moving manual casing operations to automation, similar to what we have already
accomplishedwith previous mail processingsavings. The September,1992
Memorandums of Understandingwith the National Association of Letter Carriers (TALC)
establisheda cooperative approachin the planning and implementation of proceduresto
r^
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achievethe benefits of delivery point sequencing. When agreedupon delivery point
sequencingquality levels are initially attained, carrierswill ceasecasingthe delivery point
sequencedletters and take mail directly to the street. In the short run, this will reduce
overtime, assistance,and work hours for part-time, transitional, and casualemployees. As
delivery point sequencingpercentagesincrease, route adjustmentswill be made to more
effectively align delivery staging requirementsto the reducedwork load of the delivery
units. The cost of route inspectionsand adjustmentsare not included in this DAR. An
initial detailed plan to capture the delivery point sequencesavingshasbeen developedand
is under review (referenceattachmentD for the Executive Summary of this plan). As
stated earlier, the dehvery savingsare significantly reducedin this DAB in’1995 through
1998 for the minimum expectedperformanceand in 1995 through 1997 for the desired
performance. In addition, the minimum expectedperformanceassumesthat 50 percent of
all projected carrier savingsare captured. The desiredperformanceassumesthat 95
percent of all projected carrier savingsare captured.
L Deployment Plan

,-

The deployment of the first 22 sites will be completed by the end of calendaryear 1994.
The remaining sites will begin in February 1995 and continue at a rate of 8 systemsper
month until all 120 systemsare deployed in March, 1996. ReferenceAttachment A for a
list of sites.
The DBCSs in this analysisrepresentthe delivery point sequencingcapacity that will be
required to sort the barcodedvolume generatedby the 120 RBCS siteswhen till-up.
Since we will have sufficient capacity for thesesitesuntil 1996, the deployment of this
delivery point sequencingequipment is not proposedto begin until that time. The analysis
is basedupon a 1996 deployment of 80 DBCSs per month.

F
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J. Economic Findings
The following are the summaryresults of the economic analysis:
Capital Investment
ExpenseInvestment
Total Investment

Operating Variances
Return on Investment
Net PresentValue

$ 1,001.9million
25.1 million
s
S 1,027.Omillion

At h4inimum Expected
Performance*

At

$ 2,671 million
15.4%
S 147 million

$ 4,332 million
26.8%
$ 818 million

As previously discussed,delivery point sequencingrepresentsa new challengefor the
organization. This is also an area where a great amount of attention is being directed.
Given the importance of delivery point savingsto this investmentdecision, the economics
of this proposal are presentedover a range of DPS savingslevels, A minimum expected
performance level representsan attainable lower limit and the foundation on which to
build savingsover time to the desiredperformancelevel.
The minimum expectedperformancelevel projects a four year ramp-up in carrier savings
achievement,to a maximum 50 percent capture rate.
l

** The desired performancelevel projects a three year ramp-up in carrier savings
achievement,to a maximum 95 percent capture rate.
Since we are currently in the early stagesof delivery point sequencing,the ROI range of
15.4 percent to 26.8 percent is useful for evaluatingthis proposal.

20
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The following is a breakdown of this investment(in millions):
Exoense
Q&j!
$ 97.9
3.1
I20 Image ProcessingSubsystems
36.3
11,520 Terminals
146.1
4.9
548 MLOCR Image Lift Subsystems
60.6
0.3
328 Output Subsystems
147.2
7.0
571 AFCS Image Lit? Subsystems
97.5
3.9
120 Remote Computer Readers
275.9
5.4
978 DBCSs
Engineering Changes&
39.8
TelecommunicationsTest Equipment
RBCS Site Prep
64.2
14.7
DBCS Site Prep
21.7
L 6
Contingency
$l,OOl.Q
Total
$25.1
The following table is a summaryof the investmentsrequestedin this DAR:
Q&&l
Total Investments
Previously approved for 22 Sites
Fundine now deferred
Total investmentsrequested

S1,001.9
(I 14.4)
(297.5)
S 590.0

Exoense
$25.1
(.3)
m
19.3

V. Recommendation
The investment of $590.0 million in capital and $19.3 million in expenseis recommended
to fully equip the 120 additional RBCS sites. Funding of $303.0 million for DBCS is not
requestedat this time, This proposal will increasethe amount of bar coded mail resulting
in additional mail processingand carrier savings. When the 978 DBCSs are deployed
significant carrier savingswill also be achieved.
The total capital investmentof 51,OOl.Qmillion will produce a Return on Investment in
the range of 15.4% to 26.8% and a Net PresentValue in the range of S147 million to
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$819 million, basedon the difference betweenthe minimum expectedperformanceand the
desired performancelevel..
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Vl. CashFlowsandLine Item Descriptions

Cash Flows for:
Minimum Exuected Performance

Carrier Savings lagged 1 year after equipment deployment
Carrier Transitional Impact cost as follows:
1995: 85 % of carrier savings
1996: 70 % of carrier savings
1997: 65 % of carrier savings
1998: 25 % of carrier savings
Carrier Savings Capture Rate: 50%

and

Desired Performance

Carrier Savings lagged 6 months after equipment deployment
Carrier Transitional Impact cost as follows:
1995: 70 % of carrier savings
1996: 70 % of carrier savings
1997: 50 % of carrier savings
Carrier Savings Capture Rate: 95%
r
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The cashflow line item descriptionsare shown on the following pages. The cashflows
are divided into three main sections: capital investments, expenseinvestments, and
operating variances.
Caoital Investments

This representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial site
spares,initial training and installation for the 120 RBCS sites. The total capital for this
item is $112.9 million basedon a unit cost S509,078per systemfor the first 22 systems
and $776,567 per systemfor the next 98 systems. This line item also includes $25.6
million for the initial site sparesand training.

P

PSS Terminals
This representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery and installation
of the 11,520 video display terminals (VDT) required as part of the RBCS for the 120
sites. The total capital for this item is $36.3 million basedon a unit cost of $2,826 per
VDT for the first 2,880 VDTs and 33,265 per VDT for the next 8,640 VDTs.

This line item representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial
site sparesand training, and the installation of the 978 DBCSs required to support the
RBCS in the 120 sites, The total capital investmentfor this item is S275.9 million based
on a unit cost of $249,495 plus $3 1.9 million for initial site sparesand training.

-

JSS h4LOCR
This line item representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial
sites sparesand installation of the input subsystemand A-Star modifications for 285
MLOCR-A machinesand the input subsystemmodifications for the 263 MLOCR-B
machines. This will provide the capability to capture a video image of ah non-readable
addresses.The total capital investmentfor this item is $146.1 million basedupon an
MLOCR-A unit cost of 5350,326 and an MLOCR-B unit cost of $142,992. This item
also includes $19.8 million for initial site spares,training, source developmentand
engineering support.
26
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This line item representscapital cost associatedwith the manufacture,delivery and
installation of output subsystemmodifications to 328 BCSs to provide the capability for
the BCSs to communicatewith the remote bar coding computer systemand to spray a bar
code on eachmail piece. The total capital investmentfor this item of $65.6 million is
basedon a unit cost of S72,557per BCS modification. The cost of two letter mail
labeling machines(LMLM) of %325,000per site is also included in the capital investment
for this item, in addition to $2.8 million for initial site sparesand training. The LMLMs
attach a blank white label to letters that will not accept a bar code. This enablesa bar
code to be sprayedand read on thesepiecesthereby increasingthe amount of mail that can
be processedin the automated mail stream.

This line item representsthe capital cost associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial
site spares,training , documentation and installation of an input subsystemon each of the
571 advancedfacer-cancelersystems(APCS) in the 120 sitesto provide the capability to
capture a video image of non-OCR readableaddressesand to transmit the imagesto the
remote bar coding computer system. The total capital for this item of $157.2 million is
basedupon a unit cost of $223,453 plus $29.6 million for initial spares,training, source
development and engineeringsupport.

This line item representsthe capital cost associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial
site spares,training, documentationand installation of 120 remote computer reading units.
The total capital for this item of $67.5 million is basedupon a unit cost of S434.000plus
S15.4 million for initial spares,training and documentation.
Additional Eneineerinn & Suooort Equipma
This line item includes the capital cost of $4.1 million associatedwith the manufacture,
delivery and installation of telecommunicationstest equipmentto be utilized with the
RBCS. This line item also includes $27.3 million for engineeringchangesto the RBCS
and $8.5 million for back-up and hardware neededto convert to USPS encoding.
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Contingency
Capital contingency is calculatedat 2.5 % of the capital costs for the new hardware and
equipment modifications above. This is included to accommodateunanticipated changes
in projected costs or program requirements. Total capital contingency in the cashflow is
estimated at $21.7 million. The RBCS portion of this contingency is $14.8 million.

Funding in the amount of $78.8 million is provided to prepare sites for the installation of
equipment and equipment modifications describedabove, and REC build-out. The total
site prep requestedfor the RBCS is $64.2 million. This includes the site prep at the
P&DC sites in addition to Remote Encoding Center items such as build-out of the RECs,
ILniture, telephonesand electronic time clocks. The DBCS site prep of $14.7 million is
basedupon a cost of $15,000 per site. This item includesfimding for items such as
additional power, changesin facility layouts, modifications to interior space,etc.

/--

Exoense Investments
Representsdepot sparesas follows:
IPSS Systems -

S 3.1 million

DBCS

-

% 5.4 million

ISSh4LOCR -

S 4.9 million

ISSAFCS

-

S 7.6 million

OSSBCS

-

S 0.3 million

RCR

-

S 3.9 million

Contingency -

S

.6 million
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Doeratine Variances
Net DBCS I MPLSM Suace
This line item representsthe leasing costs for the 978 DBCSs. This cost is basedupon
2,000 squarefeet required for eachDBCS at $19.45 per squarefoot in 1994 escalatedby
5 percent annually offset by the spacesavingsresulting from the reduction in the number
of MPLSMs.
In-House PBCS
These line items representthe cost of the remote keying portion of the RBCS.
RBCS REC Maintenance
This line item representsthe start-up maintenanceof $595,000 per P & DC site served,in
addition to annual recurring maintenanceof $357,000 per site. This includesthe costs of
maintenancepersonnel,furnishings, fixtures, cabinets,tools and test equipment in addition
to maintenancetraining.

-

Telecommunications
This line item representsthe costs of the telecommunicationsrequired to enablethe
RBCS Sites to transmit letter mail imagesto and from the REC and Processingand
Distribution Centers. This is basedupon the actual telecommunicationscosts for the
phaseI sites, and is calculated at a rate of SO.34per keying hour in 1994 dollars
which equatesto a total annual cost for the 120 sitesof over $9.9 million.

This representsthe annual cost of leasingspace,and the custodial cost required to house
the remote encoding centers. This includesthe spacerequired for terminals, aisles,
computers, and all administrative and support space. Leasecosts are shown in this
analysisto reflect spaceneedsand representthe economic impact of obtaining space.
However, it should be noted that as keying sites are establishedan analysiswill be
performed to determine whether individual sites should be leasedor owned. This costs is
basedupon the need for 60 squarefeet per terminal at a 1994 cost of $16.81 per square
foot for the spaceand custodial work. This equatesto over $14.1 million for the 120
sites when fully deployed.
r
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Other Personnel
This representsthe personnelcosts associatedwith data conversionoperator @CO)
training, management,security, time and attendanceand secretarial/administrativework, in
addition to the cost of DC0 non-productive time. The DC0 training is basedupon 60
hours of initial training per operator, with recurring cost basedupon a 6% turnover rate
for the careerDCOs and 50% turnover for the transitional DCOs. The annual time and
attendancecosts for the 120 sites is over $6.6 million. The annual security for the 120
sites is over $2.7 million. The non-productive time is included to account for DC0
breaks, and other non-keying time. This is basedupon a factor of 10.8% and results in a
net productivity of 587 imagesper work hour versus650 imagesper console hour. This
line item also includes the wst of DPS Program Managers,additional headquarters
support staff, in addition to initial and recurring RBCS hiring and training.

This line representsthe non-personnelcosts associatedwith Remote Encoding Centers in
the 120 sites; this includes tire1and utilities in the annualamount of over $5.0 million,
$5.2 million for suppliesand services,and 5.4 million for other equipment maintenance.
,P

This line item representsthe costs of keying at the remote sites. This includes the cost for
all data conversion operators work hours, lead data conversionoperators, and
supervisionat a ratio of 1 hour of supervisorfor every 30 - 50 data conversion operator
hours.

Doerational Savings

-

Labor savingsare basedon the differential cost of processingscript and MLOCR rejected
letter mail in a manual-mechanizedenvironment comparedto the cost of processingthis
mail on the RBCS deployed to the 120 sites in this proposal. The RBCS will generatea
greater amount of bar coded mail that can be distributed on automation instead of the
labor-intensive MPLSMs and manual cases. The savingsalso include savingsin carrier
casing time basedupon DPS versusmanualcasing. In addition the savingsinclude the
carrier savingsassociatedwith carrier route fixed wsts eliminated as a result of routes
being abolished. Included in the savingsare the impact of modifications for the MLOCR
“A” machinesat the 120 sites which improve their performanceto that of the newer
Iv&OCR-“B” machine. The main benefit of this is improvement in the bar coding rate and
30
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the depth of sort to which the mail is bar coded. A higher coding rate and greater depth
results in more of the mail processedon bar code sorters instead of on MPLSM and
manual operations. A carrier casingcapture rate of 50 percent is assumedwith the
minimum expectedperformance. The desiredperformanceassumesa carrier casing
capture rate of 95 percent. The mail processingsavingsare lagged four months while the
delivery savingsare lagged one year after equipment deployment (with the minimum
expectedperformance) and six months (with the desiredperformance).
These line items also include the net supervisorcost/savingsrequired to operate the
proposed system. This is basedupon the following supervisor/employee.ratios:
Mail processor- Automated Equipment - I to 7
- 1 to 20
Manual Distribution Clerks
- 1 to20
MPLSM
No credit was taken for carrier supervisionsincethe majority of carrier supervisorsare
located in delivery units that would still require a supervisor.

P

Onerational SUDDO~
These line items include the maintenancelabor, recurring spares,training and recurring
documentation.

This item wvers the annual cost of the maintenancelabor required to keep all of the
equipment in this proposal operational and in service. This item also includes the cost of
baselining equipment to preparefor the ISS and OSS modifications and the wst of
relocating floater MLOCRs necessaryto complete ISS modifications. The wst of
additional maintenancesupervisorsis also included in this line.
Recurrine Snare
This item covers the annual recurring cost of site replacementparts required to keep the
equipment included in this proposal operational and in service.

r--31
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C.

Recurrine MaintenanceTraining
This item coversthe annualrecurring training costs due to turnover in personnelfor all of
the equipment in this proposal.
Recurrinrr Technical Documentation Packages
This item includes the recurring cost of technical documentation packagesfor the
equipment in this proposal.

This proposal will result in more mail being processedon automation and fewer IvlPLSMs
at the automated sites. This item representssavingsin maintenancelabor required as a
result of having fewer MPLSMs operational.
MPLSM Maintenance Parts
This representsthe annealcost avoidanceof the spareparts resulting from having fewer
MPLSMs operational.

P

s&I
Utilitv C0st.a
This item representsutility costs associatedwith additional automated equipment and the
savingsassociatedwith fewer MPLSMs.
Error Reduction Savines
This item representsthe savingsthat will result from the decreasein errors in an
automated environment versusthe mechanizedenvironment. It is projected that
distribution errors to delivery operationswill be reducedby 6.0 percent versusMPLSM
secondaryoperations. This results in lessre-handling of missorted letters. This item also
includes the error reduction savingsresulting from going from MPLSM outgoing
processingto automation.

The build-up in bar coded volume resulting from RBCS will result in significant reductions
in schemetraining. This item representsthese savings.

*-
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softwareslrpppd
One position for every eight DBCSs will be required to provide directory support to
develop and implement sort schemesfor DBCSs.

The work hour savings potential from this program presentsspecial challengesto ensure
that they are fully realized. This item accountsfor possible short-term carrier route
adjustment problems. With the minimum expectedperformance, the carrier savings in
1995 am offset by a cost equivalent to 85 percentof the carrier savings, 70 Percentin
1996,65 percent in 1997, and 25 percent in 1998. The carrier savingsat the desired
performance level are offset by 70 percent in 1995,70 percent in 1996 and 50 percent.in
1997.

,r-

The Louisville, KY and WesternNassau,NY Early Activation Pilot Sites (EAPS) will be
updatedwith the latest standardpostal equipment configuration. This lime item represents
adjustmentsfor this conversion. Since thesesites have been bar coding mail with the test
equipment, tire mail processing savingsare offset as a cost to reflect no additional savings
for thesesites. The keying cost is also offset to reflect savingsfrom converting these
sites to postal keying.

The recurring annual costs of white labels for the letter mail labeling (LMLM) machines
is included in this lime item.

i
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ATTACHMENT A
120 RBCS SITES
SeattleWA

LasVep NV

Philulclp~ PA

L&k

MilwaukeeWI

tittk RockAR

Bdtimns MD

L.msbchCA

KUSSCtityMO

Loah&a

-OR

&&ille

AsamaGA

MadisonWI

Ncwrk OMF NJ

M-n

suburha MD

MuxehntaNH

Cb&nd GMF OH

Manluttm NY

HourtDnTX

MemphisTN

Nc\wL D.V. hielr

P

r-

Facility NJ

V&y PA

GMF CA
Kti

Mid-Flti

FL

Wuhingtom DC

NJ hlctm

DdhsTx

Nuhville TN

RcchaterNY

New B,unrwick (Kilmsr P & CC) NJ

OmahaNE

New Hewn CT

.%ttMeCityP&ECtJT

New Orlwr LA

MimiFL

No&k VA

AlkUtyNY

North Bay CA

s.mthemMD. Mu

NarthHouabn7-X

N&h County. SantaAm CA

North Mctm GA

kcks0wille FL

NorthlkusTX

hOH

OkJahm City OK

AamquequeNM

O&do FL

Alulinrx

OmudcA

BatmRwgc1A

PLLfilK IL

Binainatwn AL

P&CA

BostonMA

Pinsbqk PA

‘Louisville

and Western Nassau are early actbation pilot sites. It is the intent to update these sites with

the latest standard Postal coniigumtion.
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BmokbmMA

Poriknd ME

Ihv&Iyn NY

RaleighNC

CantonOH

RichmondVA

Cdu RapidstA

RockIsland IL

CIWkStOOSC

Royd Oak MI

Ctdc’tc NC

smxunmmcA

Cbthnmg9 TN

saint Paul MN

Cbiupo (Central)IL

SanBemudino CA

Chursh StreetStaticaNY NY

SanFmncisw CA

Cohmbis SC

SanJoxCA

Cdumbw OH

SantaBarbaraCA

thytort OH

SouthSuburbanIL

IksMoimrU

Spchnc WA

mtmithn

Sprigtield MA

Ddka VA

Sprin&ld MO

I&ten WA

Sumford CT

Fe-ilk
r

NC

StocktonCA

FtiMmFL

SummittW.+stJerseyP & DC) NJ

FortWonhTx

Synsur NY

Fax Vdky IL

T-WA

F-CA

Tdcdo OH

Cbmd Ratids LA

TrmtcmNJ

t3mnrbomNC

Tuuon AZ

Greenvilk SC

Tulv OK

HuunrdcT

Van Nuys CA

Hondnlu HI

WestPalmBeachFL

Indluny (AIIumh) CA

Wntcm Nuvu NY’

JIVblgPUktL

Westchester
NY

JackJcmMS

Wichita KS

KaIamumMI

WilmingtonDE

KamscityKs

Worcntcr MA

Luming MI

Youngnow OH

P
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Attachment B
/c‘

First 22 Plants and RECs

.F-

RBCS PLANTS
SeattleWA
Portland OR
Salt Lake City UT
KansasCity MO
Milwaukee WI
OmahaNE
Baltimore MD
Washington DC
Southern MD
SuburbanMD
Birmingham AL
MiamiFL
JacksonvillePL
Atlanta GA
Philadelphia PA
Cleveland OH
Newark GMP NJ
North Jersey(DVD) NJ
Houston TX
Dallas TX
RochesterNY
Albany NY

KEYING SITES
Salt Lake City UT
Salt Lake City UT
Salt Lake City UT
Wichita KS
Des Moines IA
Des Moines IA
GreensboroNC
GreensboroNC
CharlestonWV
CharlestonWV
Birmingham AL
Birmingham AL
Birmingham AL
ChattanoogaTN
Lehigh Valley PA
Akron OH
Newark NJ
Newark NJ
Beaumont TX
Little Rock AR
SyracuseNY
Albany NY
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE
UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE
AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION. ~~~410

_
-. T

Rt: RBCS
In full and complete settlement of all issues related to the implementation of RBCS, the APWU and the
Postal Service agree to the following principles:

1.

The Postal Service recognizes the value of postal employment in the fulfillment of its automation
program and the APWU recognizes the value of cooperation with the Postal Service in me
implementation of the automation program.

2.

The parlies agree that the RBCS keying position is a Data Conversion Operator, PS4, clerk c&.
In addition, the parlies agree to utilize the concept of Group Leader - Data Conversion Operator,
PS-5. clerk craft, in the RBCS keying rites.

3.

The panics will develop the details of an orderly transition of RBCS to postal operations by means
of e Joint Task Force on RBCS Implementation which Is referenced in paragraph 10 of this
Memorandum of Understanding. One of the purposes of the Task Force is to protecl service
during the transition. The Postal Service is committed to pedoonning all RBCS work with postal
employees (career and noncareer) as quickly as operationally possible. The cunent 25 RBCS
contract sites and the 2 EAP sites will be converled to postal operations at the earliest possible
date. However, the parties recognbe that during the transition phase and in order to maintain
service at an existing contracl site. there may be unavoidable delays in converting a contract site
to a postal operation. Only in such circumstances may the Postal Service exIend p&tlcular
contracts beyond the initial contract term. In no case may such contract extensions continue
beyond December 31. 1996. Should the union believe thal any contract l xlension violates the
principles in this paragraph, the APWJ may immediately proceed to arbiiration with priority
scheduling.

4.

The clerical staffing of the RBCS sites will be accomplished by utilizing the mtio of 30 percent
cereer work hours to 70 percent Transitional Employee work hours (work hours do not include
leave hours). The ratio of career work hours to Transitional Employee work hours in RBCS sites
is limited to those activities that
related lo RBCS operations, which also includes other
activities such as administrative support This ratio of career work hours to Transitional Employee
work hours in RBCS sites is a national percentege. The Postal Service is commlttcd to ensuring
that the condcions of this provision are met on an ongoing basis.

r

are

The parties recognize that v01~me and work hours will fluctuate during the course of a fiscal year.
It is unlikely that work hour projections will precisely match actual experience. Therefore, them
will be a need to monitor work hours and adjust the work hours and/or compIement to assure that
the national work hour percentages are achieved on average over each fiscal year. The following
procedures will be uliliied to monitor and adjust work hourS/complement to comply with this
agreement:

r

a. The Postal Service will make the initial projections for volume and work hours in the
RBCS operations. Also. the Postal Service will projecl the cereer complement at each
keying site. The career complement system-wide must be Sufficient to work thirty
percent of the projected work hours

.

B

n

b. Commancing with the firs.1accounting period after the Stan-up of Postal RBCS
operations. the parties will meet al least once aech accounting panod lo review actual
experience and revised projcclions. The parties will agree upon any naoereary
adjustments to the planned caraar complement work hours.

experience

c. Aflar the Rrsl year of Postal RBCS operations. the Postal Service wffl make work hour
and career complement projections by fiscal year. The parties wilt meet al least
quarterly to review actual
and revised projactions. The parties will agree
upon any necessary adjustments to the planned areer complement work hours.
6. After completion of the frrst twenty-four months of Postal RBCS oparations, the parties
will meet to review the actual exparianca in relation to achieving the agreed upon
percentages of lhirly percent career work hours and seventy parcant Transilionrl
Employee work hours.
tf the exparience shows diffrcutty in keeping within a one percanl career workhour
variance, the panias will resolve the differanca and consider appropriate adjustments.
such as lump sum payments to identified affected employees and/or other complement
adjustment options.
Adjustments in work hours and/or complement are intended to quickly rewver any deviation from
plan, in order that ai the end of the tscal yaar. the agreed upon work hour percentages are
achieved.
5.

The parties recognize that the Transitional Employee complement provides the Postal Servica
wilh addilional flexibility. II is the inlenl of the parties that lhe caraer workforce. up to the agraad
upon parcenlage. will occupy full-time duty assignments to the exlanl that there exists 8 hours of
work wtlhin 9 or 10 consecutive hours. as appropriate.

6.

The lock-in period for Data Conversion Oparators will be 385 days. The parties agraa that each
RBCS site will complete tha twelve (12) week produclion ramp-up period before toe lock-in pariod
will bagin for the full-time Data Conversion Oparatorc in RBCS sites.
.
The Postal Service retains the right to determine the location of the RBCS sites, as well as the
right to determine which images are processed al each such RBCS site. A RBCS she
processing images for an installation other than the installation in which the RBCS site it situated
will be considered an independent installation for purposes of the application of the National
Agreement.

7.

8.

Consistent with applicable faw, the par-has will establish procaduras which will provide RBCS
Transitional Employees with RBCS career opportunK+.

s.

Employees will be required to qualify for RBCS keying at a rate of 7.150 keystrokes par hour al
an accuracy rate of 98 parcant. Employees will be expected to maintain the parformancc and
accuracy rates required for qualification, which the parhas agree is a fair day’s work. There shall
be no production standards unless one is promulgaled pursuant to Article 34. The parties will
jointly work lo develop methods of maintaining the throughput and accuracy rates for the system,
the training program for qualifying employees as kayars and a
for monitoring par(ormanCe.
The parties will review the keying rata of 7,150 keystrokes per hour and accuracy rates and adjust
as appropriate, prior to the implamantalion of Remote Computer Rud.

system

-2-
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10. The parties agree to establish Joint Task Force to address issues of mutual wncam wtth
respact to RBCS implementation. The Joint Task Forte on RBCS lmplamentation will meet to
discuss and agree on cartain matters, including but not limited to the following topics:
a. Ergonomics - Ergonomic concerns related to work stations and operational methods
shall ba jointly addressad through a consultative procass. The Joint Task Foroe will
make its initial rawmmendalions to the parties concerning operational methods
within 90 days of the dale of this Memorandum of Understanding. fhareaftar. the
Joint Task Force will address either party’s continuing wncams.
b. Group Leader-Data Conversion Operator. PS-5. dark aah - Prior to the actiiation of the
next 22 RBCS sites, the parties will negotiate the details of such staffing.
Memoranda of Understanding - Wdhin 30 days of
C.-_ Application of Transitional Employee
..
the date of this Memorandum Or unoerstanomg. tne pamet will meet ana agree upon
which porlions of the existing Transitional Employee Memoranda of Understanding shall
ba applicable to the RBCS Transitional Employaas.
d. Career Opponunities for Transitional Employees - The procedures necessary to provide
career opportunities for RBCS Transitional Employees will be completed no later than
120 days of the date of this Memorandum of Understanding.
a. Information Tracking -The Postal Sarvica will share parforrnanca tracking information ‘on
RBCS operations with the APWU.
1. Interaction of a Separate RBCS Slta with Other Postal installations - Prior to the first
RBCS sfte completing Is twelve (12) week production ramp-up, the parties shall agree to
a procedure for RBCS site career employees to be ab* to move into an installation or
installations in a geographical area contiguous to the RBCS site. after the’365 day lock-in
period has bean completed. Prior to activation of a Postal RBCS site, the parties shall
resolve all issues relatad to Articta 30 of the National Agraamant with rasped to such
RBCS site.
.
The parties intend to form sub-committees to address these matters and, unless otherwise
indicated, reporl to the Joint Task Force within ninety days of the dale of this Memorandum of
Understanding. Failure of tha parties to reach agreement on any Joint Task Forca matters shall
not delay the activation of any RBCS site.
11. The parties agree that the terms of this Memorandum of Understanding and any other
agreements which the parties enter as a rerun of the activities and recommendations of the Joint
Task Force on RBCS lmplamantalion shall not be raised during the 1994 National Negotiations or
during any related interest arbitration proceadings.

&B-b&
Moe Biller
President
American Postal Workers
Union, AFL-CIO
,
/
Dated:

U.S. Postal Sqrvica

Dated:d2 f vs

/5/5/m
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Mr. Moe Biller
President
American Postal Workere
Union, AFL-CIO
1300-L Street,
N.W.
Washington,
DC 200054128
Re:

BOC-NA-C 13

Dear Hoc:
Recently,
Thomas J. Velcnti,
Labor Relations
Specialist,
Contract
Administration,
and James Lingberg,
Director,
Maintenance
Division,
American Postal Workers Union, AFL-CIO,
met in a prearbitration
discussion
of the above referenced
case.
F

The issue in this grievance
concerns the contracting
out of
maintenance
for the Remote Bar Code System (RRCS) equipment.
In full
and complete
settlement
of this grievance
and all
issues related
to RBCS maintenance,
the parties
agrbe to the
following
principles:
.

1.

2.

The Postal Service will
use maintenance
employees to perform RBCS maintenance
work
postal
operated
keying sites.
The staffing
of these sites with maintenance
employees
will
be consistent
with the phase-in
of
Postal
Service
keying positions
at postal
RBCS sites.

Maintenance
work may continue
to be performed
by contract
personnel
for
as long es those
are operated
by the contractor.
keying rites
During this period,
the Postal Service
ie
free to change the site maintenance
contractor(s).

3.

At

The parties
will
develop the details
of an
orderly
transition
of the maintenance
functions
at the postal
RBCS sites to pOSta
operations
by a joint
task force consistent
with paragraphs
3 and 10 of the RBCS
Implementation
Memorandum of Understanding.
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4.

staffing
of the postal
will
be consistent
vith
provisions.
contractual

Maintenance

RBCS sites
applicable

operated
the

L
4Bb-Naa

Hoc Lliller

Mandger

President

American Postal
Union, AFL-CIO
Dated:

Workers

Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations
Dated:

/l/z/43

\
.

NMOBANDUH
OF IMDERSTANDINC
BETWEEN
THE
UNITED STATESPOSTALSERVICE
AND THE
AHERICANPOSTALVOBKERS UNION, AFL-CIO

: :;

Re: RBCSImplementation
As soon as possible, the USPSvi11 offer an opportunity to all.Joiat
Bargailiing Committee represented employees , to express an interest in one
of the BBCSData Conversion Operator, PS-4, clerk
craft
jobs in an RBCS
This solicitation
vi11 permit an expression of interest by state,
site.
metropolitao area or city.
After the USPSselects a site for an RBCSoperation, a notice vi11 be
posted for clerk craft employees vithin the district
encompassing the
selected site offering full-time
and part-time career opportunities
in the
A posting shall be made at post offices vithin
the
selected site.
district
to Inform and Invite them to express an interest.
For purposes
of this Memorandumof Understanding (HOU) only, the term district
is
defined as the geographical area covered by each of the USPSdistricts
as
of the date of this IIOU.
,F-

Employees requesting reassignment to or bidding for keying positions in
the RSCSsites shall be given an opportunity to demonstrate that they meet
the minimum qualifications
by taking the appropriate examinations.
Such
opportunities
shall be offered to employees vho are being considered for
.
the keying positions.
~SECTION1.
A.

ASSIGNMENT
OF OPPORTUNITIES~AT
RBCSSITES

INDEPENDENT
INSTALLATION
The folloving
areas of consideration,
in the order listed,
shall
be utilized
for the purposes of offering and awarding career
opportunities
to employees:
1.

Full-time
a.

Clerk craft
posting:
(1)
(2)
(3)

b.

Opportunities
from the solicitation

Full-time
Part-time
Part-time

and district-vide

flexible
regular

Employees in other crafts represented by the Joint
Bargaining Committee vho have expressed an interest

in

the solicitation
vi11 be selected based on their craft
seniorlty or their standing on their part-time flexible
roll:

2.

(1)

Full-time

(2)

Part-time

(3)

Part-time

Part-time

flexible
regular

Opportunities

Available career part-time opportunities
accordance vith 1.1. and b. above.
8.

shall be filled

In

PART OF AN EXISTING INSTALLATION

The folloving procedures and areas of consideration shall be
utilized,
In the order listed, to Initially
fill
the nevly
created assignments:
1.

Full-time

assignments

a. Clerk craft

in the installation

(1)

Career full-time
and avarded.

duty assignments shall

(2)

If a residual vacancy or vacancies remain, the
remaining vacancy or vacancies shall be posted for
application office-vide
to employees represented by
the Joint Bargaining Committee. The full-time
duty
assignments vi11 be awarded to employees.vho meet
the minimum qualifications
as follovsr
.
(a) Clerk Craft
1) Part-time
2) Part-time
(b)

be posted

flexible
regular

gmployees in other crafts vho expressed an
In the solicitation
vi11 be selected
based on their craft seniority or their
standing on the part-time flexible
roll.

interest

1) Full-time
2) Part-time
3) Part-time
(c)

flexible
regular

Clerk craft employees vithin the district
vho
had expressed an interest in the solicitation
or district-vide
posting as follovs:
1) Full-time
2) Part-time
3) Fart-time
-2-

flexible
regular

077

(d)

All other Joint Bargaining Committee employees
vho had expressed an Interest in the
solicitation
as follovsr
1)

Clerk craft
a)
b)
c)

2)
2.

flexible
regular

Other crafts

Part-time career opportunities shall be offered
vho meet the minimum qualifications
as follovs:
a.

Clerk craft
(1)
(2)
(3)

b.

C.

Full-time
Part-time
Fart-time

the

installation:

flexible
regular

Full-time
Part-time
Part-time

flexible
regular

Clerk craft employees vithln the district
expressed an interest In the solicitation
district-vide
posting
as follovs:
(1)
(2)
(3)

d.

vithin

to employees

.gmployees in other crafts vithin the installation
vho
expressed an interest in the solicitation
vi11 be
selected based on their craft seniority or their standing
on their part-time flexible
roll
as follovs:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Full-time
Part-time
Part-time

vho,had
or
.

flexible
regular

other Joint Bargaining Committee employees vho had
expressed an interest in the solicitation
as follovs:

All

(1)

Clerk craft
a)
b)
c)

(2)
C.

Full-time
Part-time
Part-time

Full-time
Part-time
Part-time

flexible
regular

Other crafts

SENIORITY
Career employees, vho are reassigned to a RBCSsite as a result
of the implementation of Section 1 of this tiemorandum of
Understanding, vi11 have their reassignment treated as a detail
rh
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during the 12 veek production ramp-up period.
At the end of the
12 veek period, the reassigned career employees vi11 have their
seniority established as the date of the reassignment Of the
first career employee or the date of the first outside hire at
the site whichever is earlier.
The provisions of Article 37,
Section 2.D.4. shall be used to break any ties in seniority.
D. REMCATION
Career employees reassigned to a RBCSsite as a result of
implementation of Section 1 of this Bemorandw of Understanding
are responsible for payment of all expenses incurred as a result
Such employees are not entitled to per
of such reassignments.
diem, temporary quarters, moving, mileage, or reimbursement for
- movement of household goods.
SECTION2. BIDDING RESTRICTIONS
A.

INDEPENDENT
INSTALLATION
1.

the completion
period, an employee
Conversion Operator
from further bidding

After

of
vho
for
or

12 veek production ramp-up
becomes a full-time
RBCSData
the first time vi11 be restricted
voluntary reassignment for a period

the

of 365 days.
2.

Former RBCSData Conversion Operators vho bid back to a RBCS
Data Conversion Operator duty assignment and require the
complete classroom training vi11 be restricted
from further
bidding for a period of 180 days.

3.

The bidding restrictions
in (1) and (2) above apply unless
such bid is to one of the folloving:
.

4.

B.

a.

another RBCSData Conversion Operator duty assignment;

b.

a duty assignment in a higher level vithin
installation:
or

c.

caused by substantiated medical or health reasons vhereby
continuation in the RBCSData Conversion Operator duty
assignment vould be harmful to the employee.

Full-time
apply for
based on
they are

the

RBCSData Conversion Operators may continue to
positions in the installation
vhich are filled
best qualified,
including other craft jobs for vhich
eligible to apply.

PARTOF AN EXISTING INSTALLATION
1.

After the completion of the 12 veek ramp-up period, an
employee vho becomes a full-time
RBCSData Conversion

4-

013

Operator far the first time shall be restricted
from further
bidding or voluntary reassignment for a period of 365 days.
2.

A former RBCSData Conversion Operator vho bids back to a
RBCSData Conversion Operator duty assignment and requires
the complete classroom training vi11 be restricted
from
further bidding for a period of 180 days.

3.

The bidding restrictions
in (I) and (2) above apply unless
such bid is to one of the folloving:

4.

I

a.

another RBCSData Conversion Operator duty assignment;

b.

a job in a higher level; during the 365 days fmmedfately
folloving the 12 veek production ramp-up this exception
vi11 only apply to bids to Group Leader, RBCS Data
Conversion Operator, PS-5, assignment; or

c.

caused by substantiated medical or health reasons vhereby
continuation in the RBCSData Conversion Operator duty
assignment vould be harmful to the employee.

Full-time RBCSData Conversion Operators may continue to
apply for positions vhich are filled based on best qualified,
including other craft jobs for vhich they are eligible to
apply-

~1

Woe Biller
President
American Postal Porkers
Union. AFL-CIO

U.S. Postal Service

Dated:

Dated:
++=-
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BARCODE AUTOMATION
DELIVERY POINT SEQUENCE PLAN
August 1994

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
F

Background
The Postal Service has been automating letter distribution operations since the early 1980s.
Early on, the automation program primarily impacted distribution operations within the plant.
With the advent of the Remote Bar Code System (RBCS) and Delivery Point Sequencing
(DPS), the management challenges have broadened to include coordinating remote RBCS
keying operations with plant operations and coordinating the in-plant sequencing of letters to
delivery point with delivery operations.
RBCS Implementation Overview
In 1992, the Postal Service activated its first production RBCS sties. The initial 25 sties have
successfully used contractors to provide keying services. However, in a recent
Memorandum of Understanding wlth the American Postal Workers Union, the Postal Service
agreed to use postal employees to perform RBCS keying operations. This has required a
revision of our original implementation plans and expanded our management role in this
program.

-

DPS Implementation Overview
The Postal Service began delivery point sequencing mail in March 1993. Our first year of
experience has shown that mail can be sorted in delivery point sequence at very high levels
of accuracy and that, given sufficient volume of delivery point barcoded mail, there is a
significant opportunity to realize automation benefits in delivery operations.
By August 1994, we were using barcodes and automated sorting equipment to sequence
letter mail into delivery order for more than 42,000 carrier routes thereby reducing the need
for carriers to manually sort those letters in the office before delivery. Over 2,100 delivery
zones are already receiving some portion of their letter mail sorted in delivery sequence. Our
plan is to continue to expand the number of zones and the amount of letter mail being sorted
to those zones paced by the barcode sorter capacity and barcoded letter mail in the system.
One of the plan options currently under review is a change in DPS implementation tactics.
We are considering a revision to the DPS slte selection process which would place more
weight on the criteria related to the availability of barcoded letters. One result of this change
would be to focus more DPS implementation activities in units supported by RBCS
operations. Our experience to date has been that an RBCS operation can make a significant
difference in the DPS volumes available to surrounding delivery units. Increased DPS
volume is critical to achieving savings in delivery operations.
This focusing strategy may result in a slower increase in the number of DPS zones than was
originally anticipated in the short run. However, it will speed up returns from those DPS
zones. The decision process underway at this time is assessing the impact on the number of
DPS zones and overall program beneftis.
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Implementation Plan Synopsis
The Barcode Automation Plan is divided into four sections which tie together the
organizational responsibilities and the operational activities related to the implementation of
RBCS and DPS. Automation implementation responsibilities at each management level from
Headquarters through the Plant and Delivery Unit have been identified. Each level is
dependent upon the other for success. Close coordination at the Performance Cluster level
between Plant and District management is of particular importance in the overall success of
this plan. Given the complexity of these programs, a concerted effort is required in all
operational areas to ensure that savings are realized.
The Equipment section includes deployment schedules for each of the different types of
equipment being deployed.
The Processing and Distribution section identifies responsibilities rnvolved with the activation
of new RBCS sites and DPS processing. Changes in mail flow and employee scheduling are
key elements of the plan. The maximum generation and use of bar codes is emphasized.
The Delivery section covers the selection and preparation of zones to receive DPS
processing. Preparing a delivery unit for delivery point sequencing includes: ensuring that
the address management files are accurately prepared, following the implementation
procedures agreed upon with the National Association of Letter Carriers and the National
Rural Letter Carriers Association, and preparing to adjust routes to ensure that maximum
savings are realized.

.FFinally, each of these elements is tied together in the Tracking section. The plan identifies
the activities and results to be tracked at each organizational level. Specific accountability is
placed for those items. Responsibility for capture of operational savings is stressed. This
will ensure early identification and resolution of problems to keep the plan on track.
Identifying responsibilities and fixing accountability is a key focus of the Barcode Automation
Plan. Each of the management levels of the Postal Service has responsibility for the
successful implementation of the automation program. The following is an outline of the
general responsibilities at each of the levels.
Headquarters
. Develops multi-functional policies, procedures and training programs to support the
successful implementation of automation
. Provides equipment, equipment deployment schedules, technical support and other
resources as required
. Monitors field performance against plans and takes necessary actions to ensure
compliance and realization of program benefits
. Makes changes to equipment, policies, etc., as necessary, to keep programs on track.
Areas
. Manage equipment deployment schedules for the Area
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Coordinate the development of Performance Cluster implementation plans to ensure
compliance with national program requirements
Provide necessary resources to the Performance Clusters to ensure success
Act as a liaison between performance clusters and Headquarters for resolution of
outstanding issues
Monitor Performance Cluster performance against implementation plans and take
necessary actions to ensure compliance and capture of savings

Performance Clusters
. Prepare communication and training programs supporting RBCS and DPS
implementation to facilitate the realization of program benefits.
. Coordinate the implementation activities of all the pertinent functions within the
Performance Cluster, including but not limited to Human Resources, Finance, Processing
and Distribution and Customer Service and Sales through the establishment of
multi-functional DPS implementation teams.
. Develop detailed implementation plans at delivery unit and plant levels to synchronize the
transition to automated operations
. Ensure that complement plans are in place to minimize the impact on employees
. Establish savings targets
. Monitor operational performance against plan and take necessary action to ensure
success against program goals

p

Plan Review Process
The naming of the Area Vice Presidents was an important opportunity to assess our
automation efforts. With a couple of years’ worth of experience in RBCS and a year of DPS
operations it was an opportune time to take a status check and critique our performance to
date. The field experience and perspective of the Area Vice Presidents opened many points
of discussion allowing us to identify areas of the plan which needed more thorough review
and update.
The process began with an overview in July. Key managers from Area and Headquarters
offices then met to clarity concerns, frame out issues, and develop proposals for Senior
Management decisions on options to the baseline plan.
The decision to continue the Barcode Generation strategy on its original schedule was made
at a follow-up meeting with the Area Vice Presidents in August. A further evaluation of the
DPS implementation strategy is underway. Finally, a list of issues requiring further
management attention has been developed and is attached.
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Table 1

F-s

Action Items
Disseminate a revised DPS Implementation
Guidelines package

Delivery Policies 8 Programs

Done

Identify modifications to DBCS End of Run

Delivery Policies 8 Programs and
Processing and Distribution

Done

Initiate modifications to DBCS End of Run
reports

Engineering

November 1994
January 1995

Develop a system and procedures for tracking
DPB implementation and savings

Delivery Policies 8 Programs,
Finance, and Operations Systems

October 1994

Modify Martin-Marietta barcode sorters to
correct accuracy of sort problems

Engineering

June 1994
through
January 1995

Identify existing DPS delivery units presently
unable to gat DPS savings because of DPS
Target Percentages selected

Area Vice Presidents

Done

Develop savings plans for those units
presently unable to achieve savings from DPS

Area Vice Presidents, Labor
Relations, Delivery Policies 8
Programs. and Processing and
Distribution

In Progress

Finatiie a national DPS zone implementation
plan for “performance to plan” tracking

Area Vice Presidents and Delivery
Policies 8 Programs

October 1994

Develop the reports necessary to track Rural
Route DPS savings

Delivery Policies 8 Programs,
Finance, and Information Systems

November 1994

reportsnecessaryfor DPS volume tracking
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Table 2

Action items
/-~ item

r

-

Due-

Develop a decision tree describing MOU
requirements, options and alternatives to
facilitate local decision making

Contract Administration
NALC/Rural and Delivery Policies
8 Programs

Develop a plan to enable savings capture in
units with bad local agreements

Contract Administration
NALC/RURAL and Area Vice
Presidents

Review work methods for handling multiple
bundles during street delivery activities

Operations Systems

Review the crfterta for taking DPS mail to the
street

Delivery Policies 8 Programs

Identify exposure from changing DPS Target
Percentage calculation
to a weekly
average
from a daily average; a) what risk is incurred,
and, b) how many sites are effected.

Labor Relations

Identify and resolve the issues related to the
MOU requirement to make route adjustments
based upon a zone DPS percentage versus
the workload on individual routes

Contract Administration
NALClRURAL

Identify requirements (resources, training) to
enhance our ability to do Route Inspections
and better manage delivery units

Area Vtce Presidents

Ensure senior management and stakeholders
support managers who will make unpopular
changes to get DPS savings

Chief Operating Of&r

Develop means to reduce the amount of mail
that by-passes the DPS mail stream

Processing Policies B Programs

For Carrier Route presort, develop means to
facilitate tts inclusion into the DPS mail stream
and have the worksharing discount ba
restricted to non-DPS zones

Processing Policies 8 Programs
and Marketing Systems

Develop means to resotve Plant - Delivety
Unit issues surrounding forecasting projected
DPS volumes and backing actual DPS
volumes

Area vice Presidents

Quantify Facilities Requirements to support
DPS

Area Vice Presidents

** The items in this table are from thenAugust meeting of the Area Vice Presidents and have
not been assigned due dates at the time of this printing.
FY
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Table 2

Action Items

F

Quantify Transportation Requirements to
support DPS

Area Vice Presidents

Develop a strategyto bettercoordinatethe
DBCSKZSBCS deployment strategy and DPS
Zone selection

Engineering and Area Vice
Presidents

Develop meansto facilitatefocusingDPS
implementation efforts on high opportunity
routes

Processing Policies 8 Programs
and Delivery Policies 8 Programs

Identify and resolve automation support
resource issues related to software
development and AMS support.

Software Design and Address
Management

Identify and resolve problems with SPS

Processing Policies 8 Programs
and Software Design

Develop a less cumbersome and time
consuming Station Inputs process/system

Delivery Policies 8 Programs and
Software Design

Develop a plan for resolving support issues
precipitated by an RBCS Targeting strategy.

Engineering and Area Vice
Presidents

Decide whether or not the field will be
authorized a DPS Program Manager position

Organizational Structure 8 Job
Evaluation and Operations
SuPpon

* The items in this table are from the August meeting of the Area Vice Presidents and have
not been assigned due dates at the time of this printing.
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September 2. 1994
MR. DOWLING
SUBJECT: Decision Analysis Report for 120 Remote Bar Coding Systems
The August 26, 1994 Decision Analysis Repon (DAR) for 120 Remote Bar Coding Svstems
(RBCSs) has been reviewed and validated. The DAR indicates a total required investment of
$1,001 .S million in capital funds and 525.1 million in expense funds for the acquisition and
installation of 120 RBCSs and 978 Delivery Bar Code Sorters (DBCSs). However, since
$114.7 million was approved in December 1992 for partial funding of 22 of the 120 RBCSs,
and the funding for the 978 DBCSs is deferred, the DAR requests authorization at this time for
$590 million in capital and $19.3 million in expense. This includes the advanced funding
approved by the Board of Governors on August 29.

P

The economic analysis is based upon the full investment of $1.027 million. The funding
includes Remote Video Encoding (RVE) equipment and Remote Computer Reading (RCR)
equipment, both of which require modifications to existing Multiline Optical Character Readers
IMLOCRs) and Advanced Facer-Cancelers to lift images for processing at remote sites or by
computer resolution. This method of applying bar codes will result in savings in mechanized
and manual processing operations and in carrier operations. The clerical and carrier workyear
savings will be offset by additional employees and resultant workhour growth required for RVE
keving in newly established Remote Encoding Centers, where postal workers will encode
images which cannot be resolved through the RCR. However, the lower workhour cost of the
RVE employees (with a mix of 30 percent career employee workhours and 70 percent
transitional employee workhours) will result in net savings to the Postal Service.
The full investment includes additional DBCSs which will reduce carrier workhours through
automated sorting of mail in delivery sequence. Since sufficient bar code sorter cepacitv exists
until 1996, approval of funding for this equipment is not needed et this time; this purchase will
require a separate approval in the future. The economics in the DAR depend upon the future
purchase of DBCSs or an equivalent number of Carrier Sequence Bar Code Sorters (CSBCSsl.
If a decision is made not to invest in the DBCSs or CSBCSs. the Return on Investment for the
project would be 12.8 percent. as compared to the 26.8 percent Return on Investment shown
for the full investment at the desired performance level lthe minimum expected performance
and desired performance levels are explained on the next page).
The economic analysis supporting this DAR is based on a number of assumptions, including
those listed below. Attachment II explains the significance of the assumptions and reflects the
sensitivitv of changes in these assumptions to the economic benefits contained in this DAR.
n

n

n

growth in nationwide MLDCR encoded and customer prebercoded lener mail from
56 billion pieces in FY 1993 to 80 billion pieces in FY 1996 (78 billion of which will
occur in the 26Bsite RBCS network, with 46 billion in the 120 sites in this DAR);
average RVE keying productivity, phased-in over e four-month period, of 650 images per
console hour (which translates to 587 images per work hour), and a performance rate of
7,150 keystrokes per hour at an accuracy rate of 98 percent;
a 25-percent reduction in potential RVE keying workload due to RCR;
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n

e

a loo-percent capture rete for clerk savings, phased-in over a four-month period; and
manual, mechanized and automated machine accept rates and productivities, some of
which will require improvement from present levels.

In addition, es noted earlier, the economics of the full investment of 81,027 million are
strongly influenced by the level of carrier savings achieved. Recognizing the complexity of the
capture of carrier savings, management has set both minimum exoected oerformancg and
desired oerformance levels for this portion of the total sevings in the DAR. The assumptions
for these two levels of terrier ravings are es follows:
n

Minimum Exoected Performance - a 50-percent capture rate on carrier workhour savings,
phased in over a four-veer period.

n

Desired Performance - a 95-percent capture rate on carrier workhour savings, phased-in
over e three-year period.

These assumptions have been reviewed end accepted by the appropriate functional staffs at
Headquarters end by field managers, and accountability has been established. It should be
noted that delivery point sequence-related terrier savings projected in previous DAR6 have not
been achieved as vet, due to the complexin/ of implementation. However, management has
indicated that the three-year transition period noted above will provide sufficient time to
achieve the minimum expectation of 50 percent of possible savings. It is assumed that this
minimum expectation level will form a foundation on which to build savings over time to the
desired performance level.
Based on all of the ebove essumptions, our validation indicates that the project will produce e
Return on Investment in the range of 15.4 percent to 26.8 percent, undiscounted savings in
the range of 82670.8 million to 64.332.2 million, and a Net Present Value in the range of
$147 million to $819 million, besed on the difference between the minimum expectation and
desired performance levels.
The equipment in the DAR will be installed over the 1994-l 996 period. Net operational
savings will begin in 1996 with economic breakeven in 2001 under the minimum expectation
level end in 2000 at the desired performance level of savings echievement.
The program is expected to generate the equivalent workveer changes shown in Attachment I.
The savings at each postal facility will depend on the particular volumes and characteristics of
that office; end operetional costs may be incurred at one location, with savings to be achieved
at different downstreem processing and delivery locations. Improvements in RCR performanca
or increases in mailer prebarcoding could reduce the requirement for RVE keying in the future.
Therefore, it is important that national and site specific management implementation plans be
developed to oversee deployment, implementation, equipment performance, barcoding levels,
and complement and savings plens.

M. Richard Porras

ATTACHMENT

I

RBCS 120 SYSTEM WORKYEAR IMPACTS
F--

1994

1995

1996

1997

1996

1999

CLERKS & MAlL PROCESSORS

0

(3,405)

(10,237)

(1.512)

w

CARRIERS

0

(8-4

VW

(563)

(1 .=a

64

1,626

2,965

211

0

0

5,060

RVE TRANSlTlONAL CLERKS

262

5,662

9,223

656

0

0

15,605

MAINTENANCE

m

622

308

(336)

0

4

4,617

1,606

(1,494)

(1 SW

CIW

1995

1996

1997

1996

19Q9

WI

0

(15.194)

0

(5,965)

RVE CAREER CLERKS

NET OVERALL INCREASE
IN WORKYEARS

601

m

0

TOTAL
(15,194)
(3.2W

F-1

2,964

(1) - DECREASED WORKYENS
1 - NCRVSED

P

wmKvEARs

DESIRED PERFORMANCE

LEJJ
IQ94

TOTAL

CLERKS & MAIL PROCESSORS

0

(3,465)

(10,237)

(1.512)

CARRIERS

0

(435)

(1.354)

(1.351)

64

1.620

2,965

211

0

0

5,066

RVE TRANSITIONAL CLERKS

262

5,662

9,223

656

0

0

15,605

MAINTENANCE

255

822

908

IBl!l

(336)

0

g3J

661

4,264

905

r&262)

(3,221)

0

267

RVE CAREER CLERKS

NET OVERALL INCREASE
IN WORKYEARS

cw45)

(1) - D.ECREP$ED
WDRmEARs
1 - lNcREAsEDwoThe 36 percent career and 70 percent Transitional RVE clerk workhours will be hired as the Remote Encoding
Centers become operational. After a four-month implementation, savings are expected in the Clerk and
Mall Processor functions at major processing facilities, as mail is moved up the distribution ladder. Savings in
the Carrfer function have a longer ramp-y, period and are discussed in the validation and in the DAR.
The

net workyear impact is a gain in workyears in the range of 267 to 2,964 positions (based on the difference
,etween the Minimum Expected level and Desired Performance level of savings achievement for carrier
workhours); however, the lower cost of the RVE Cterks will produce an overall economic benefit.

AlTACHMENT
II
120 RBCS SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS,
SENSITIVITIES
P

AND SIGNIFICANT

ISSUES

The following pages discuss the significance of various assumptions underlying the Decision Analysis
Report (DAR) for 120 Remote Bar Coding Systems (RBCSs). For carrier sevings, the sensitivities are
performed against the desired cerformance level.
Capture Rate on Carrier Savinq$
The desired performance level reflects e three-year ramp-up of savings, with 95 percent of potential
carrier savings beginning in 1998. One route will be eliminated for every 10 carrier workhours
saved.
Sensitivities:
No transitional costs ere necessary
The capture rate is reduced to 80 percent
The cepture rate is reduced to 50 percent;
four-year ramp-up (minimum exoectaticn level)

ROI increeses 6 points
ROI decreases 4 points
RDI decreases 11 points

Carrier Casing Rate
The carrier savings are based upon a current rate of casing mail in delivery sequence of 18 letters
per minute versus minimal hendling with delivery point sequenced mail.
Seneltivity

Casing rate decreased to 16 leners per minute
Casing rate increased tD 20 letters per minute

r

RDI increases 2 points
ROI decreases 2 points

Caoture Rate on Clerk Sevinos
The DAR essumes that 100 percent of the potential Clerk wcrkhcur savings will be captured by
1998. These projected savings will come from reductions in Multi-position Lener Sorting Mechine
(MPLSM) and menus1 mail processing operations es mail barccded through RBCS is moved to
automated processing. Since previous experience exists with programs targeted reductions in
processing workhours due to automation, the capture rate was considered reasonable. However,
sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the impact if less then 100 percent of the savings
were captured.
Sensitivities:
The capture rate is reduced to 95 percent
The capture rate is reduced to 90 percent

ROI decreases 4 points
RDI decreases 7 points

Remote Video Kevina (RVE) Productivity
The DAR assumes 650 images keyed per hour with a 10.8 percent non-productive factor which
equates to 587 images keyed per workhour. Current performance by exceeds contracted RBCS sites
exceeds 650, with some echievinQ over 700 images keyed per hour.
Sensitivities:
A 10 percent increase in images keyed per hour
A 10 percent decrease in images keyed per hour

F

RDI increases 4 points
ROI decreases 4 points

Remote Ccmouter Reader (RCRI Factor
The DAR essumes that the RCR operation will relieve the Remote Keying Operation of 25 percent of
its potential workload. Recent tests indicate that RCR has the potential to encode a greater percent
of msil in the future.
RCR resolution increeses to 35 percent

ROI increases 5 points

120 RBCS SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS, Page 2
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Mail Prccessina Ooeretions Productivity
The DAR assumes that Bar Code Sorter (BCS) operations will have significantly higher productivities
in the future then were experienced in FY 1993. This increases projected savings. On the other
hand, DAR productivity assumptions used for MPLSM operations are higher than the average FY
1994 field experience and that tends to decrease projected savings.
Sensitivities:
BCS productivity held et FY 93 level
MPLSM productivity held et FY 94 level
Both BCS end MPLSM processing produotivitv
assumptions adjusted as above

ROI decreases 4 points
ROI increases 4 points
Negligible impect

RCR without RVE
Technological change could increase the percentage of mail encoded bv RCR, thus substantially
reducing the labor intensive RVE keying operation. At present, it is expected that this will,not occur
for e number of years. To prepare for this eventuality, the RVE keying operation is staffed with 70
percent transitional employee workhours. It is expected that gains in RCR encoding will be
accompanied by reductions in RVE staffing, thus increasing the ROI. Since much of the initial
investment for RVE will else be needed to lift images for RCR processing, the risk is low.
Sensltlvity:
Investments in RCR equipment only;
no investment in RVE terminals end no keying

RDI is 11 to 14 percent

rc‘
RBCS Reieot Rates end Svstem Leakage
The DAR essumes that the combined impact of the RECS Output Subsystem reject rate (mail that
could not be barcoded by MLOCRs or the RBCS) end the RVE leakage (images keyed, but no bar
CDde is printed on the mail piece) will be 15.4 percent when the system is implemented, reflecting
anticipated improvements from the current rejeCt/lesksQe
rate of 18 percent (earlier rates had been
as high es 25 percent before improvements were made). The sponsor anticipates that the rate will
go even lower over time besed upon cperetional end teChnClCQiCaiimprovements and full image lift
capability. A sensitivity analysis was performed to reflect the impact if the rate was phased in.
Sensitivity:
Reject/leakage rate phased in from current
18 percent to DAR assumption of 15.4 percent

RDI decresses 112 point

MPLSM Reductions
The DAR assumes the elimination of 357 MPLSMs in the 120 sites to be served bv the PrODOsed
Remote Bar Coding Systems. The DAR credits the full savings due to LSM reductions to the
proposed RBCS systems.
Sensitivity
Only 50 percent of LSM reduoticn is echieved

ROI decreases 2 points

120 RBCB SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS,
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Volume end Mail Mix
The DAR contains the following lener mail volume essumptions, with e total nationwide letter end
card volume forecast of 125 billion letters in FY 1996 based on Finance’s official forecasts.
Nationwide
Actual
FY 1993
(Billions)

Modeled Volume
Prorated Volume at
120 RBCB Bites
in 268 RBCS Sites
FY 1996
FY 1996
(Billions1
(Billions)

Customer Preberccded
MLOCR Encoded

In addition, the DAR economic analysis essumes that growth in the letter mail mix for the 120
proposed sites is the seme es the everege for the full-up 268-site automated processing network
projected for 1997. Due to this assumption, it is expected that there will be some differences in the
ectuel versus projected mail mix end resultant ssvings for the 120 sites. However, when the full-up
system is implemented, the volume, mail mix and savings should equal the total projected for the
268~site network.
RVE Career Emclcvee Mix
Of the 30 percent career employees who will perform RVE keying, the DAR essumes that SO percent
will be new hires (lower cost) and 10 percent will be clerks who have transferred from other postal
facilities.
Sensitivity
75 percent ere new hires: 25 percent are transfers

ROI decreases 112 point

RBCS Eauioment Lifg
The DAR assumes that ell RBCS equipment will have e useful economic life of at least ten veers with
routine maintenance (recurring spares support is included at 3 percent of the investment cost per
Year). Thus, the basic DAR economic assumption is that the originally procured equipment will lest
et lesst ten Years without replscement or significant upgreding. Should technclcgicsl or other
change require replacement or upgrading, such replacement would have to be eccncmicelly justified.

Note: These sensitivities were performed during the final validation process, during which the ROI
increased end decreased based on validation issues. Changes in the RDI do affect the
sensitivities. HDWeVer, it is the relative impact of the sensitivities which is of importance, not
the abSDlute velue.
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104RemoteBar Coding Systems- DecisionAnalysisReport
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
F
Thii decisionanalysisrepon (DAR) providesjustification for 104additionalremotebarcodingsystems
(RBCS)which will barcodelettermail and279 supportingdeliverybarcodesorters@BCSs)to sort this
mail to deliverypoint. Whencombinedwith the 145systemspreviouslyapproved,this will bring the total
mmbar of remotebarcodingsystemsto 249 nationwide. It will alsomark the completionof the RBCSrelatedequipmentnow plannedfor a full-up automatedsystem.

The letterautomationplan involvesgeneratingbar codesand thenusingthosebar codesto lower costsby
automatingthe sortingof ktters. Therearethreesourceswhich will providebar codes:customers,
multiline optical characterreaders(hKCXXs), andthe RBCS. The RBCSis an importantpart of the
ovaraIlletterautomationprogramand is designedto barcodemail that customersdo not barcodeand
MLOCRscannotbarcode. While reprcsmtingthe mostexpensiveform of barcodiig, the significanceof
RBCSls that it maximix.ssthe amountof barcodedmail in the systemwhich is crucialto the successof the
automationprogram,particularly,deliverypoint sequencing.

Experiencehasdemonstratedthat automationhasken successful.Sincethe automationprogram’s
inceptionin 1989,it hasheenestimatedthat approximatelyS5billion in direct diibibution laborhasbeen
saved/avoided.The other areaof savingsthat playsan importantrole in the decisionto investin RBCS
dealswith deliverypoint sequencing.The volumeof mail being sequencedhasgrown considerably.
Currently,over 43 million piecesdaily arc deliverypoint sequencedand indicationsshowthat carrier
productivity is increasing@ a result. Since1993.our baseyear,productivityin the deliveryunit has
incrmsad4.5 %. Thoseacbievemmtsdemonstratethe PostalService’ssuccessin gmcrating and usingbar
codesto reducelettar mail processingcosts.

The following summaryindicatesthe requiredinvestmentandprojectedsavingsfor the proposed104
RBCSsand 279 supportingDBCSSovera ten yearperiod:
CapitalInvestment
ExpenseInvestment
Total Investmatt

opcratingvarimGss
Returnon Invesunent
Net PresentValue

S 334.8million
S 7.0 million
S 341.8million

S 1.474.4million
27%
S 309 million

S 2.073.1million
37%
S 568 million

It is recommendedthat S 3j4.g million in capitalandS 7.0 million in vpmse be approvedto procure 104
additionalremotebarcodingsystemsand279 supportingDBCSs.
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I. Introduction
This decision analysis report providesjustification for 104 additional remote barcoding
systems(Rl3CSs) which will barcodeletter mail and 279 supporting delivery barcode
sorters*to processthis mail. Total investment-relatedfunding required is $334.8 million
in capital and $7.0 million in expense. When combined with the 145 systemspreviously
approved,this will bring the total number of remote barcoding systemsto 249
nationwide. It will also mark the completion of the RBCS-related equipment now
planned for a Ml-up automatedsystem. Funding approval this fall will also allow these
systemsto begin deployment in June of 1996 keeping the Postal Service on scheduleto
complete deployment of the overall letter automation equipment program by the end of
1997.

F

The following sectionsof this report provide details of this investment proposal. Section
II describesthe overall letter automation program and the role that REKS plays in this
effort. Included is a description of how RBCS works and the implementation activities
involved. Section III details the current RBCS experiences and shows recent advances
made with delivery point sequencingimplementation. Section IV presentsthe economics
of the additional systemsand describesthe general approachused in the analysis along
with the key underlying assumptions. It also includes severalkey distinguishing features
that differentiate these systemsfrom previously approvedsystems. The report concludes
in Section V by recommending funding approval for the 104 remote barcoding systems
along with 279 supporting deliveiy barcodesorters. The supporting cashflows and line
item descriptions along with the list of 104 recommendedsites are included in appendices
A and B, respectively.

t The economicanalysisunderlyingthe 104RBCSDAR assumesthat the rquircd bar codesorting
capacitywould be purchasedin the form of 279 DBCSr. However,therearetwo availablequipment
types;the DBCS andthe carriersequencebar codesorter(CSBCS). Eithertype canbe usedto meetthe
supportingbar code sortingneedsin thii DAR. Whileplansat thii time indicatethat DBCSsarethe more

likely choice,futureeventsandconditionscould supportpurchasingan equivalentnumberof CSBCSs
insmad.
2
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II. RBCS Background
A. Bar Codes and RBCS
The letter automation plan involves generatingbar codesand then using those bar codes
to lower costsby automating the sorting of letters. This plan will also improve service as
both our internal and external measurementsystemsshow that automation enablesus to
better meet our service commitments.
There are three sourceswhich provide bar codes:customers,multiline optical character
readers(IvfLOCRs), and the RBCS. The RBCS is an important part of the overall letter
automation program and is designedto barcodemail that customersdo not barcode and
MLOCRs camtot currently barcode. While representingthe most expensiveform of
barcoding, the significance of RBCS is that it maxim&s the amount of barcodedmail in
the system which is crucial to the successof the automation program, particularly,
delivery point sequencing.

P

The 104 systemsrecommendedin this report, along with the previously approved 145
systemswill complete the RBCS network now planned for 1997. It is estimated that
about 33 billion bar codeswill be producedannually by these249 systems; the 104
systemsare projected to contribute approximately 6 billion of thesebarcodedletters.
The equipment required for the previously approved 145 systemshas been funded
through severaldifferent DARs. The PhaseI Bar Coding Automation Program was
approvedby the Board of Governorsin 1990 and included the first 25 systems. Remote
computer readerswere not included in the funding approvedat that time but were
subsequentlyapproved in Jannary 1995. Funding for the next 120 systemswas approved
on two different occasions. In November 1992, funding was approved for most of the
equipment for 22 of these systemsand in October 1994 funding for the remaining
equipment for these 22 systemsalong with 98 additional systemswas approved.
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B. RBCS Components
-

The following main componentsmake up the RBCS:
Input Subsystem h4LOCR (ISS h&OCR)
Input Subsystem Advanced Facer Canceler(ISS AFCS)
Remote Computer Reader(RCR)
Terminals
Output Subsystems(OSS)
Image ProcessingSubsystem(IPSS)
An overview of how the RBCS functions is presentedin the following paragraphs.

P

Candidate mail for the RRCS comesfrom two sources: the script addressedletters
identified by the advancedfacer cancelersystem (AFCS); and letters that the MLOCR
cannot read at all or can not resolve beyond five digits. The processbegins with image
lifting. The Input Subsystemof the AFCS (ISS-AFCS) electronically lifts the images of
letters addressedin script. Similarly, the images of addressesthat the MLOCR is unable
to resolve at all, or can not bar code beyond five digits, are lifted by the Image Subsystem
of the MLOCR (ES-MLOCR). The letters in both casesare marked on the back side
with a unique identification bar code and set aside for later processing. All images are
then transmitted to the remote computer reader(RCR).
The RCR is an off-line optical characterrecognition device that usesadvanced
techniquesto resolve script images and other diff%xlt to read addresses.Since it operates
off-line it can take more time and use additional algorithms not available to the MLOCR.
If the RCR is able to resolve the addressand determinethe appropriate delivery point bar
code, processingof the image is completed. If the RCR is unable to completely resolve
the address,the image is transmitted to a remote encoding center @EC) for manual
processing.
Images transmitted to the remote encoding center are presentedto operatorsat video
terminals. The operatorsmanually key the addressinformation into the system which
determinesthe appropriate ZIP codes.

C--
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After the images have been processed,the correspondingmail pieces are fed to a Barcode
Sorter equipped with an Output Subsystem(OSS). The unique identification code on the
back of the mail pieces are read and the associatedZIP codesare retrieved corn the
information that came from the remote encoding center and RCR. The bar codes
representingthe ZIP codesare sprayedon the mail pieces which are then sorted on the
OSS BCS accordingly.
The Image ProcessingSubsystem(IPSS) consistsof the computers and communication
links usedto processthe addressinformation and link the various subsystemstogether.

Remote Bar Coding System

(DPS)

Remote Vidj eo Keying
1 Bar Code Applied 1

C. Deployment and Implementation
To meet the goal of bringing the next 104 RBCS sites on line by the end of 1997, the plan
is to deploy these systemsfrom June 1596 through July 1997 at a delivery rate of 8
systemsper month. To support this ambitious schedulethe SystemsIntegration Support
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within Operations Support has been designatedas the organization responsible for
implementing and coordinating the various supporting organizations involved.

group

Site selection is the starting point in this process. As detailed in section IV, the 104
processingplants in this proposal will be servedby a maximum of 22 RECs. The goal in
selecting a site for theseRRCs is to select locations where an adequatelabor force exists
to perform the work. Demographic studiesplay a major mle and look at various factors
including cost of living, current and future work force content and availability, and
unemployment rates. Once potential areasare identified, it is necessaryto determine the
availability of telecommunication servicerequired to interwnnect the RBCS.
Locating and activating the actual site or building is the next activity. SufIicient and
appropriate spacemust be found to housethe REC operationswhich require about 60
squarefeet per keying station. The facility spacemust be properly preparedto
accommodatenot only the REX!%relatedquipment but other support equipment ranging
from furniture to time clocks. Equipment installation can then begin.
The next stagein establishing a REC is staffimgthe center. Managementpositions,
including a REC manager;two Managers,Remote Encoding Operations (REO);
Supervisors,an Industrial Engineer, and an Administrative Secretarymust be hired and
trained. StaiTpositions include MaintenanceETs, Data Conversion Operators@CO) and
DCOGroup Leaders. Filling thesepositions will involve testing and qualifying people
for thesejobs and then training them to perform their duties. Each REC will require
work hours for support functions such as time keeping, maintenanceand administrative
support.
The completion of these activities leadsto the initiation of the REC operation. After a 12
week ramp-up period the site will be in a position to operatea full-up system work load.

6
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III. RBCS Experience
As discussedpreviously, 145 RBCSs have been approvedto date. Sixty five of these
systemsare already on-line as of July 3 1,1995 and the remaining 80 are being
implemented at a rate of 8 per month. This section highlights the experiencesto date
with both RBCS and delivery point sequencing. Delivery point sequencingis a key
sourceof savings expectedfrom these systems.
A. System Operating Experience
Operating experiencewith the RBCS can be divided into two categories:technology and
remote keying operations. Technologically, the systemhas proven quite successful. As
highlighted below, the RCR technology has beenthoroughly tested and has exceeded
expectations.

*c

The remote keying operation is undergoing significant change. The first 25 systemswere
initially contracted out. This activity was challenged by the major postal service unions
and after lengthy hearings went to an arbitrator for resolution. Subsequentdiscussions
between the Postal Service and the APWU resulted in a Memorandum of Understanding
in November 1993. It brings this operation “in-house” using a work force consisting of
70 percent transitional employee work hours and 30 percent careerpostal employee work
hours.
Much progressis being made with implementing and running m-houseremote keying
operations Presently, 29 postal RECs are on-line supporting 40 plants. These RECs are
processingnearly 480 million images per accounting period at a productivity that is
approaching 750 images per console hour. To date, this aspectof the Postal Service
RBCS program has been extremely successful.
B. Remote Computer Reader (RCR)

P

RCRs developed by nine contractorswere extensively testedby the Postal Service in
1992 and 1993. The tests showedthat the RCR tinalized 15% of the images it received
and partially resolved 46% of the images. Finalized images can be transmitted directly to
the bar code sorter output subsystemfor bar coding and sorting, and require no keying at
7
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all. The images that are only partially resolved must be sent to the REC for keying, and
to be resolvedto their finest sort. The partial resolutions obtained by the RCR reduce the
keying workload at the REC. The combined effect of having 15% of the images
finalized by the RCR and 46% partially resolved reducesthe keying workload at the REC
by 26.9%. Therefore, throughout the ewnomic analysis of the Rl3CS we have assumed
that the RCR reducesthe keying work load by 25%. The demonstratedlevel of
performance shows the RCR makesa significant contribution to the w&effectiveness of
the RBCS when used as a contributing component of this system.
C. Delivery Point Sequencing
While generating bar codesand processingbar codesare important aspectsof the letter
automation program, the ultimate goal is to lower the cost of handling mail. Experience
has demonstratedthat automation has been extremely successfirlin producing mail
processingbenefits, saving and avoiding about $5 billion in direct distribution labor
operations since 1989. The next significant areaof savingsthat play an important role in
the decision to invest in RBCS deals with delivery point sequencing. And, even though
capturing savingsfrom this activity representsone of the biggest challengestoday, the
Postal Service is overcoming the obstaclesand recenttrends highlight that we are headed
in the right direction to realize thesedelivery-related savingsas well.
Much progresshas been made with delivery point se.quencingsince it was first initiated
in March of 1993. Just over 2,500 barcodesortershave been deployed to support this
activity. Currently (acwunting period 8,195+5),this quipment is being usedto sequence
mail for more than 63,000 carrier routes,nearly twice that (32,000 routes) of just a year
ago. The volume of mail being delivery point sequencedwntimtes to grow as well. The
favorable trend shows that sequencedmail volume more than doubled from the end of
fiscal year 1993 to the end of the first quarter of 1994 and since then has almost
quadrupled; nearly 8 billion pieces have been sequencedto date in 1995. We have also
seenindications that carrier productivity is increasing. Since the last quarter of 1993, the
baseperiod, productivity in the delivery unit has increased4.5 %. These achievements
demonstratethe Postal Service’s successin generatingand using bar codesto reduce
letter mail processing costs.

8
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This successis the result of shifting from the start-up phaseof the program, overcoming
learning curves in distribution and delivery operations,and applying new tools to
facilitate management. Key among those tools are systemsenabling postal managersto
track delivery point sequencevolumes, the quality or delivery point sequencemail, and
the savingsbeing captured as a result of delivery point sequenceimplementation. Those
systemsmake it easierfor District and Area level managersto identify effective
managementapproachesin successfulsites and communicate that experienceto managers
in new and struggling sites. The Delivery Point SequenceSavingsTracking System,
which was the result of a collaboration of the Inspection Service,Finance and Operations
Support, exemplifies the cross-functionalprogram support efforts which have contributed
to the increasing level of successwith the delivery point sequenceprogram.

9
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IV. Economic Analysis
The economic justification for the 104 ARCS sites included in this proposal is provided

in this section. Since the justification relies on the methodology and assumptionsof the
total bar coding automation program, a brief discussionof theseitems is necessary.
A. Methodology
The basis of the economic analysis is a simulation effort conductedat all candidateRBCS
sites. The bar coding automation model usedfor this effort is a computer model which
simulates mail flows through a baselinesystem and a proposedoperating system to
determine changesin work hours betweenthe two. This model also used site specific
baseline mail volume, arrival profiles, and operating plans to determine equipment
requirements. The simulation effort representsa comprehensivereview of quipment
requirementsand operating savings.

rc

The RBCS baseline operating system representsthe current system and is the starting
point for determining the benefits of the proposedsystem. It consistsof MLOCRs, and
bar code sortersto sort mail in delivery sequenceorder. The script mail coming from the
Advanced Facer Cancelerand MLOCR reject mail are processedon multi-position letter
sorting machines and manual cases.

The proposedoperating system wnsists of the baseline systemplus RBCS. MLOCR
rejects and script mail from the AFCS are processedby the RBCS. Mail that is barcoded
by this system is then processedthrough the automatednetwork instead of being
processedin the MPLSM/manual operationsas in the baseline system.
The advantageof the 104 RBCS is that about 6 billion additional pieces ammally will be
processedin our automatednetwork. This results in lower mail processingcosts and
reduced carrier costs.

IO
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B. Distinguishing Features of 104 Systems
The 104 systemsincluded in this report will serveplants that are generally smaller than
those servedby the previously approved 145 RBCSs. These smaller plants exhibit
certain characteristicsthat, along with some planned technological developments,will
alter how they are quipped and operated. These featuresfall into three main areas.

The relatively small size of the plants included in this report will require fewer serving
RECs than required for the previously approved 145 plants and systems. Since each REC
has certain associatedfixed costs of operating the facility, the costsper RBCS (plant) site
is lessthan previously required.

rc

The 104 processingplants in this proposal will be servedby a maximum of 22 new
RECs. While there will likely be opportunity to locate some of the new keying
operations in an existing REC. the averageREC for thesenew systemswill be capableof
supporting about 5 processingplants. Fifty three RECs will support the previously
approvedsystemsfor 145 processingplants, approximately a 3 to 1 ratio.

As describedearlier, the Image ProcessingSubsystem(IPSS) consistsof the computers
and communication links usedto processthe addressinformation and link the various
subsystemstogether. Up until now, all 145 RBCS sites have been approvedwith their
own IPSS. The IPSS is made up of an Image Control Unit (XII), a Decision Storage
Unit (DSU), and a Image ProcessingUnit (IPU). Theseare apportioned between the
plant and the REC. The IPU is the portion located solely at the REC; it makes up
approximately 45% of the total cost of the IPSS. The combination of technological
developmentsand the size of these sites will allow one IPU to serveup to 5 separate
processingplants for the uznahdng 104 sites. This significantly reducesthe system cost
for each site and greatly benefits the economicsin this DAR.

-

The output subsystemdescribedearlier was originally developedto be retrofitted onto
existing mail processingbar code sorters. However, many of the 104 sites in this report
do not have a sufficient quantity of thesebarcodesortersor have older mail processing
II
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barcodesortersthat are not compatible with the OSS. To resolve this problem, the plan is
to purchasesome 0% retrofits for use with DBCSs, so the DBCS can be used for either
OSS or DPS operations. Since all of thesesites will have delivery barcodesorters and
since the delivery barcodesortersare more current technology, a developmental effort has
been initiated to adapt an OSS so that it can be installed on thesebarcode sorterswhere
necessary. The plan is to use the existing delivery barcodesortersfor both mail
processingand delivery sequencingoperations. However, to protect against future
processingproblems that could arise if there is a conflict in operating windows,
additional DBCSs are included as a contingency for outgoing processingat the sites
where there is a BCS shortage.
C. Bar Code Sorter Requirements

r

Two hundred and seventy nine DBCSs are required to processthe additional mail bar
coded to delivery point sequence(DPS) by the 104 RBCSs. The RBCSs in the
automation network will produce 33% of the total DPS mail when fully deployed. The
other 67% of the DPS mail will come from MLOCRs and customer applied bar codes.
Two hundred and seventy nine DBCSs representthe total barcodesorting capacity
required to sequencethe barcodedvolume generatedfrom the 104 new RBCS sites.
D. Labor Savings
Labor savings are basedon the differential cost of processingscript and MLOCR rejected
letter mail in a manual-mechanizedenvironment comparedto the cost of processingthis
mail on the RBCS deployed to the IO4 sites in this proposal. The RBCS will produce bar
coded mail that can be distributed on automation instead of the labor-intensive MPLSMs
and marmal cases. The 104 sites in this proposal will, when fully operational in 1998, bar
code about 6 billion letters annually.
Savings are also included to account for the reduction in distribution errors in an RBCS
environment versus MPLSM processing. It is projected that distribution errors to
delivery operations will be reducedby 6.0 percent versusMPLSM operations. This
results in less rehandling of missorted letters. This item also includes the error reduction
savingsresulting from going from MPLSM outgoing processingto automation.

F
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The mail processingsavings include the net changesin supervisor costsrequired to
operatethe proposedsystem versusthe baseline system. This is basedupon the following
supervisor/employeeratios:
Automated Equipment
Manual Distribution Clerks
IvIPLSM
RBCS Keying

-1to7
-1to20
-1to20
-1to30-50

The carrier savings are basedupon the increasein Delivery Point Sequencedletters as a
result of the 104 RBCSs. DPS letters do not require manual casing by carriers. In the
baseline system, carriers must sequencethis mail into delivery order by manually placing
it into delivery cases. This manual casing is performed at a standardrate of 18 letters per
minute. Mail is removed (pulled-down) from the casesat a rate of 70 letters per minute.
The combined rate of both of theseactivities is 859 piecesper hour.
Delivery sequencedmail completely bypassesthe casing and pull-down process. As an
offset to these savings,an additional worlchour cost has been included which represents
miscellaneous office and streettime, associatedwith handling delivery point sequenced
mail. This also accountsfor the handling of barcodedletters which can not get delivery
sequenceddue to addressand delivery characteristics(i.e., high-rises, etc.). This
additional work hour cost is calculated using a rate of 5,000 piecesper hour for all
delivery point sequencedmail. When combined with a minimum expectedperformance
capture rate of 50 percent, theseadditional work hours effectively reducethe carrier
savingsby almost two thirds. At the desiredperformancecapture rate of 95 percent,
these additional workhours effectively reducethe carrier casing savingsby one fifth.
Another savings element f?om delivery point sequencingis that it will reduce the number
of carriers routes that would otherwise be required. Fixed carrier savingsof 65 minutes
per day for eachroute eliminated due to delivery sequencinghave been incorporated into
the DAK. These savings are basedon the assumptionthat one route will be eliminated
for eachten hours of diit delivery point sequencingsavings. These fixed savingsare
the result of the elimination of activities such as clocking in and out, obtaining mail or

13
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keys, checking or preparing a vehicle, attending a safety meeting, training, breaks and
travel to and from the route and carrier station.
E. Assumptions
The following is a summary of the most important assumptionsused in the analyses.

AI1 capital and expansecostsreflect the most recent contracting experience.

The following are the key RBCS-related assumptionsthat were used in this analysis:

Images per console hour
Non-keying factor
Piecesper work hour

650
10.8%
587

ML.OCR (010,020 k 020B) Accept Rate
MLOCR (3rd Class) Accept Rate
OSS-BCS Accept Rate
BCS Accept Rate
Fii Pass
SubsequentPasses

77.4%
64.4%
84.6%

98.O??
99.0%
Reduceskeying workload 25%

rc
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Equipment throughput and productivity is basedupon equipment capabilities and staffing
requirements.
Productivity
MLOCR
MPBCS
MPBCS/DBCS Inc Secondary
MPLSM
Manual Processing

28,396
32,000
25,000

11,358
10,419
7,143
1,229 - 1,511
631- 1,000

The volume projections are derived using the aggregateof site specific volumes fkom the
barcodeautomation model and the latest finance projection for growth. The system is
sized using 1996 as the basis for volume projections. The RBCS volume is driven by the
total volume projection less MLOCR and customerbarcodedvolumes.

,-

F. Peak Day Requirements - Average Day Savings
This analysis usesprojected averageday volume to determine system benefita;
equipment requirements are basedon peak day volumes.
G. Transitional Year Savings
Two adjustmentswere made during transitional yearsto reflect start-up effects:
1) Mail processingsavingshave been lagged four months while delivery savingsare
lagged one year after equipment deployment (with the minimum expectedperformance)
and 6 months (with the desired performance); and
2) Carrier savings have been significantly reducedto account for possible short-term
complement adjustment problems. (85% in 1997,70% in 1998,65% in 1999 and 25% in
2000 with the minimum expectedperformance. At the desired performance level savings
were reduced by 70 percent in 1997 and 1998 and 50 percent in 1999.)

F

These adjustmentsresults in a conservativeestimate of transitional year savingsand,
thus, program benefits.
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I-I. Space
Establishing RECs will require additional facility space. Leasecosts are shown in this
analysis to reflect spaceneedsand representthe economic impact of obtaining the space.

rc‘

The annual cost of leasing spacefor the remote encoding centers(BBC) is included in the
DAB at a cost of $18.53 (1996 dollars) per squarefoot. It is assumed60 squarefeet of
floor spaceper installed terminal will cover the spacerequirement for all activities at a
BBC, includmg work area,support, administration and maintenance. Included is the total
cost to &pare the REC sites to processimages for the 104 RBCS sites. Spacecostshave
also been included for the supporting barcodesortersin this request. Spacecosts
allocated for these machinesare basedupon 2,006 squarefeet per DBCS, however, they
are partially offset by the spacesavingsfrom reducing the number of MBLSMs as a result
of RBCS, basedupon 2,600 squarefeet per MPLSM. Although a recent survey
identified enough existing spaceto houseall the additional supporting DBCS needed,the
DBCS spacecost has been incorporatedin the economic evaluation to allow for the costs
of other equipment or operationsthat may needto bc relocated as well as to cover any
unforeseenapaceshortages.
I. Captwhg savings
These 104 RBCS sites will generateoperational savingsfrom both mail processingand
delivery operations. Successwith capturing mail processingsavingshas been achieved
with previous automation programs. These savingswill be as a result of the decreased
work load in MPLSM and manual operations. A 100% savingscapture rate is used in the
economic analysis for all mail processingoperations. The RBCS bar coded mail
decreasesthe volume of letters that would otherwise be sorted in the MPLSM or manual
operations. Consequently, processingplants will decreasestaffimg in these labor
intensive operations.

-

Although delivery point sequencingrepresentsa relatively new challenge for the
organization, we are well positioned to capturethesesavingsand have seensome positive
signs already. These savings come from moving manual casing operationsto automation,
similar to what we have already accomplishedwith previous mail processing savings.
16
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The September,1992 Memorandums of Understandiig with the National Association of
Letter Carriers (NALC) establisheda cooperativeapproachin the planning and
implementation of proceduresto achievethe benefits of delivery point sequencing. When
agreedupon delivery point sequencingquality levels are initially attained, carriers will
ceasecasing the delivery point sequencedletters and take mail directly to the street. In
the short run, this will reduce overtime, assistance,and work hours for part-time,
transitional, and casual employees. As delivery point sequencingpercentagesincrease,
route adjustmentswill be made to more effectively align delivery staffiig requirementsto
the reducedwork load of the delivery units. The cost of route inspections and
adjustmentsare not included in this DAR. As statedearlier, the delivery savings are
significantly reducedin this DAR in 1997through 2000 for the minimum expected
performance and in 1997 through 1999 for the desiredperformance. In addition, the
minimum expectedperformance assumesthat 50 percent of all projected carrier savings
are captured. The desired performanceassumesthat 95 percent of all projected carrier
savingsare captured.
J. Deployment Plan

,The 104 systemswill begin deployment in June 1996 and continue at a rate of 8 systems
per month until all 104 systemsare deployed in July 1997 for a total of 249 RBCSs to
date. ReferenceAttachment A for a list of sites.
The DBCSs in this analysis representthe delivery point sequencingcapacity that will be
required to sort the barcodedvolume generatedby the 104 RBCS sites when full-up. If
fimdiig is approved,the DBCSs will be deployed during calendaryear 1997.

,-
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K. Economic Findings
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The following are the summary results of the economic analysis:
Capital Investment
ExpenseInvestment
Total Investment

Operating Variances
Return on Investment
Net PresentValue

P

$ 334.8 million
$
7.0 million
S 341.8 million

S 1,474.4million
27%
S 309 million

$2,073.1 million
37%
% 568 million

As previously discussed,delivery point sequencingrepresentsa new challenge for the
organization. This is also an areawhere a great amount of attention is being directed.
Given the importance of delivery point savingsto this investment decision, the economics
of this proposal are presentedover a range of DPS savingslevels. A minimum expected
performance level representsan attainable lower limit and the foundation on which to
build savings over time to the desired performancelevel.
The minimum expectedperformance level projects a four year ramp-up in carrier
savingsachievement,to a maximum 50 percent capturerate.
l

* The desired performance level projects a three year rampup in carrier savings
achievement,to a maximum 95 percent capturerate.
l

Since we are currently in the early stagesof delivery point sequencing,the ROTrange
of
27% to 37% is useful for evaluating this proposal.

18
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The following is a breakdown of the investment (in millions):

caitd
%74.4
11.2
35.4
59.3
21.6
21.6
70.2
3.5

104 Image ProcessingSubsystems
3424 Terminals
193 MLOCR Image Lift Subsystems
233 OSSs& Outgoing BCS Capacity
177 AFCS Image Lift Subsystems
104 Remote Computer Readers
279 DBCSs
Telecommunications Test Equipment
RJ3CSSite Prep
DBCS Site Prep
Contingency
Total

S 2.6
0.0
1.2
0.3
2.2
0.4
0.2
0.0

25.0
5.2
7.4

-0.2

S 334.8

s 7.0*

The total capital investment of $334.8 million will produce a Return on Investment in
the range of 27% to 37% and a Net PresentValue in the range of $309 million to $568
million, basedon the difference betweenthe minimum expectedperformance and the
desired performance level.
* Due to rounding.
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V. Recommendation
The investment of $334.8 million in capital and %7.0 million in expenseis
recommendedto fully equip 104 additional sites with RBCS capability and to add 279
DBCSs to the automatednetwork.

20
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Cash Flows and Lie Item Descriptions

CashFlowsfor:

Carrier Savings lagged 1 year after equipment deployment
Carrier Transitional Impact cost as follows:
1997: 85 % of carrier savings
1998: 70 % of carrier savings
1999: 65 % of carrier savings
2000: 25 % of carrier savings
rp

Carrier Savings Capture Rate: 50%

and

Carrier Savings lagged 6 months after equipment deployment
Carrier Transitional Impact cost as follows:
1997: 70 % of carrier savings
1998: 70 % of carrier savings
1999: 50 % of carrier savings
Carrier Savings Capture Rate: 95%

23
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The cashflow line item descriptions are shown on the following pages. The cash flows
are divided into three main sections: capital investments, expenseinvestments, and
operating variances.

This representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery, initial site
spares,initial training and installation for the 104 RBCS sites, as well as 2 IPSSs for the
Technical Training Center (T-K). The total capital for this item is $74.4 million based
on a unit cost $701,923 per site. The cost of the IPSS has been significantly reduced
from the previous buy due to an enhancementthat allows the portion of the IPSS located
at the REC to be sharedamongstup to 5 sites. This lime item also includes initial site
sparesand training.

r

This representsthe capital costsassociatedwith the manufacture,delivery and installation
of the 3424 video display ternkals (VDT) required as part of the RBCS for the 104 sites.
The total capital for this item is $11.2 million basedon a unit cost of $3,265 per VDT.

This line item representsthe capital costs associatedwith the manufacture,delivery,
initial site sparesand training, and the installation of the 279 DBCSs required to support
the RBCS in the 104 sites. The total capital investment for this item is $70.2 million
basedon a DBCS unit cost of $251,487 which includes initial site sparesand training.

This line item representsthe capital costsassociatedwith the manufacture,delivery,
initial sites sparesand installation of the input subsystemfor 36 MLOCR-A machines
and the input subsystemmodifications for the 157 h&OCR-B machines. This will
provide the capability to capture a video image of all non-readableaddresses.The total
capital investment for this item is $35.4 million basedupon an h&OCR-A unit cost of
$199,613 and an MLOCR-B unit cost of $171,269. This item includes initial site spares,
training, 3 MLOCR-A ISSs for the TIC and 4 MLOCR-B ISSs for the TTC.
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This line item representscapital cost associatedwith the manufacture, delivery and
installation of output subsystemmodifications to 233 bar code sortersto provide the
capability for a combination of MPBCSs and DBCSs to communicate with the remote
bar coding computer system and to spray a bar code on eachmail piece. The ‘IT.2 also
requires Output subsystemmodifications to 8 MPBCSs and 2 DBCSs. The capital
investment for the item of $24.3 million is basedon a unit cost of $67,718 per MPBCS
modification and $159,735 per DBCS modification. Although the cost of a DBCS
modification is more expensivethan the MPBCS modification, it will be necessaryonly
at sites where a MPBCS shortageexists and will provide other processingbenefits. Also,
included in the this line item are additional funds of $17.5 million to provide for outgoing
barcodesorting capacity. These funds will be required only if it proves operationally
infeasible to run both the OSS and delivery point sequencingoperation on the same
DBCS. This line item also includes the cost of one letter mail labeling machines
(LMLM) of $168,178 per site which brings the total capital investment to $59.3 million.
The LMLMs attach a blank white label to letters that will not accepta bar code. This
enablesa bar code to be sprayedand read on thesepiecesthereby increasing the amount
of mail that can be processedin the automatedmail stream.

This line item representsthe capital cost associatedwith the manufacture, delivery, initial
site spares,tmining , documentation and installation of an input subsystemon each of the
177 advancedfacer-cancelersystems(AFCS) in the 104 sites to provide the capability to
capture a video image of non-OCR readableaddressesand to transmit the images to the
remote bar coding computer system. The total capital for this item of $21.6 million is
basedupon a unit cost of $122,175 including initial sparesand training.

This line item representsthe capital cost associatedwith the mantiacture, delivery,
initial site spares,training, documentation and installation of 104 nmote computer
reading units, as well as 3 for the lTC. The total capital for this item of $21.6 million is
basedupon a unit cost of $202,002 which includes initial spares,and training.
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This line item includes the capital cost of $3.5 million associatedwith the manufacture,

delivcty and installation of telecommunications test equipment to be utilized with the
RBCS.

Capital contingency is calculated at 2.5 % of the capital costs for the new hardware and
equipment modifications above. This is included to accommodateunanticipated changes
in projected costsor program requirements. Total capital contingency in the cash flow is
$7.4 million.

Site

F

Funding in the amount of $30.2 million is provided to preparesites for the installation of
equipment and equipment modifications describedabove, in addition to REC repair and
alterations costs.The total site prep requestedfor the RBCS is $25.0 million. This
includes the site prep at the P&DC sites in addition to Remote Encoding Center items
such as build-out of the RECs, furniture, telephonesand electronic time clocks. The
DBCS site prep of $5.2 million is basedupon a cost of %15,000per DBCS. This item
includes funding for items such as additional power, changesin facility layouts,
modifications to interior space,etc.

Representsdepot sparesas follows:
IPSS systems DBCS
ISSh4LOCR ISSAFCS
OSSBCS
RCR
Contingency -

$
$
$
$
$
$
S

2.6 million
0.2 million
1.2 million
2.2 million
0.3 million
0.4 million
0.2 million
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This line item representsthe spaceleasing costsfor the 279 DBCSs. This cost is based
upon 2,000 squarefeet required for eachDBCS at $19.23 per squarefoot in 1997 offset
by the spacesavingsresulting f?om the elimination of 39 MPLSMs at 2,600 sq. A. each.

These line items representthe cost of the remote keying portion of the RBCS.

This line item representsthe start-up maintenanceof RISCsites servedand the annual
recurring maintenanceper REC. This includes the costsof maintenancepersonnel,
furnishings, fixtures, cabinets,tools and test equipment in addition to maintenance
training.

,-

This line item representsthe costsof the telecommunications required to enable the
RJ3CSSites to transmit letter mail imagesto and from the RJX and Processingand
Distribution Centers.

This representsthe annual cost of leasing spaceto houseREC operations. This includes
the spacerequired for terminals, aisles, computers,and all administrative and support
space. Leasecosts are shown in this analysis to reflect spaceneedsand representthe
economic impact of obtaining space.
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This representsthe indirect support personnelcostsassociatedwith DC0 and supervisor
training, management,secretarial/administrativework, and recruitment and hiring. The
recurring DC0 training and recruitment and hiring is basedupon a 6% turnover rate for
the careerDCOs and 50% turnover for the transitional DCOs.
Non-Pd
This line representsthe non-personnelcosts in the Remote Encoding Centersthat will
support the 104 P&DCs. It includes fuel and utilities, supplies and services,
miscellanwus expenses,printing, travel, and all other non-personnelexpensesrequired to
operatea Remote Encoding Center.

This line item representsthe costsof keying at the remote sites. This includes the direct
labor cost for all data conversion operators@CO) work hours, lead data conversion
operators, and supervision at a ratio of 1 hour of supervisorfor every 30 - 50 data
conversion operator hours.

Labor savings are basedon the differential cost of processingscript and MLOCR rejected
letter mail in a manual-mechanizedenvironment comparedto the cost of processingthis
mail in a RBCS environment.

This line item representsthe additional mail processorscosts incurred to processthe
newly generatedmail on automatedequipment. Included are costsfor the required
additional mail processorworkhours and supervisionworkhours at the rate of 1 hour of
supervision for every 7 hours of additional mail processorhours.

This line item representsthe savingsin MPLSM processingcosts.Included arc the
savingsfrom the reduction in MPLSM clerk workhours and supervision workhours at the
rate of 1 hour of supervision savedfor every 20 hours of MPLSM processinghours
Sad.
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This line item represents the savingsin manual clerk distribution workhours. Included

are savingsfrom the reduction in manual clerk workhours and supervision workhours at
the rate of 1 hour of supervision savedfor every 20 hours of manual processing hours
saved.

This lime item representsthe savingsin carrier workhours. Included are savings form
carrier casing related costsalong with carrier route fixed costs eliminated as a result of
routes being eliited.
A carrier casing capturerate of 50 percent is assumedwith the
minimum expectedperformance. The desiredperformanceassumesa carrier casing
capture rate of 95 percent. The delivery savingsare lagged one year after equipment
deployment (with the minimum expectedperformance)and six months (with the desired
performance). No credit was taken for carrier supervision since the majority of carrier
supervisors are located in delivery units that would still require a supervisor.

c

These line items include the maintenancelabor, recurring spares,training and recurring
documentation.

This item coversthe annual cost of the maintenancelabor required to keep all of the
equipment in this proposal operational and in service. This item also includes the cost of
baselining equipment to preparefor the ISS and OSS modifications. The cost of
additional maintenancesupervisorsis also included in this line.

This item covers the ammal recurring cost of site replacementparts required to keep the
equipment included in this proposal operational and in service.

This item coversthe annual recurring training costsdue to turnover in personnel for all of
the equipment in this proposal.
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This proposal will result in more mail being processedon automation and 39 fewer
MPLSMs at the automated sites. This item representssavingsin maintenancelabor
required as a result of having fewer MPLSMs operational.

This representsthe annual cost avoidanceof the spareparts resulting from having 39
fewer MPLSMs operational.

This item representsthe net utility cost changesassociatedwith additional automated
equipment and the savingsassociatedwith fewer MPLSMs.

F

This item representsthe savingsthat will result from the decreasein errors in an
automated environment versusthe mechanizedenvironment. It is projected that
distribution errors to delivery operationswill be reducedby 6.0 percent versus MPLSM
secondaryoperations. This results in lessrehandling of missorted letters. This item also
includes the error reduction savingsresulting from going from MPLSM outgoing
processingto automation.

The savings in schemetraining due to reducedvolumes in MPLSM and mamtal
operations.

One position for every eight DBCSs will be required to provide directory support to
develop and implement sort schemesfor DBCSs.

,T-

An added cost to offset projected carrier savingsto provide for a gradual phase-in of net
carrier savings. This item accountsfor possible short-term carrier route adjustment
problems. The carrier savings in 1997 are offset with the minimum expected
performance by 85 percent, 70 percent in 1998,65 percent in 1999, and 25 percent in
31
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2000. The carrier savingsat the desiredperformance level are offset by 70 percent in
1997,70 percent in 1998 and 50 percent in 1999.

The recurring ammal costs of labels for the letter mail labeling (LMLM) machines is
included in this line item.
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104RBCS SITES

F

,F-

Amarillo TX
Anchorage AK
Asheville NC
Augusta GA
Bangor ME
Beaumont TX
Bilimgs MT
Binghamton NY
Bismarck ND
Bloomington IL
Boise ID
Bowling Green KY
Bridgeport CT
Bronx GPO NY
Burlington VT
Cape Giranieau MO
champaign IL
Charleston WV
Charlottesville VA
ChattanoogaTN
Clarksburg WV
Columbia MO
corpus christi TX
Daytona Beach FL
Duluth MN
Eau Claire WI
ElPasoTX
EhIlilXNY
Erie PA
Eugene OR
Evansville IN
Everett GMF WA

Lexington KY
Lima OH
Lincoln NE
Lubbock TX
Lynchburg VA
Macon GA
MankatoMN
Marysville CA
McAllen TX
Mid-Hudson GMF NY
Midland ‘IX
Mobile AL
Monmouth GMF NJ
Montgomery AL
Muncie IN
New Castle PA
Olympia WA
oshkosh WI
PascoWA
PensacolaFL
Peoria IL
Poltamouth NH
Reading PA
Reno NV
Roanoke VA
RochesterMN
Rockford IL
Rockland NY
Rocky Mount NC
Saginaw Ml
SalemOR
Salii CA
34
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Fargo ND
Fayetteville AR
Flint MI
Florence SC
Fort Wayne IN
Frederick MD MPC
Gainesville FL

-c-

GarYIN
Grand Island NE
GreenBay WI
Gulport MS
Hickory NC
Honolulu HI
Huntington WV
Huntsville AL
Kokomo IN
Lafayette IN
Lafayette LA
Lakeland FL
LancasterPA

SavannahGA
ScrantonPA
ShreveportLA
Sioux City IA
Sioux Falls SD
South Bend IN
Springfield IL
St Cloud MN
StatenIsland NY
TallahasseeFL
Topeka KS
TraverseCity MI
Tyler T’X
Utica NY
WacOTX
Waterbury CT
Waterloo IA
WauaauWI
Wilkes Barre PA
White River Junction VT
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MR. DOWLING
SUBJECT: Decision Analysis Report for 104 Additional Remote Bar Coding Systems
The Decision Analysis Report (DAR) for 104 additional Remote Bar Coding Systems (RBCSs) dated
July 31, 1095 has been reviewed and validated.
This DAR indicates a total required investment of $334.5 million in capital funds and $7.0 million in
expense funds for the acquisition and installation of 104 additional RBCSs, 279 additional Delivery
Bar Code Sorters (DSCSs). and a maximum of 22 additional Postal operated Remote Encoding
Centem (RECs).
This DAR is consistent with the bar code automation program to phase in the aquisltion of
automation equipment and will complete the RBCS network. The funding presented in this DAR
includes Remote Video Encoding (RVE) equipment and Remote Computer Readers (RCRs) as well
as image processing subsystems for retrofu onto existing Multi-line Optical Character Readers
(MLOCRs). Bar Code Sorters (BCSs) and Advanced Facer-Canceler Systems (AFCSs). These
systems will support 104 offices in addition to the 145 already funded for the same systems via
previous DAR.% This DAR will bring the total to 249 sftes. 3,629 DBCSs. and 75 RECs funded for
RBCS automation and Delivery Point Sequenctng (DPS) to date.
The systems proposed in this DAR are expected to result in additional workhour savings by further
reducing MPLSM and manual mail processing operations in our smaller processing plants and by
providing addttional bar coded letter volume to enhance carrier savings due to DPS. However, as
with previously approved remote encoding systems, Clerk and Carrier workhour savings will be
offset by the addttional employees and workhour growth required for remote encoding. RECs will
utilize a planned mix of 30 percent career and 70 percent transitional Postal workhours to resolve
address images that cannot be resolved by etther the MLOCRs or RCRs. The lower workhour cost of
REC employees will result in a net savings. The expected net workyear impact on different labor
types is illustrated in Attachment I.
Also shown on Attachment 1, is the net oparating budget change as a result of this investment. In
the year 2000, the first full-up operating year, it is projected that the opamting budget will be reduced
by $157 to 5239 million, depending on perfmmance level achieved.
The economic justification for these systems is based on a number of key assumptions which have
been sensitivtty tested using analytical models. Attachment II summarizes these sensttivtty tests for
the following topics:
l

.
l

rC

.
.
.

l
Remote Video Keying produdivtty
Bar Coded volume percentages by source
l
Savings in the smallest of5ces
Remote Computer Reader resolution fador
Impact of technological impmvements in RCRs
Number of MPLBMs to be eliminated by new operations
Capture Rate on expected Carrier and Clerk workhour savings
Mail Processing and Delivery Point Sequencing produUivfty levels

-2Because the economic justification of these systems is heavily dependent on the ability to capture
carrier savings, we continue to evaluate the two scenarios used with the previous RBCS-120 DAR,
namely. a “minimum expected” and a “desired” performance level for carrier savings. The
assumptions for these two levels of carder savings are
Minimum Exoected Performance - a 50 percent capture rate on carrier workhour Savings
phased in over a four-year period.
Desired Performance - a 95 percent capture rate on carder workhour savings, phased in over
a three-year period.
As mentioned above, the use of two evaluation scenarios to project performance was originally used
in conjunction with the 120 RBCS DAR, approved in 1994. The assumptions supporting the 120
RBCS DAR and this request for 104 additional RBCS shes have been reviewed and accepted by the
appropriate functional staffs at Headquaders and by field managers, and accountability has been
established. It should be noted, that due to phase-in of projected savings because of the complexity
of implementation. delivery point sequence-related carrier savings projected in the 120 RBCS DAR
have not been achieved as yet. However, management has indicated that the three-year transition
period noted above will provide sufficient time to achieve the minimum expectation of 50 percent of
possible savings for both DARs. It is assumed that this minimum expectation level will form a
foundation on which to build savings over time to the desired performance level. It should also be
noted that the equipment deployment funded by the previously approved 120 RBCB DAR is not
complete and net savings are not scheduled to be achieved until 1997. (Please refer to Attachment
Ill.) However, then? has been an indication of improvement in in-offlce carrier productivity as a resutt
of DPS.
Based on these definitions, we have validated the two cash flows presented in this DAR. The
Minimum Expected Performance has been validated to have a 27 percent Return on Investment
(ROI) wtth a Net Present Value (NPV) of $309 million. The Desired Performance has been validated
to have a 37 percent ROI with a NPV of $569 million. Both cash flows have been discounted at 12.5
percent over a ten-year evaluation period.
As shown on Attachment ill. deployment of previously deployed equipment continues and is
expected to be completed by June 1996. The equipment included in this DAR is planned for
installation during 1999 and 1997. Net operational savings will begin in 1998 with economic breakeven in 2002 under the minimum expectation level, and in 2001 at the desired performance level of
savings achievement.
The program in this DAR is expected to generate the equivalent workyear changes shown in
Attachment I. The savings at each postal facility will depend on the particular volumes and
characteristics of that office. Operational costs may be incurred at originating factlhies while savings
are achieved at different downstream dgstinating processing and delivery locations. lmpmvements
in RCR perfonnanca or increases in mailer preceding could reduce the requirement for RM keying
in the future. Therefore, it is important that national and she specific management implementation
plans be developed to oversee deployment. implementation, equipment performance, bar coding
levels, and complement and savings plans.
This project must be submitted to the Board of Govemom for ftnal approval.

Attachments
cc: Mr. Hendenon, Ms. Regan. Mr. Kane, Mr. Shipe
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RBCS 104 DAR WORKYEAR IMPACTS

bWMUM EXPEC’IFD PERFORMANCELFVFC

8-YEAR
Total
2000

1998

1997

j99a

1999

-17

-2229

-3579

-58

-0

-5880

CARRIERS

-3

-18

-238

-185

-490

-933

REC CAREER CLERKS

57

1083

588

0

-0

1885

159

2992

1593

0

0

4744

Q

3ZZ

,CLERKS 8 MAIL PROCESSORS

REC TRANSITIONAL CLERKS
MAINTENANCE
NET OVERALL CHANGE IN WORKYEARS
NET OPERATING BUDGET CHANGE (Mllllona)

§3454lill
259
s22

2213
-388

-1739
$105,

-252
$123

490
3157

-7
8277

8-YEAR
2000
Total

-1 = DECREASED WORKYEARS/DOLLARS
1 = INCREASED WORKYEARSDOLIARS

1998

1997

19sa

lS99

-17

-2229

-3579

-58

-0

-5880

CARRIERS

-3

-185

488

-501

-1183

-2341

REC CAREER CLERKS

57

1083

586

0

-0

1885

159

2992

1593

0

0

4744

Q

Xi!

CLERKS 8 MAIL PROCESSORS

REC TRANSITIONAL CLERKS
MAINTENANCE
NET OVERALL CHANGE IN WORKYEARS
NET OPERATING BUDGET CHANGE (Millions)
-1 = DECREASED WORKYEARSIDOLLARS
1 = INCREASED WORKYEARSIDOLLARS

Q34Qsa.lgl
259
-522

2048
-577

-1990
$128

-588
$185

-1183
S239

-1418
3433

ATTACHMENT II
RBCS-104 DAR ASSUMPTIONS, SENSITIVITIES AND SIGNIFICANT ISSUES

This attachment discusses the significance of various assumptions underlying the Decision Analysis
Report (DAR) for 104 additional Remote Bar Coding Systems (RBCSs). The sensitivities are performed
against the desired performance level.

The desired performance level reflects a three year ramp-up of Carrier savings with 95% capture of full
potential carrier savings beginning in year 2000. The DAR also assumes the elimination of one route for
every 10 carrier workhours saved.
Sensltlvlties:
If no transitional costs are necessary
If the capture rate is reduced to 50%
and given a four year ramp-up (minimum expectation level)

ROI increases 8 points
ROI decreases 10 points

This DAR assumes that all of the potential Clerk workhour savings due to reductions in Multi-position
Letter Sorting Machine and manual sorting operations will be captured due to either attrition or
reassignment of labor to other operations. This assumption was sensitivity tested as follows:
Senaltivlty:
The capture rate was reduced to 90%

ROI decreases 7 points

This DAR assumes an Image Keying Productivity of 850 images per wnsole hour in combination with a
non-productive workhour factor of 10.8%. Recent Inspection Service reports indicate a higher keying rate
(over 750 per hour) but a larger non-productive factor (25%). This data was usad in a sensitivity test of
the DAR workhour model.
Senattivity:
Wrth Keying Productivity of 750 and a non-productive factor of 25%

ROI increases 1 point

This DAR continues to assume that the RCR will relieve the remote keying operation of 25% of its
potential workload. The DAR workhour model was sensitivity tested by increasing the RCR factor from
25% to 35% holding all other assumptions constant.
Sensitivity:
If RCR resolution increases to 35%

ROI increases 5 points and
Keying Hours raduca 15%

RBCS-184 AHACHMENT

II, Page 2

Mail ProcesstruQg8t&ons
Product&U!f
There is concern that the mail orocessino oroductivity assumotions used in the DAR workhour model are
significantly different from the year-toda;e’FY-1995 experience. To evaluate this wncem the model used
for this DAR was modified to include year-to-date actual national average MODS productivitys in lieu of
the DAR assumptions which were based on previous projected productivity estimates.
Ym PI-95
DPS two-pass
DPS two-pass
BCS
BCS Inc. Set
MLOCR
oss
MPLSMO81

MANUAL

1st Pass
2nd Pass
871875
878
831
971-975
1,511
083
084-085
088
030
043
150
180

7,540 PcsIVvkhr
18,010
8.581
4.188
5.871
9,545

7,143 PCSAMthr
7,143
10,419
7,143
11.358
9,251
1,339
1.372
1.427
1,229
845
884
831
662

1,194
1,241
1,109
544
801’
487
522

Sensitivtties:
The combined impact of using YTD PY-95 mail processing productivities in place of the assumptions used
in this DAR increases Mail Processing Clerk savings by 15.7% raises the RBCS-1W Net Present Value by
48% from $588 to $835 million, increases ten-year undiscounted net savings by 28% from $2.1 to $2.7
billion and increases the ROI by 11 points (from 37% to 48%).
P
Barcoded Latter
There is concern that the MLOCR encode rate assumed in this DAR (28% of national letter volume)
is higher than may be expected with a full up system. MLOCRs barcoded 17% of the national letter
volume in AP-9 of 1995. If this assumption is higher than what may actually be achieved, then RBCS
letter and image volumes will be greater than those indicated in either of the RBCS DARs.
A sensitivity analysis was performed wherein MLOCR accept rate assumptions within the DAR model
were reduced so that MLOCRs bar-coded 18% of the national letter volume instead of the 28% used in the
RBCS DARs. The amount of customer pm-barcoded mail was held constant at 35.8% of national letter
volume.
RBCS-104
Senshivii
Actual
BSL
QA6
Al39.5
Customer Encoded
35.8%
35.8%
34.1%
MLOCR Encoded
28.1%
18.0%
18.7%
RBCS Encoded
Uncodad
Total National Letter Volume

C

26.0%

32.9%

7.8%

Senslttvltier:
When MLOCR encoded volumes are changed from 28.1% to 18% with other assumptions held constant:
RBCS volumes and keying workhour costs increase 28%. Mail Processor Level 4 workhour costs
increase 11%. MPLSM workhour savings increase 15%. Manual Clerk savings increase 8%. Carder
savings increase 5%. Assuming the additional RBCS voluma is absorbed without additional RECs and
without further capital investment, the overall project ROI increases from 37% to 40%.

RBCS-104 AnACHMENT
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MPLSM RarJ&f~@
This DAR assumes the elimination of an additional 39 MPLSMs beyond those planned for elimination
during the transition to RBCS in the 120 sites in the previously approved DAR. A sensitivity test was
conducted to evaluate the impact of reducing MPLSMs by only half the amount assumed.
Senoltlvlty:
If MPLSM reductions are only 50% of the 39 assumed in the DAR.

ROI decreases 1 point

There has been some wncem that the smallest offices scheduled to receive RBCSs might not have
volume enough to generate sufricient savings to warrant the incremental investment. For this reason a
minimum office model was used to determine the Incremental Return on Investment (IRR) for the smaller
offices scheduled for RBCS.
Sensitivtttea:
There are three sites scheduled for RBCS in this DAR with IRR less than 20%. All have IRR greater than
12.5%. These sites require a total of $7.7 million in additional capital investment to process less than
80,000 pieces each of OSS volume per day. If these three sites are excluded from the network (i.e. 101
sites instead of 104). the ROI for this DAR goes up 1 point from 37% to 38% while the Net Present Value
over ten years is reduced from $588 to $585 million at a 12.5% discount rate.

C

In RCR
Some concern has been expressed that technological improvements in the ability of Remote Computer
Readers (RCR) to read hand-writing will significantly reduce keying volume such that the Postal Service
may not need as many keying stations or RECs as planned in the RBCS DARs.
Sensttlvities:
The BAM was sensitivity tested by increasing the RCR workload impact factor from 25% to 35% (a 40%
increase) while all other assumptions were held constant. If keying workhours are reduced by 15.4%. the
ROI increases 5 points (from 37% to 42%). In addition, the flexibility of having transitional employees will
allow for appropriate reductions in workhours (REC or other) if technolcgical advances are achieved.

This DAR continues the basic assumption that the originally procured equipment will last at least ten years
without replacement. Should technology or other reasons make replacement desirable before the end of
this initial ten year period, such replacements or upgrades would have to ba economically justified on a
separate basis.

AlTACHMENT

III

RBCS PROGRAM TIMELINE &
DELIVERY POINT SEQUENCING SAVINGS EXPECTATIONS

* First 24 sites were completed by November 1992.
_ Not applicable - Phase I Bar Coding Automation included the first 25 Remote Bar Coding Systems. This
DAR did not reflect any Delivery Point Sequencing savings; only sector/segment savings were included.
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INTRODUCTION
F

This decision analysis Report @AR) requestsfunding IlOt to exceed$183.9 ,million in capita!
and $3.6 million in expenseto upgradethe handwriting recognition technology of 254 Remote
Computer Readers(RCR). The upgrade has a target of improving the rate at which the RCR
can read and resolve handwritten-addressedmail by 25 percentagepoints from the present
level of 25% to a target of 50%. It is planned to let a sole source incentive contract to
accomplish this whereby the vendor will be paid in proportion to the recognition improvement
achieved. The requestedcapital includes $21 million to cover the possibility that the
contractor may achieve a recognition rate greaterthan the target rate of 50%. If the target
improvement of 25 percentagepoints is achieved,a minimum return on investment of 53% is
anticipated basedon work hour savings in Remote Encoding Centers(RECs) using
assumptionsdetailed in Appendix C.

BACKGROUND
P

Our current letter automation goals and strategieswere first spelled out in the 1988 Corporate
Automation Plan. This plan set forth a coursefor a national network of equipment that, with
customer participation, would lead to having virtually all letter mail barcoded. Letters with
barcodesare processedefficiently through our automatedsystem. It is approximately eight
times less costly to processa letter with our client automated system than to prockssit
manually. For this reasonaccurateapplication of barcodesto non-barcodedmail is vital. The
barcodesare applied to letters in three ways:
1) Customer applied barcodes
2) Machine applied barcodesat the RCR and the Multilme Optical CharacterReader
(MLOCR) through computer addressrecognition
3) Keying of barcodesat Remote Encoding Centers.
The 54 Remote Encoding Centers,with over 25,000 employeesand nearly $600 million in
armual cost, representthe most expensivemeansof barcodeapplication. Therefore, a focus of
Engineering is to reducethe keying workload at the Remote Encoding Centersby improving

C

computer addressrecognition technology. RCRSare expectedto seeapproximately 13 billion
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hand-addressedimages in the automatedsystem. This DAR proposesan upgradethat will
P

improve RCR recognition of theseimagesand thereby reduce the keying costsat the Remote
Encoding centersby approximately $89 million per year.
As a result of previous decisions by the Board of Governors,254 RCRs have been deployed.
These RCRs reducedkeying work hours at the Remote Encoding Centersby over 25%,
primarily by recognizing and encoding machine-printed addresses.However, the RCR
recognition rate of hand-addressedmail was below 2%. In January 1997, the Board of
Governors approved an upgrade of the RCRs with the Handwriting Address Interpretation
(HWAI) technology. This upgradewas deployed in all systemsby October 1997, and has
currently taken the recognition rate of handwritten addressedmail from less than 2% to
approximately 25%. This 25% is the current baseline.

PROPOSED UPGRADE
The essential elements of the proposedupgrade are as follows:
(1) Early deployment of a large hardware upgradethat will allow the RCRs to maintain their
,,e

throughput level, despite anticipated greaterprocessingrequirements.
(2) Incremental sofhvare releaseswhich exploit a variety of technologies to improve the
recognition of handwritten addressmail to 50% from the current rate of 25%.
(3) Payments to the contractor to be basedon demonstratedRCR performance improvements
above the current baseline. Rigorous tests will be conducted by USPS Engineering to
verify increasesin RCR performance.
As software advancesarc made during deployment, previously deployed sites will receive the
most current software updates.Assuming contract award will take place in June 1998,
completion of hardware deployment and all software upgradesis scheduledfor February
1999.
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RCR Components
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
rC

Basis of Savings
The primary benefit from higher RCR recognition of handwritten addressesis the reduction in
keying work hours at Remote Encoding Centers. A two-month lag in capturing savings,from
the time the upgrade is fully deployed, has been included to allow for attrition of personnel at
Remote Encoding Centers.
Deployment Schedule
The 254 RCR upgradeswill be deployed between July 1998 and February 1999, with a
substantial portion of the upgradesin place prior to the 1998 holiday mailing season.
Additional software upgrade releaseswill take place as they are developed.
Procurement Plan
The procurement plan envisions a negotiated sole sourceincentive contract in which the
contractor is paid according to a scheduletied to verified recognition improvement. The
contract will include all necessatyhardware, sofhvare integration, installation, initial site spare
parts, and depot spareparts.
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Several software releasesareexpected during the course of.thecontraci Testswillhe
conducted by the USPS, using a large representativenational sample of bandwritten addressed
letter mail images to verify performance improvements, and compliance with throughput and
error rate parameters. The contract will specify (1) that error rates cannot increaseabove the
current level, and (2), that the throughput rate for the RCR at each site may not decrease
below current levels.
Economic Findings
The total funding authorization requestedin this DAR is $187.5 million. This amount
includes $21 million as a contingency to pay incentive costs in casea recognition rate greater
than 50% is achieved. The following is a summary of the five year economic analysis based
on achieving a 25 percentagepoint improvement.

($000)
Capital Investment

$162,887

ExpenseInvestment

$ 3.575

Total Investment for Target Scenario

SI66,462

Above Target PerformanceContingency

$ 21.000

Total Investment for Approval

Sl87,462

Exuected Results - Tareet Scenario
Total Operating Variance (undiscounted)

$508,157

Net PresentValue @ 11.8%

$182,927
53%

Return on Investment

Appendix D shows the results of a project sensitivity analysis for varying degreesof RCR
C.
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Technical risk associatedwith this program is low. The hardware usedwith the upgrade
consists of standardcomputer equipment. The sofhvsre is basedon proven concepts,and will
be thoroughly tested and verified for performance.
The economic risk associatedwith this program is also low. Prior to entering into a contract,
there will be a “proof of concept” test in March at which time the contractor will demonstrate
the current achievable level of performance. If the results are less than the 8.3% points of
improvement in handwritten addressedmail finaliition

neededto meet the 20% return on

investment hurdle rate for generativeprojects, the Postal Service will decide whether to
postpone or halt the program. If the contract is awarded,an initial performanceverification
test will be conducted,during which the contractor must again demonstratea minimum of
8.3% points of improvement in handwritten addressedmail finalization. If this hurdle rate is
not met, the Postal Services’ liability will be limited to S15 million. This $15 million will be
used for upgrading the throughput capability of selectedsites in order to meet operational
C

requirements of the existing system. After satisfying the 8:3% improvement hurdle rate,
payments to the contractor will be tied to verified performance. Appendix D shows the
relationship between the maximum expectedinvestment total and the projected performance
improvement at various levels.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommendedthat $183.9 million in capital and $3.6 million in expense,for a total
authorization not to exceedof $187.5 million, be approvedto procure and install 254 RCR
Handwriting Recognition Upgrades.

,-
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Appendices
Appendix A: Cash Flow
Appendix B: Description of CashFlow Line Items
Appendix C: Major Assumptions
Appendix D: Sensitivity Analysis
Appendix E: Program Plan
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..CASH FLOW - ,RCR HANDWRITING

A
,RECOGNITlON

UPGRADE

TARGET SCENARIO
($000’S)

ISCAL YEAR
‘ROJECT YEAR
IO. OF INSTALlATlONS

I

I

19961
01

841

19991
II
170 1

Luu”,
21
01

L”“,,
31
01

LUVL,
41
01

Lblm,
51
01

L”L”e,
61
01

lVlnL
254

:APITAL INMSTMENT
lARDWARE (254 SYSTEMS)
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
INSTALlAnON
ADDITIONAL PROCESSING CAPACITY
INITIAL SITE SPARE PARTS
;ITE PREPARATION
CCEPTANCE TESIING
:ONTINGENCY @ 5%

(5149.466)

(S4.965)
(5700)
(57.757)
I
I
(S44,343)1 (Sll6.544)1

‘OTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

(5162.667)

XPENSE INVESTMENT
)EPOT SPARES
‘EST DECKS

W28)

(S2.247)

($135)

(5365)

‘OTAL EXPENSE INVESTMENT

($962)

‘OTAL INMSTMENT

(

(S45.306)1

(S3.076)1
(S5W)j

$2.613)

I

(3121.157)~

1

I

I

I

($3.5751:
!
($168,462):

>PERATlNG VARfANCES
lA COSTS -LABOR
2A COSTS - NON LABOR
3ECURRING SPARE PARTS
MNUAL MAINTENANCE SUPPORT
ASOR SAVlNGS

(S359)
($105)
($165)
w

rOTAL OPERATING VARIANCES

ww

UETCASH

FLOW

?ETURN ON INVESTMENT
VET PRESENTVALUE @ 11.8%

1 @45.943)1
63%
5162.927

WJ8)
(SW
S37,153
536,462

SW
WW
591,126

(5524)
(su3)
S93.133

$90.394

592.366

$95,162

(5541)
(5233)
S97.276

(tsso)
ww
$99,416

(S359)
($105)
(S3.336)
W31),
S513.269

$94,422

SW.502

596.626

5506.167

(5533)

(SUW

(S64,695)1 590,394 1 592.366 1 594.422 1 596,502 1 596.626 1

For 25% Points of Handwritten Address Recognition Impmvement
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Appendix B:
Description of Cash Flow Line Items
HARDWARE (254 SYSTEMS) :

Disk drives, memory and circuit boards
required to maintain throughput levels at the
RCR sites with the proposed software upgrade.
Amount also contains funding for selectedsite
upgrades,and National Directory Support
Systemhardware upgrade.

THE h4ARKED (‘) ITEMS ARE INCLUDED IN HARDWARE ESTIMATE.

* SOFTWARE INTEGRATION:

Integration of the software upgradesinto the
existing RCR system.

* INSTALLATION:

Effort and travel associatedwith sending teams
to each site for installation of hardware and
software.

* ADDITIONAL PROCESSING
CAPACITY:

Amount required to upgrade current processing
capacity to be consistentwith current volume
levels.

l

INITIAL SITE SPARE PARTS:

Items required at the site level to ensurethe
operational availability of the equipment.

SITE PREPARATION:

Preparationof each site for installation of the
equipment, including minor structural and
electrical alterations, and additional cooling
capacity as required.

ACCEPTANCE TESTING:

Amount required to conduct performance
verification and acceptancetests.

CONTINGENCY @ 5%:

Amount to support unforeseenrequirements.

DEPOT SPARE PARTS:

Spareparts neededat the depot to support field
replenishment requirements.
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TEST DECKS:

Funding to gather and consolidate test deck
information, and other expenseefforts as

~quirea.
QA COSTS - LABOR:

USPS labor effort required for pre deployment
testing and evaluation.

QA COSTS - NON LABOR:

Non labor costs,primarily travel and
accommodations,required for pre deployment
testing and evaluation.

RECURRING SPARE PARTS:

Replenishment of site sparepart stocks to
ensureoperational availability of units.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE
SUPPORT:

The incremental labor required to provide
adequatemaintenanceof this upgrade at the
site.

LABOR SAVINGS:

Labor savings are basedon the keying work
hours avoided at the Remote Encoding Centers.
The savingsare lagged two months after the
completion of installation for all upgrades.

c-
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Appendix C:
Major Assumptions
Volumes
l
l
l
l

National annual script letter mail volume (ODIS ‘97):
Less script through non-automatedoffices:
Less script fmalized by the MLOCR:
Script mail volume available to RCR:

14.8 Billion
1.1 Billion
0.6 Billion
13.1 Billion

Remote Encoding Center (REC) Performance
l
Console productivity: 757 imagesper console hour.
l
Function 1 productivity: 571 imagesper work-hour.
l
Effective productivity: 604 imagesper work-hour (less training and supervision).
l
DAR assumesno savingsin supervision.
RCR Performance
l
Baseline performance will be verified by USPS tests after inclusion of all previously
funded recognition improvement modifications (e.g., HWAI).
. As a result of this upgrade,performancewill improve up to 25 percentagepoints above
the baseline recognition rate for RCR processedhandwritten addressedimages.
l
Contract incentives will proportion investment coststo verified performance
improvements (Ref. Appendix D)
Savings
REC sites will capture 95% of the modeled savings.
9 Savings will begin 2 months after deployment completion.
l
DAR assumesno additional maintenancetraining is required.
l

Economic Factors
l
REC 70/30 composite labor rate: $17.36 per hour (FY 1999)
l
Labor rate is escalated2.2% per year.
l
7.3% is the cost of capital.
l
4.5% is the generativeproject risk factor.
l
11.8% is the discount rate used for presentvalue calculations.

P

Schedule
l
Board of Governors approval, May 1998.
. A contract award for 254 upgrade kits is made by June 1998.
l
Deployment is suspendedthrough November and Decemberof 1998.
l
The deployment of the 254 upgradekits will be completed by February 1999.
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APPENDIX D:
INVESTMENT VS. IMPROVEMENT
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

P

rc-

(1)

(2)

(3)

RCR
Finalization
Rete

RCR
Flnalizatlon
Improvement

TOtSI

45%

20%

$145,492

4,109,069

$134,217

47%

40%

15%

9124.523

3.061,602

$65,506

36%

35%

10%

$103,554

2.054534

$36,795

26%

33.3%

0.3%

$96,424

1,705.264

$20,224

20%

25%

0%

(4)
Savings
Work Houn
Per Year

lnvsstment
Kw

(5)
NPV
WO)

(6)
Return
on
Investment

- Baseline -

NOTES
(1) Resulting total RCR finalization rate for handwritten addressimages.
(2) Improvement in recognition of handwritten addressimages over baseline.
(3) Combined capital and expenseinvestment; includes incentive contract payment up to
$4 million per point of improvement over baseline.
(4) REC site savings due to reducedkeying workload.
(5) Over5 year period, discounted at 11.8%.
(6) Over a 5 year estimated project life.
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Recognition Improvement Program
1.0 Introduction

This decision analysis report recommends that the Board of Governors authoriie the expenditure
of $125.20 million in capital funds and $5.95 million in expense funds, for a total of 8131.15
million, to upgrade the technology used in the optical character recognition of letter mail
addresses. The funding requested will wver upgrades to existing and approved but not yet
deployed Optical Character Reader (OCR) equipment including Multiline Optical Character
Readers (MLOCRs). Low Cost Optical Character Readers (LCOCRs), and Delivery Bar Code
Sorters with Input and Output Subsystems (DIOSS).
Our efforts in improving recognition rates for letter mail have been extremely successful. The
current total system recognition rate for mail introduced to the OCRs is 62 percent, and with the
technology upgrade recommended in this report, we expect to increase this rate by an additional 6
percent. We are requesting funding to cover up to an 6 percent improvement in recognition rate in
case the contractor(s) are able to achieve improvements above our 6 percent target.
The projected savings are based on improvements to the total system recognition capability which
includes our Remote Computer Readers (RCRs). However, we expect most of the improvements
to be associated with increases in machine-imprinted address recognition rates since the majority
of mail handled by our OCRs falls in that category. Pay for performance contracts will be awarded
in which the selected contractor(s) must meet or exceed designated performance goals to be
compensated, and they will only be compensated for the performance improvements actually
achieved.
2.0 Background
-

One goal set forth in the U.S. Postal Service’s Five Year Strategic Plan is to improve our total
factor productivity at a rate equal to or better than the rate of improvement in the private sector. In
support of this goal, we have focused much of our attention on improving recognition by our
MLOCRs and RCRs. which in turn improves productivity because mail can be sorted without
manually keying in addresses through the Remote Bar Cc-ding System.
The Postal Service’s letter automation goals and strategies were first defined in our 1986
Corporate Automation Plan, This plan envisioned a national network of equipment that, with
customer participation, would allow barwding of virtually all letter mail for automated sorting. We
have been able to accomplish our letter automation goals through the use of two types of
equipment: (1) equipment that produces barcodes-MLOCRs and the Remote Bar Coding
System; and (2) equipment that processes barcodes--Mail Processing Bar Code Sorters,
Delivery Bar Code Sorters, and Carrier Sequence Bar Code Sorters.
The Recognition Improvement Program is part of a continuing effort by the Postal Service to
reduce processing costs by improving recognition technology. A number of previously approved
programs have been successful in improving recognition capabilities of letter mail addresses:

rC

.

MLOCR Co-Directory System - March 1996 Board approval with deployment completed
in November 1996;

.

MLOCR Co-Processor System - December 1996 Board approval with deployment
completed in September 1997; and

.

RCR Handwriting Recognition Upgrades-January 1997, May 1998, and May 1999
Board approvals with the last incremental software release expected in November 2000.

The Co-Directory system is a second address lookup directory connected to an MLOCR that
provides an increase in the number of delivery point barwdes applied directly by the MLOCR.
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While the Co-Directory system provides a duplicate means of looking up a letter’s address in
order to determine the correct barcode. the Co-Processor system provides a duplicate means of
locating the address block and determining the characters on the address. These enhancements
work together to increase the amount of delivery point barcodes provided at the initial letter
handling, thereby reducing the need for more expensive manual keying via the Remote Bar
Coding System.
The RCR Handwriting Recognition Upgrade program is expected to ultimately provide a
recognition rate of 75 percent of all handwritten addresses. The first of three Decision Analysis
Reports funded the addition of handwriting recognition software to the RCR and at some high
volume sites, added hardware that provided more processing power to maintain the required
throughput. The second report funded incremental software releases that increased the
recognition of handwritten addresses to 57 percent as well as additional hardware required to
maintain the required throughput. Deployment of the hardware and software necessary to
achieve the 57 percent recognition rate was completed in June 1999.
The goal of the third and most recent effort of the RCR Handwriting Recognition Upgrade program
is to increase the RCR recognition rate to 75 percent for handwritten addresses and to increase
machine-imprinted address recognition rates by 8 percentage points. Incremental software
releases are being evaluated on a pay for performance basis. Deployment of the first software
release was completed in November 1999; it resulted in handwritten and machine-imprint address
accept rate improvements of about 6.8 and 13.7 percentage points, respectively (exceeding the
Decision Analysis Reports expectations for machine-imprint improvements). Additional
incremental software releases are expected to eventually increase the handwritten address
recognition rate to 75 percent by November 2000. No further increases in machine-imprint
recognition rates are expected from this program.

F

The success of our many recognition improvement programs has allowed the Postal Service to
establish plans for reducing the number of Remote Encoding Centers from 55 to 27 by June 2001.
Since manual keying is the most expensive means of barcode application, reducing the keying
workload at Remote Encoding Centers by improving address recognition capabilities continues to
be a key goal for the Postal Service.
3.0 Description
The funding requested will be used to upgrade the recognition capabilities of three letter mail
processing machines: MLOCRs. LCOCRs. and approved but not yet deployed Delivery Bar Code
Sorters with Input and Output Subsystem (DIOSS) capabilities. All of the DIOSS equipment is
expected to be deployed by October 2000, which is three months before we plan to start
deployment of these hardware and/or software upgrades.
The goal of the technology upgrade recommended in this report is to improve total system image
recognition by 6 percent for letter mail processed by the OCRs. We expect most of the
improvements to be associated with increases in machine-imprinted address recognition rates
since over 90 percent of mail handled by our OCRs falls in that category. Wth this additional
improvement, we will be able to further reduce the number of Remote Encoding Centers required.
We recognize that MLOCRs may be phased out in the future and replaced with additional DIOSS
equipment, If this occurs before N 2008, capturing the savings projected in this report will be
assured because any future DIOSS procurements will be required to provide us with the same
recognition improvements as contracted for under the scope of this decision analysis report

,-
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4.0 Economic Analysis
4.1 Basis of Savlngs

The primary benefit from increased OCR recognition rates will be a reduction in keying workhours
required at Remote Encoding Centers. Cost savings from this program are expected to be about
$64.77 million annually for a 6 percent improvement in system read rate.
Actual performance improvements will be measured through fonal tests using 100,000 images
wllected at 15-20 sites. The vendors will be required to compete using the same images to
determine their rate of improvement. The basis of savings is calculated on improvement benefits
to the total system recognition capability, which includes the Remote Computer Readers.
We have allocated $20 million to wver reductions in three types of error rates associated with
finalixed mail pieces. The successful vendor(s) will have an opportunity to providea second
release of their software solution within six months of the First Article Test to make error
improvements provided they do not lower the finest sort and finalized rates and throughput of the
system. They will be compensated for each one tenth of a point improvement in error rate
achieved in relation to the baseline error rate existing in the equipment and software deployed at
that time.
The target scenario assumes a 8 percent increase in read rate over the baseline system and a
capture rate of 90 percent. The contingency scenario reflects a maximum improvement of 8
percent and a capture rate of 90 percent. Appendix 4 lists the major assumptions used in this
analysis and Appendix 5 contains a sensitivity analysis that shows varying degrees of recognition
improvement with return on investment expectations as illustrated in the chart below.
Return on Investment Expect&Ions
at Varying Recognition Rste Improvsments

I

10% L
2%

4%
6%
Rscopnltton Rsts Irnprovernsnt

8%

4.2 Finsnclal Summary
The $131.15 million in total investment requested in this report includes provisions for up to
$19.73 million as additional incentive to pay the wntractor if recognition rate improvements are
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achieved above the 6 percent target. Following is a summary of the required investment and
expected savings from this program.
RECOGNITION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
INVESTMENT SUMMARY
Capital Investment

$858472,372

Error Reduction Incentive

$20.000.000

Total Capital Investment for Target Scenario

SlO5,472,372

Total Expense Investment for Target Scenario

$5950.000

Total investment for Target Scenario

$1 i I n422.372

Above 6% Target Performance Capital Contingency

$19,727.628

Total Investment Requested for Approval

$131.150.000

Expected Results
Target
Scenario

Contingency
Scenario

Operating Variances

$339.606.759

$459,299.667

Net Present Value @ 10% discount rate

$149.161.178

$221,584,882

59.4%

72.9%

Return on Investment

Appendices 1 and 2 contain the year-by-year cash flows necessary to achieve the target and
contingency scenarios, respectively. Appendix 2 contains descriptions of the cash flow line items.
5.0 Rtsk
The technical, operational, and financial risks associated with this program are low since
incentive-based, pay for performance contracts will be awarded. Also any hardware used for the
upgrades will be standard computer equipment The software will be based on proven concepts
and will be thoroughly tested and verified for performance. The Postal Service will conduct first
article tests on all proposed recognition improvements to ensure they meet our requirements.
8.0 Plan and Recommendation
8.1 Procurement and Deployment Plans
The first contract award(s) under this program will be for MLOCR and DIOSS upgrades. We
anticipate approximately four contractors will bid on this effort. The contract(s) will include all
necessary hardware, sohware, software integration efforts, and logistics. In the future, we plan to
award a separate contract for OCR upgrades on all LCOCR machines,
All DIOSS equipment currently under contract is expected to be deployed by October 2000, which
is a three months prior to the start of deployment of the upgrades requested in this report. The
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recognition improvement program upgrades associated with this report are scheduled to be
deployed from January 2001 through June 2001. A program schedule is included as Appendix 5.
6.2 Milestone Schedule
Comoletion Date
Board of Governors Approval

June 2000

MLOCWDIOSS Upgrade Contract Award(s)

September 2000

First Article Test - MLOCWDIOSS Upgrade

November 2000

Begin Deployment - MLOCWDIOSS Upgrade
End Deployment - MLOCRKHOSS Upgrade
LCOCR Upgrade Contract Award

January 2001
June 2001
February 2001

First Article test - LCOCR Upgrade

May 2001

Deployment - LCOCR Upgrade

June 2001

8.3 Recommendation

P

It is recommended that $125.20 million in capital funding and $5.95 million in expense funding, for
a total of $131.15 million, be approved to procure and install hardware and software associated
with the Recognition Improvement Program. This amount will wver up to an 6 percentage point
improvement in system recognition rates for letter mail that is introduced at our OCR processing
equipment.
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Decision Analysis Report

Recognition Improvement Program
Appendix 3
Description of Cssh Flow Line Items
CAPITAL ITEMS:

MLOCR and DlOSS HartiwaraBotiare
- Funding of $8,871,649 per point of improvement for
upgrading the recognition capability of the existing and planned 875 MLOCR and 211 DIOSS
machines. This amount wvers system recognition rate improvements over the current baseline
of 82 percent for mail introduced to our OCR equipment.
LCOCR Hardware Modifications - Funding of $262,500 per point of improvement for modifying
the existing 105 LCOCR machines. This amount covers system recognition rate improvements
over the current baseline of 82 percent for mail introduced to our OCR equipment.
LCOCR Soffware Deve/opment/Modirication - Funding of $62,500 per point of improvement for
upgrading existing LCOCR machine software. This amount covers system recognition rate
improvements over the current baseline of 82 percent for mail introduced to our OCR equipment.
Error Rate Reduction incentive - Funding of $20.000,000 to be used as an incentive to the
contractor(s) for reducing three types of error rates associated with finalized mail pieces.
Quality Assurance - Funding of $2.000.000 to support quality assurance activities,
Program Support- Funding of 9400,000 to wver contractor support of Automation Purchasing
($200,000) and Program Management activities ($200,000) for 2 years.
-

Acceptance Testing - Funding of $1,000,000 to support acceptance testing activities such as
data acquisition and truthing.
Site Preparation - Funding of $10.000,000 (400 sites @ $25,000 per site) for site preparation
activities.
San Mate0 Directory HanWan, Support- Funding of $200,000 for providing Directory hardware
support to San Mateo.
Contractor Maintenance Supporf - Funding of $1 ,OOO,OOO
($500,000 per year for 2 years) for
contractor software maintenance support activities.
Contractor Training Development 8 Delivery - Funding of $2,900,640 for maintenance training
development and initial delivery by the contractor.
initial Site Spares - Funding of $6,666,667 for an initial inventory of selected replacement spare
pa-.
Maintenance Documentation - Funding of $1,059,500 for developing, printing. and shipping
Maintenance Handbook and Repair Specifications. Consists of $300,000 for development of
Maintenance Handbook, $500,000 for development of Repair Specifications, and $259,500 for
printing/shipping of Maintenance Handbooks.
Contingency @ 10% of MLOCR/LNOSS Hardware, Initial Site Spares, Maintenance
Documentation, end Contractor Training Development 6 Delivery costs - These funds will provide
for unforeseen cost elements, price adjustments, or minor additional requirements.
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EXPENSE ITEMS:

Depot Spares - Funding of $5950,000 for an initial depot spare parts inventory of recognition
components.
OPERATING VARIANCES:
Recurriig Spares - Funding of 8603,925 for annual spare parts.
Annual Postal Maintenance Labor - Funding of $531,909 for annual preventive and corrective
maintenance (ET-g) and 84,433 for annual field labor (ET-g) used to install recurring spares.
lnifial Maintenance Training (Field Labor) - Funding of $6220,500 for initial field operator and
maintenance training (ET-O).
lnifial Maintenance Tmining (ED Non-Labor) - Funding of $29,700 for initial training development
and evaluation efforts by Employee Development personnel.
Recunihg Maintenance Training (Field LaborJ - Funding of $933,075 for annual training of
operator and maintenance personnel.
Recunihg Maintenance Training (non-Labor) - Funding of $23,925 for non-labor costs associated
with annual operator and maintenance personnel training

rC

frogmm Support- Funding of $500,000 for Program Management travel expenses incurred
during deployment.
Site Preparation - Funding of $700,000 for Postal field labor used to support site preparation
activities.
Labor Savings - Based on the keying workhours avoided at Remote Encoding Centers (REC Site
30170). Each 1% improvement in system recognition rate translates to cost savings of $8,095.760
per year. For the target scenario, savings for a 6% total system improvement (864,766,081) am
shown with a 2 month lag before they bagin.
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Appendix 4
Major Aaeumptlone

Volumw
l
Total of 45.616 billion letters per year are fed to the 875 MLOCRs of which 36.135 billion
pieces are considered candidate volume (FY 1999 MODS data)
> Candidate volume equates to an average of 144,394 letters per day per MLOCR
Total of 2.327 billion letters per year are fed to the 105 LCOCRs of which 1.843 is considered
candidate volume (FY 1999 MODS data)

l

.
l

9 Candidate volume equates to an average of 61,372 letters per day per LCOCR
Annual Volume Growth Factors: FY2000 - 1.023; FY2001- 1.012; FY2002 - 1.015; FY2003
- 1.001; FY2004 - (1.026); FY2005 - (1.040); FY2008 - (1.045)
266 processing days per year

Remote Encoding Center (REC) Performance
l
Effective Productivity: 614 images per workhour
. DAR assumes no supervision savings
System Performance Improvement a Savings
Assumption

Target
Scenario

Contingency
Scenartg

System Recognition Improvement

6%

8%

REC Site Capture Rata

90%

90%

59.4%

72.9%

C

ROI

.

Savings result from reduced keying workhours at REC sites

.

Savings will begin 2 months after deployment

Economic Factors
l
REC 70/30 composite labor rate: $18.73 per hour (FY 2001)
. Maintenance ET-9 labor rate: $37.17 per hour (FY 2001)
. Postal labor escalation factor: 2.5% par year
. Cost of capital: 5.5%
.
.

Generative project risk factor: 4.5%
Total discount rate used for present value calculations: 10%
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Appendix 5
Sensitivity Analysis
(Investment vs. Improvement)

(1)
Finaltuation
lmorovement

Maximum
Required
lnvestrnant

(3)
Annual
Workhour
a

(4)
Net
Present
Value

(5)
Return
on
Investment

6%

$131.150.000

4,610.506

$221,584.882

72.9%

4%

$91.694,744

2,305,253

$76,737,474

40.9%

2.44%

$76,307,194

1.406,204

$20.246,985

20.0%

(2)

NOTES:
(1) Improvement in recognition rate over baseline of 82% for letter mail introduced to the OCRs
(2) Combined capital and expense investment; includes maximum incentive contract payments
for improvement of finalization rate and error rate over baseline
(3) REC site savings due to reduced keying workload
(4) Over 5 year period, discounted at 10%
(5) Over a 5 year estimated life
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